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PREFACE

The purpose of the Benelux Symposia on Information Theory, which
are held every year, is to bring together on a regular basis
researchers in information theory from various centers within. the
Benelux. At these Symposia researchers in information theory from
the Benelux are given the opportunity to present a talk on their
recent work. Moreover, the Symposium is meant to be a regular
meeting place for workers in information theory from Belgium, The
Netherlands, and Luxemburg, where they can exchange ideas and main-
tain personalcontacts. Finally, the ultimate goal of these Symposia
is to promote and stimulate research in the field of information
theory within the Benelux.

Much of the current research in our field is directed to the
subject of multi-user information theory, i.e. the branch of
information theory that pertains to communication networks. The
results of this research may be relevant to computer networking and,
in particular, to distributed computation and data flow machines.
In this respect we are privileged that Prof. A.Lohmann accepted
the invitation to be guest lecturer at this Symposium. Prof."
A.Lohmann is well known for his work on the digital optical computer,
a device that would allow for a high degree of parallel computation.
He was recently awarded the Max Born Price for Physics for this work
in what I would like to call Communication- and Information Theory
related aspects of Optics.

Finally, I like to close this with a word of thanks to dr. ir.
A.J. Vinck for his help in organizing this Symposium in Mierlo, and
for editing these Proceedings.

J. Pieter M. Schalkwijk

May, 1985.
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DIGITAL OPTICAL COMPUTING

A. W. Lohmann 1,

ABSTRACT

photons do not interact, unless they meet in a suftäble nDn-
linear material. Within that material it is possjble.~o per-
form logical operations on two light beams or store informa-
tion by means of optical bistability. ü"~tside of such" a
material light beams are well suited to carry out thoe commu-
nication jobs of computing, especially for highly parallel
c ornpu t i ng .

The fundamentals of optical computing will be explained, a
laboratory experiment will be described and it will be dis-
cussed, how ordinary optics might contribute to digital
optical processing. This latter aspect is important since it
raises the hope for the digital optical processor to catch up
with its electronic counterpart, at least in some· specific
situations.

INTRODUCTION

The development of the digital electronic computer was highly
successful and its capabilities are still improving at a brisk rate.
Are there any chances for digital optical computing? Indeed, there
exist reasons to believe that an optical system can compete with
electronic computing in some situations. We will analyze in' the
foilowing first the basic aspects of optical computing'and we will
then describe as a laboratory example an opticaî, logical, parallel
processor based on diffraction or scattering effects.

Finally, we will show how classicaloptics might contribute to
optic~l computing, esp~ciall~ as optical bus or ai an optical per-
fèct shuffle network. "

* A.W. Lohmann lS w ith t'he University 'of Er Lange n-Nû'rnbe rg ,
Department of Applied Optics, Erw in-Romme l+Str aûe I,

D-8520 Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany
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ASPECTS OF OPTICAL COMPUTING

Certainly, photons can be used as carriers of information as well
as electrons. However, the physical properties of both are quite
different. The interaction between two electrons is strong, whereas
two photons, normally, do not interact at all. Therefore, electron
signals are easy to switch which is necessary to perform logic ope-
rations. But also for photons there exist now several approaches to
perform logicaI operations / I,2/. A major breakthrough was, for
example, the development of fast optical switches based on nonlinear
materials /3/.

These new components can be adapted also to act as fast memory or
as signal repeater. The point to remember here is: if two electrons
are getting close together, they will always interact. Two photons,
on the other hand, will interact only, if they meet within a special
piece of exotic material. Hence, a photonic system can be designed
such that interaction takes place only where it is wanted. Elec-
trans, on the other hand, interact everywhere, even where inter-
action is undesirable.

Another aspect of computing systems is the communication between
components. This aspect may be crucial for further progress in large
-scale computing, since it becomes increasingly difficult to improve
the speed of the components. Hence, progress will rely on computing
with many processors in parallel. Parallel processing poses communi-
cations problems. Because of low interaction, photons are especially
well suited for communication jobs. Electrons have to be guided
carefully by means of wires and these wires have to be kept apart.
But photons can travel in free space, even with intersections,
without any guiding structure. This capability allows a new type of
architecture and facilitates especially the design of parallel pro-
cessing systems which require a very complex interconnection network
/4/. Conventional, electronic computers are limited in this respect
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by the so-called "von Neumann" bottleneck. In these systems the num-
ber of interconnections is reduced at the price of a serial addres-
sing scheme.

A specific communicat ions network is the so-called "perfect
shuffle", which can be implemented optically quite efficiently /7/.

As a last argument for an optical computing system we may recall
that there is no direct influence of electromagnetic, fields on pho-
tons. By use 0 fopt ical component s a computer could be hardened
aga.i.ns t e.Lec.t romagne t ic fields.,_a pr ope.rt y which is oft.en desirable
in 'an'Lndus t riaI environment.

From all these arguments we may conclude that in principle an op-
tical, digital parallel computer is possible and desirable. Best
opportunities for applications can be found in the field of parallel
processing with high data rates (e.g. in a special purpose proces-
sor) or as system hardened against electromagnetic fields. Parallel
processing will be profitable especially if the data set is parallel
by its semantic nature. Image processing is an example.

OPTICAL, LOGICAL OPERATIONS IN PARALLEL

Now we want to mention one example for the i.mplementat-i.on of
parallel, logic operations by optical means. Binary, logical opera-
tions in parallel have been realized e.g. by use of a LCLV /1/ or by
shadow tasting /2/. Our system uses encoded data which are then pro-
cessed by simple, spatial filtering. The original, binary data with
two logic levels are encoded on a spatial carrier, which may be
deterministic (i.e. a grating structure) or stochastic (i.e. a
diffuset structure) /5,6/. In the Fourier plane of an optical system
the data of different logic levels are then separated. By proper
choice of two spatial filters in two cascaded 4-f systems all 16
binary logical operat ions can be implemented. Even higher order
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logic with more than two logic levels can be realized. At the óutput

the different logic levels are distinguished byintertsity or by

calor. The unequal input/output data representation as well as 'the

need or preprocess ing is a disadvantage, but the logic operat ions

themselves' are performed with a high degree of parallelism.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR CLASSICAL OPTICS

Several existing ~echnologies may contribute to' the digital opti-

cal computer: nonlinear optics, integrated optics,' electra-optics,

digital electronics and - last but not least - classicaloptics.' For

example a perfect shuffle network would consist largelyof'lenses;

prisms and possibly computer holograms /7/. The job of a perfect

shuffle network is to re-arrange N data' streams into' any' other

desirable permutation of N data streams. Existence proofs 'showthat

such a permutation can be achieved in less than 3 10gN passes'

through a perfect ihuffle network. If one pass takes one nanosecond'

and if N the number of data streams is a million it would take only

60 nanoseconds to achieve global par-a l.Le I communi.c a t i on between a

million processors. Based on similar hardware it should b é po s s ib Le

to develop efficient optical bus systems, optical delays and other

communications components /8/.
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MINIMUM INFORMATION AND PARAMETRIC MODELLING

F. Liefhebber*)

ABSTRACT. The p~oblem of constpucting an adequate model based
on the info~tion provided by a finite numbe~ of obse~va-
tions is conei.dered, F~om an a pr-ior-i.choice fo~ ei.tiher-the
uni.oar-iatieautioreqr-eeei.ve(AR), moving ave~age (MA) o~ the
mixed ARMA model, an a poetier-ior-i.model in both the'f~equency
and time domain is obtained by minimizing the info~mation (in
the Shannon sense) contained in the spect~l estimate. These
a poeter-ior-i:models mzy be conei.dered as the 'leastp~esump-
tive o~ minimaUy preiudi.ced fits to the observed data, if
only some estimated autocovanance lags a~e available. Mo~e-
ove~, this app~oach is shown to co~~espond to the application
of a ~ectangula~ window to the cepstpum.

INTRODUCTION
A common characteristic of statistical parameter estimation tech-

niques is the use of a probablistic model to obtain a compact quan-
tit at Ive descrLpt Lon for some observed data in terms of the second
order properties of a stationary stochastic process. In consequence
of this, the parameters reduce to parameters of probability density
functions. This paper is concerned with the general class of discre-
te-time stationary stochastic processes having a strictly continuous
power spectrum. Hore specifically, we will focus on the class of 'ra-
tional ARMA parametrizations for the data. A large number of tech-
niques for estimating the parameters of AR, MA and ARMA models,
either as prediction- or as reflection coefficients,' have become
available in the general area of least squares estimation, in the
statistical literature and in speech processing. Host of these tech-
niques rely on .an intermediate. estimate of the covariance f unctLon,
In practice only a finite number of observations is available.

*) F. Liefhebber is with Tilburg University, Department of Econome-
trics, Mathematics and Computer Science Group, P.O. Rox 90153, 5000
LE Tilburg, The Netherlands.
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Therefore, only the information provided by a finite number of esti-

mated covariance lags forms thevba sLs for the objective AR, MAand

ARMAparametrizations. Nevertheless, except for the MAmodel, both

the AR and ARMA models yield intrinsic infinite cova r Lance func-

tions. The assumption of one of these parametric models thus implies

the addition of information concerning the unknown covariance lags.

An ARmodel, for example, implies an in~inite extrapolation for the

estimated covariance function via the well-known Yule-Walker equa-

tions. In many practical situations, however, a particular choice

for one of these models and the corresponding modelorder remains

doubtful!.

This paper presents an approach that is concerned with this pro-

blem by regarding the power spectrum as a probability dens Lty func-

tion p(f). Subsequently, the "spec tral entropy" - f p( f) logp( f) df is

maximized to obtain an a posteriori model that is minimally yreju-

diced to the observed data. Apart from parametric modelling, the

idea of using - ! p( f) logp( f) d f has evolved from the area of image

processing [1] and radioastronomy [2]. More recently, similar appli-

ca tions have been explored' in speech processing [3]. As an al terna-

tive to this spectral entropy, the idea of maximizing! logp(f)df

has been widely used in spectral analysis [4]. It is well-known,

however, that this "maximumentropy spectral analysis" simply r()r-

responds to an a priori choice for an AR model driven by gaus sLan

white noise [5].

NORMALIZED SPECTRUM
tle consider a zero-mean stationary discrete time random process

'2with a finite variance cr , unit sample interval and strictly conti-

nuous power spectrum S( f). According to the. Wiener-Khinchine theo-

rem, we then have a discrete correlation function R(k) given by:,

R(k) ! S(f) exp(j2nfk) df
Ol

_00 < k < 00 (1)
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where R(k) = R(-k)since we have S(f) ;. 0 and the integration inter-
val n ranges from -} to } on the real line.
Normalizing S(f) by the variance (i, or equivalently by R(O), yields

2a similar expression for the normalized spectrum p(f) = S(f)/o ;

p(k) f p(f) exp(j2nfk) df
n

(2)

where p(k) = R(k)/R(O) is often referred to as the correlation coef-
ficient, while p(k) (1 and:

f pff ) df
n

(3)

Horeover, p(f) satisfies all other necessary requirements to be re-
garded as a probability density function [6]. \-le will refer to it as
a spectral density. Consequently, p(k) may be considered as a cha-
racteristic function, since it is determined by the inverse Fourier
transform of p(f).

Except for the variance 0
2, p(f) and S(f) contain essentially the

same information. For our purpose, however, the use of the spectral
density suits the quantification of this information contents in the
Shannon sense.
The restriction to strictly continuous spectral densities implies
that p(k) decays to zero as k + 00, as follows from the Riemann-
Lebesque lemma [6]. Hence, we exclude all processes where spectra
contain discrete compo nen.t s,

MINIMUM INFORHATION
If we regard some observed data as a finite realization of a dis-

crete stationary random process with a strictly continuous spectral
densityand estimated correlation coefficients p(O), p(l),••, p(N),
the Wiener-Khinchine theorem yields:

p(k) f p(f) exp(j2nfk) df
n

(4)
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This equation may be regarded as an expectation value of exp(j21Tfk)
subject to the probability density p(f). Thereby, we have imposed
N+l constraints on the -s pec t raL representation p(f) of the process.
In the absence of a priori knowledge concerning p(f), it seems rea-
sonable [1], [2] to choose for the spectral representation that
maximizes the entropy H(p):

H( p) - f p(f) log p(f) df
n

(5)

and simultaneously satisfies the N+l constraints that are imposed on
p(f) by the available correlation estimates as given in equation
(4). From this, the problem of finding a suitable spectral represen-
tation for the observed data is reduced to a well-known constrained
maximization problem in information theory [7]. It is often refer.red
to as the principle of maximum entropy.
An analytical solution for p(f) can be found via the methop of Lag-
range multipliers, yielding:

p( f)
N

exp{-l + E Àk exp(j21Tfk)}
k=-N

(6)

where the À's are Lagrangean multipliers.
Taking the real-logarithm we have a log-spectrum P( f)

the form:
log p(f) of

N
E R(k) exp(j21Tfk)

k=-N
(7)

Since P(f) is continuous, real and posLtLve , equation (7) may be
considered as obtained via the Hiener-Khinchine theorem from a fini-
te covariance function R(k), where R(k) = Àk for k * 0 and
R(O) = ÀO - 1.

The inverse Fourier transform of the log-power spectrum is usual-
ly called the "cepstrum" [8]. Obviously, equation (7) indicates that
the spectral representation that maximized the entropy subject to
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the infermatien previded by seme estimated cerrelatien ceefficients
p(O), p(l),•••, peN), is cempletely determined by a finite cepstrum.
This representatien is minimally prejudiced subject te the unknewn
infermatien p(N+1), p(N+Z), ••• since it may be censidered as the
least presumptive fit te the available data. Frem this interpreta-
tien we will refer te this appr-oach as a representatien fer seme
.observeddata that satisfies the "minimum infermatien principle".

SPECTRAL FACTORIZATION
Frem the minimum infermatien appreach as discussed in the pre-

vLous sectien we have feund a parametric medel in the frequency-
demain as a representatien for seme observed data. However, we might
wish te find a cerrespending time-demain representatien. This may be
identified as the classical spectral facterizatien preblem [9],
since we have given a real, nen-negative p(f) and wish te find a
facter Y(f), fEn, such that:

p(f) Y( f) Y( -f) (8)

The existance .of an unique causal discrete sequence y(k) with
Feurier transferm Y(f) defined as:

y(f) E y(k) exp(jZnfk)
k=O

(9)

is geverned by the Paley-Hiener condLtLon [9], which, fer discrete
precesses, equals:

J leg p(f) > - 00

n
(1Q)

Fer our purpose, this is a fairly weak cond i t Lon, since leg p(f) c
p(f), fer all fEn, and we have p(f) integrable and strictly centi-
nuous , Therefere, we may cenclude the existance of y(k), wl:th y(O)
real and pesitive [6] and:
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E y(k) 2 < 00

k=O
(11 )

which implies that Y(z) has no zero's outside the unit circle, that

is, y(k) is a minimum-phase sequence.

In terms of discrete linear time-invariant sys tems , y(k) corresponds

to an impuls response sequence. Driven by white no Lse , the output

spectral density of such a system is given by equation (8), where

Y(z) is the system transferfunction.

From equation (8) we further observe:

log p( f) log Y(f) + log Y(-f) (12)

or

P( f) Y( f) + y(-f) (13)

where the log at the right side denotes the continuous complex loga-

rithm [8]. Since y(k) is causal, that is y(k) ,;, 0 for k < 0, its

Fourier transform Y(f) is complex, requiring the use of the complex

logarithm, rather than the real logarithm used for P(f).

From the inverse Fourier transform of equation (13) we find:

R(k) y(k) + y(-k) (14)

In contrast to the cepstrum R(k), the y(k) sequence is the inverse

of a complex valued function. Usually such a sequence is called a

"complex cepstrum". Since. y(k) is minimum-phase, its compl.ex cep-

strum y(k) is causal [8]. From this we find that thp "causal image"

of the cepstrum R(k) corresponds to the complex cepstrum y(k):

(15 )

with
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k > 0

k o (16)

k < 0

Therefore, the spectral representation ·for some observed data ób-

tained via the minimum information principle, as given in equation

(8) becomes:

N
p(f) = exp{y(O) + 2 E y(k) cos(2nfk)}

k=l
(17)

where yCk) is the complex cepstrum that corresponds to the. minimum-

phase spectral factor Y(f) of the spectral density p(f).

CEPSTRAL WINDOWING
An interesting implication arisis from the finiteness of the com-

plex cepstrum that occur's in the spectral representation (17), that

is we have y(k) = Ofor k > N. From the well-known recurrence rela-

tions [B]. between a .mf rrl.murn+phase sequence and its complex cepstrum

·it· follows that:

lug y( 0) (18a)

=
V(klC)1_ 1 k-1 (k )

y(k) ~ k E ny(n) \(~)
n=l

(18b)

Apparently, only the first N+1 values of. y( k) are required to com-

pletely recover y(k). Moreover, if we incorporate y(k) = 0 for

k > N, we are able to rewrite equation (18b) as:

1 N
y(k) = k E ny(n) y(k-n)

,n=l
(19)

Obviously, this recursive extrapolation may be regarded as a re-

striction 'to y(k) to quarantee y(k) = 0 for k ) N in the cepstral-

domain.
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Imposing the minimum information principle on the estimation t;hus
corresponds to the application of a rectangular window in the cep-
stral domain. The width of this cepstral window equals the number of
available correlation lags.

·From this it is clear that with some estimate for the impuls res-
ponse y(O), y(1), •••, y(N)", equation (l8) could be used to compute
the corresponding complex cepstrum y(O), y(I), •••, y(N). Subsequent-
ly, from equation (l9) an extrapolation for the impuls response
y(k), k > N, could be computed, yielding a minimum information time
domain representation.

Both y(k) and y(k) preserve essentially the same information.
However, there is a conceptual difference. Hhereas. equation (17)

defines a typical parametric model, its time-domain equivalent y(k)
yields a non-parametric one. In the next section we will discuss the
application of the minimum information principle to the general
class of parametric ARMA models more extensively.

PARAMETRIC MODELLING
A formulation in terms of prediction coefficients will suit our

present discussion. First we will consider the seperate MA and AR

processes in conjunction with the availability of N+I estimated cor-
relation lags. Then these results will be generaLtzed for the ARMA

process.
HA process. If we have a model of order p, with prediction coeffi-
cients bk, the Fourier transform of the impuls response equals:

Y (f)ma
P
L bk exp(-j21lfk)

k=O
(20)

He will restrict to a minimum-phase impuls response sequence bO' bI'
b2, •••, bp. The complex cepstrum bk follows from the inverSe Fourier
transform of Y (f) = log Y (f):ma ma

Y (f)ma L bk expf+-j Zn f k)
k=O

(21)
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Since the MA(p) process has p(k) = 0 for k > p, it seems reasonable
to assume N =. p , The general recurrence (18) then yields for the ty-
pical MA complex cepstrum:

bO log bO (22a)

bk l
k-I bk_nb = I: nb (22b)k b

O
- k n=l n -ç-

Imposing the minimum information principle leads to an extrapolation
that follows from the general form (19) as:

k > p (23)

Thus if we obtain some estimate bO' b
l
, ... , bp via a Cholesky decom-

position of the covariance estimate, the complex cepstrum can be
computed with equations (22a,b).
The reeurnave extrapolation as given in equation (23) yields an in-
creased order a posteriori representation for the data, since it
defines prediction coefficients bk for k > p.
Apparently, the a priori choice for a MA(p) model for the observed
data is violated by imposing the minimum information principle on
the estimation.
AR process. \'e consider an AR(q) process with prediction coeffi-
cients ak and a minimum-phase impuls response according to:

q r'{I: ak exp(-j2~fk)
k=O

(24)

Then the corresponding complex ceps~rum becomes:

Y (f)ar I: ak exp(-j2~fk)
k=O

(25)
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Similar to the derivation of equations (22a,b) we have the recurren-
ce:

- log aO (26a)

ak 1 k-1 ak_n
k E na (26b)aO n=1 n aO

Moreover, imposing the minimum information principle yields:

1 q
- k E nan ak_nn=1

k > q (27)

Obviously, except for the minus sign, we have similar expressions
for the AR prediction coefficients, although they do not represent
an impuls response as the MA prediction coefficients do. In con-
sequence of this, an a priori choice for an AR(q) model for the data
is also violated by the minimum information principle to yield an a
posteriori AR(oo)model.
ARMA process. The complex cepstrum can be easily derived from the
separate minimum-phase AR and MA processes given above. Considering
a minimum-phase ARMA impuls response, we have:

Y (f) = Y (f) Y ( f)arma ar ma (28)

Subsequently, from equations (21) and (25) it follows that:

E ak exp(-j2nfk) + E bk exp(-j2nfk)
k=O k=O

(29)

To obtain the prediction coefficients for the objective ARMA(p,q)
process we need at least p+q+I covarLance lags [la]. From this, we
have a minimum information spectral representation:

p( f)
p+q

exp{~ + 2 E c
k

cos(2nfk)}
o k=1

(30)
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With equation (29-) we thus find:

o ~ k ~ p+q (3l)

According to this we have a direct correspondence between the com-
plex cepstrum ~k of the ARMA process and the complex cepstra of its
constituting AR and MA parts.
By incorporating ~k = 0 for k > p+q, the impuls response extrapola-
tion becomes:

k > p+q (32)

I.hereas the minimum information estimator for the AR process leads
to a representation in terms of prediction coefficients, apparently
the ARMA process yields a typical non-parametric representation by
means of the extrapolated impuls response as given in equation (32).

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown the equivalence of maximizing the spectral entropy

to the application of a rectangular window in the cepstral domain.
Thereby, the AR(q), MA(p), as well as the ARMA(p,q) parametrizations
yield similar parametric models for the spectral density. Intuitive-
ly, this class of exponential parametric models seems to represent .a
lower bound to the power spectrum estimation problem, whereas they
preserve minimum information subject to the unknown covariance lags.
An important issue in parametric modelling of stationary discrete
time random processes, is the choice of an underlying modelstructure
in the observed data. I'e have shown that an a priori choice for an
AR(q), MA(p) or ARMA(p,q) model is violated by imposing the minimum
information principle on the data. Further research will be directed
towards this and other aspects of the minimum information principle.

\
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ESTIMATION OF ENTROPY AND MUTUAL INFORMATION
OF CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTION

R. Moddeme iJer,-

For time-delay' estimation with a maximum average amount of
mutual information (AAMT) method, àpplied to EEG's of epilep-
tical animals or patients, it is necessary to have a simple
and rel.iabl:emethod for the estimation of mutual information.
fiepresent a histogram method for estimating a two-dimensional
continuous probability density, from which we determine esti-
mates of the entropy and the rnutual information. For this
rietihod we derived expr-eee-ione for bias-correction and variance
estimation. We present some simulation results using a bi-
normal distribution and hope to present the first results of
the method applied to real EEG's.

1. INTRODUCTION

An estimation technique is presented here which deals with time
delays between electroencephalogram (EEG) signals, using an average
amount of mutual information (AAMI) method introduced by Mars [1J.
The estimated delays are used for tracing epileptic foci in animals
and patients.

It is assumed that X and Y signals are disturbed responses to a
common cause with probability density fxy(x,y;')=Pxy(X(t)=x, Y(t+,)=y)
for different time shifts ,. Both signals are assumed to be
stationary. The time shift t which maximizes Axy is regarded as
the true delay of X relative to Y. Shannon [3J defined entropy and
mutual information for continuous distributions:

(1 ) H - J f (x) log f (x) dxx x x

(2) H -JJ f xy(x,y) log f (x,y) dx dyxy xy
(3)

fXl(x,y)
A JJ f dx dyxy xy(x,y) log f (x) f ( )x y y H +H -Hx Y xy

In his work, Mars estimated fxy(x,y,;,) using a kernel method [2J
and then calculated AAMI. The main disadvantage of his method is its
complexity, especially because he determined his optimal kernel
width by an iterative met.hod ,

-Technische Hogeschool Twente, Afdeling Elektrotechniek,
Postbus 217, 7500 AE Enschede
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For simplicity. we discretize X and Y (histogram method). Like
other methods ours is based 'on ,gentisy ~strmatiori followed by AAMI
calculation. Instead of a kern~l width w~ h~ve to determine the
sizes of our discrete cells in the X-Y plane. We are able to
calculate bias and variance of our AAMI estimator. Our methO'd can be
used for discrete systems and can be generalized for bias and
variance calculation of entropy estimators.

2. ESTIMATION PROCEDURE

For density estimation we define a rectangular grid in the X-Y
plane by lines parallel to the axes. We replace the density fxy by
an approximation which is constant and has a value fij in each
cell Ci,j)., We devide a part of the X-Y space in IxJ equal sized
(nXxnY) cells. The number of observations in a cell (i,j) of the
total N equals kij' Row and column sums are defined as ki.= L
kij and k.j= L kij' The observations in the cells are
(independent samples assumed) multinomially distributed with
expectation value

(4 ) E{k .. } = k ..
1J 1J

N P ..
1J

and co var- iarice

(5 )
Covlk .. ,k.,.,l = N p .. (I-p .. ) if i,j=i',j'

1J 1 J 1J 1J

-N Pij Pi'j'

Entropy and AAMI are calulated by the following estimators:

all others

k. k.
'" 1. log _2_:_ + log nx(6 ) H !.. - Nx i

N
k .. k..

(7 ) H L L -~ log ..2l + log nx nyxy i j
N N

k .. k .. N
(8) L L 1J 1J

A N log~xy i j 1. ' . J

These estimators are biased and can be improved ~y a simple histo-
gram dependant correction term.

3. BIAS

Three sources of bias can be distinguised: limited integration
area, non-linear transformation of density estimates to local
entropy estimates and finite resolution.
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The integration variables of integrals (1-3) run from -'" to =,
For practical reasons we neglect contributions to those integrals
from outside 'a limited integration area qXI<30x, lyl<30y).-
For a binormal distribution it can be proved that the error in the
AAMI estimate has a maximum value of 0.011 AAMI + 0.0191pl [4J with
p = Cov(X,Y)/(ox 0y), so this form of bias can be neglected.
Our entropy estimator is in fact a non-linear function of the
density estimates kij/N. Because E(x log xl ~ E(xl log E(xl, we
expect our estimate to be biased. The bias can be calculated by a
~0cal Taylor-expansion of (7) in kij=kij

k.. k.. I I k ..
'I )" {_ .2.1. Log ~ - (--+ - log _2]_) (k .. -k. .\ -
L. ~ N N ,N N N ~J ~J'
i j(9 )

Hxy 2N k. ,
~J

( -) 2 'k. ,-k., +."1
~J ~J

After truncation at the third term and taking the expectation, we
find by using (4) and (5) for entropy and AAMI:

I-I k. k.
E(H H H I L • log L •

(10) 2 N = -x x x i N N
k .. k ..

(11 ) E{H } H IJ-I H =I I- .2.1. log .2.1.xy xy 2N xy i j N N
k. , k . , N

(12) E{A } A
IJ-I-J+I

A =~ I .2.1. log _~_J__+xy xy 2 N xy
j N k. k1 .j~.

Ih à low -order approximation, the bias'is independant of the probà-
bility density. These expressions are not valid for kij~O because
of the convergence of the expansion. If there are too many cells and
some of them are almost empty then this case will occur.
For calculation of the bias introduced by finite resolution, we
assume we can locally (for one cell) write the pr'obability density
as a linear function

(13)
af (x.,y.) af (x.,y.)

f (x,y) == f (x"y.) + xy 1. J (x-x.) + xy ~ J (y-y.)xy xy 1 J ax 1 ay J

in which xi and Yi represent the center of a cell. The probabi-
lity of an event occuring in this cell equals
Pij=txy(Xi,Yl)6xAY. The average entropy contribution of a
cell is approximated by

- -
k.. k ..

h.. = - _2]_ log ~
1J N N

and it should be equal to

(14 )

(15) hiJ' '= - 11 fxy(x,y) log f (x,y) die dy
cell xy
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Replacing flog f by two terms of its Taylor expansion and using
(13) we find:

X=Xi'Y=Yi
Summing over all cells and approximating this result by an integral
we find:

1h = - flog f 6x6y - -----24fij xy xy xy

(17)
Hx Hx

00 af 2

+-L 24~x (a:) (Ax) 2 dx

00 [raf 2
+ JJ 24~ a:Y) (6x)2+
-00 xY l

(18: Hxy Hxy
(19) _

1
T"""="fx xy

For a binormal distribution this

AxY
reduces to

1 2

(20) H H +2"4 (6X)x x

2 2
(21 ) H H + (6X) + (6y) )xy xy 24( l-p2)

(22) p2 2 2
A A (6x) + (6y) )xY xy 24(I-p2)

As we expected this type of bias depends on the size of the cells
and deteriorates as the cell sizes increases.

4. VARIANCE

The variance of the entrop~ estimator is defined as:

(23) VAR{H} = E{H2 } - E{H }2
xy xy xy

Using two terms of expansion (9) and knowing (4) and (5),
expressions for the variance of our estimators can be found:

k. H2
k. 10g2 ~ x
1.. N NVAR{H }

x

1 I
.N2 Ii=1(24)

(25)
1 I

VAR{H } = ~ I
xy i=1

1 I
VARfA } = N2 L

xy i=1

J

I
.;=1
J
Lj=1

k.. H2
k log2 ~- xy
ij N N

k.. A2

k 1002 ~ J!_ - xy
ij h ~

k , k .
1.' 'J

(26)
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If we replace the expectations k by the realised number of events k
we obtain a variance estimator.
For a binormal di-stri-bution these expressions can be approximated by

VAR{H } 2N(27) x

(28) VAR{H }
Nxy

(29) VAR{/~ }
p2

xy N

Because of this astonishing simplicity there might be another way to
obtain these results. To compare Var(Axy} with the variance the
Maximum-Likelyhood-estimate of p for large N

(l-p2) 2
N(30) VAR{lJ}

we use

(31 ) A
XV

We can prove for large N that both estimators pand AXY are
equivalent.

Determination of the optimal grid in the X-Y plane will be
difficult because a priori knowledge of the distribution is needed.
For a binormally distributed density we can add both kinds of bias
(10-12, 20-22). Because 6ax = I~x and 6ay = J~y, a grid can be
found so that the biases compensate each other. This grid is the
optimal grid, because the variance is more or less independent of
the size of the cells. The bias due to the logarithm is independent
of AAMI and the bias due to finite resolution increases only with
increasing AAMI. So the maximum of AAMI, as a function of T, is biaS
independent if the grid is independent of T. We expect therefore
that a non optimal grid will not change our delay estimate.

5. SIMULATIONS

For verification of our theory we generated 100 trials of 256
binormally distributed samples. We estimated AAMI using different
cell sizes. The averaged results over trials are presented in figure
lA. The p axis is transformed in such a way, that the theoretical
AAMI becomes a straight line.

Characteristically, AAMI is overestimated near p=O due to the
logarithm. The amount of overestimation increases with the number of
cells. AAMI is underestimated near p=l and the amount of under-
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estimation decreases if the number of cells increases, or with other
words as t~e resolution increases.

After bias correction we obtain,the improved figure lB. 'Because
of the finite order of the Taylor expansion and the substitution of
a summation by an integration we c9ul~ expect small errors in the
bias correction. By only using the distribution independent
correction due to the logarithm we obtain figure 2.

The estimated s~andard deviation out of lOO trials for ditferent
N is given in table IA. The mean of the standard deviation
calculated by using our variance estimator (26) is given in table
IB. We see a good agreement between both standard deviations. Only
form small N large discrepencies are found.

6. DISCUSSION

We have shown that our bias and variance calculations are in good
agreement with the simulation results. Further improvements can be
achieved by more accurate calculations. We can take more terms of
the Taylor expansion into account. We can also take an exact sum
instead of approaching it by an integral. We doubt whether improve-
ments justify the effort of using more complicated calculations.

After comparing our discrete simulations with the continuous ones
of Mars Cl], we conclude that his AAMI estimations are affected by
the same kind of bias. His iterative method for finding an optimal
kernel does not result in a smaller standard deviation. We conclude
that our discrete method and the one of Mars lead to equivalent
results.

Our variance estimator enables us to judge the importance of a
maximum in AAMI. Deriving a covariance estimator between AAMI
estimates of different, is a problem as,this estimator is dependent
on the covariance of subsequent data samples of our signal. Because
of this dependancy a priory knowledge about the correlation function
or AAMI is needed.

Our calculations should be tested by using different probability
densities, to get a better understanding of the validity of our
estimators and corrections. We consider to evaluate AAM'! estimators
using another non-equidistant rectangular grid.
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Tabel IA standard deviation of Axy

p 0.00 0.30 0.45 0.70 0.85 0.95
N I=J

128 6 0.020 0.037 0.035 0.054 0.061 0.075
8 0.037 0.035 0.042 0.062 0.065 0.084

256 6 0.014 0.018 0.024 0.037 0.047 0.060
8 0.019 0.021 0.027 0.042 0.049 0.063

512 6 0.007 0.013 0.019 0.027 0.031 0.041
8 0.009 0.016 0.021 0.029 0.032 0.042

Tabel IB estimated standard deviation of Axy

p 0.00 0.30 0.45 0.70 0.85 0.95
N I=J

128 6 0.030 0.036 0.042 0.056 0.065 0.079
8 0.039 0.043 0.048 0.060 0.068 0.077

256 6 0.016 0.023 0.027 0.039 0.046 0.056
8 0.022 0.026 0.031 0.041 0.048 0.055

512 6 0.009 0.014 0.018 0.027 0.033 0.040
8 0.012 0.016 0.020 0.029 0.034 0.038
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EDGE DETECTION BY DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING

J.J. Gerbrands, E. Backer and W.A.G. van der Hoeven*

A method is described for the detection of edges in noisy
images, which is based on a dynamic prograrroning optimal
path algorithm. The performance has been evaluated with
Roe analysis and Fratt's Figure of Merit for edge detec-
tors. The dynamic programming method shows much better
performance than the best parallel schemes for low values
of SNR.

INTRODUCTION

In a broad sense, digital image analysis deals with the extrac-
tion of information from two-dimensional pictorial data by using
digital techniques. One of the crucial issues in digital image ana-
lysis is the problem of image segmentation. The goal of image seg-
mentation is to partition the two-dimensional image domain into re-
gions which are homogeneous according to some predefined criteria.
The segmentation result forms the basis for all subsequent measure-
ments, classification and, eventually, interpretation.

The large variety of image segmentation methods may be grouped
into certain families depending on specific properties: parallel vs.
sequential methods, and the region approach vs. the edge approach.
In this paper we will discuss a sequential method of edge detection
[I], which uses dynamic programming to detect the optimal edge in a
specific region of interest. We confine ourselves to monochrome ima-
ges containing regions with different mean grayvalues, separated by
transitions with an intermediate grayvalue which are at least one
pixel wide. In the image processing literature edges of this type
are usually referred to as 'ramp edges'.

* The authors are with the Delft University of Technology, Depart-
ment of Electrical Engineering, P.O. Box 5036, 2600 GA Delft,
the Netherlands
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THE METHOD

The basic idea in the dynamic programming approach described here
is to assign cost coefficients to all candidate edge pixels. Usually
these cost coefficients are based on the first and/or second order
discrete difference functions of the brightness function, as appro-
ximations of the gradient or the Laplacian. An edge is'now defined
as the concatenation of individual edge pixels. The cost of an edge
is the sum of the cost coefficients of its constituting pixels, and
the optimal edge is the edge with minimum cumulative cost.

The problem of finding the optimal edge can be formulated as the
problem of searching for the optimal path from the bottom to the top
through a matrix of cost coefficients, where a path is defined as a
sequence of 8-adjacent points, with exactly one point per row of the
matrix. This problem can be solved by using dynamic programming.

In order to apply the method to arbitrary edges in arbitrary di-
rections, the image data ina selected region of interest are re-
sampled into a rectangular matrix. From this transformed matrix the
matrix of cost-coefficients is obtained. Afterwards, the detected
optimal path is transformed back to the original image domain.

THE ALGORITHM

Let C(r(h),h) denote the nxm matrix of cost coefficients of can-
didate edge pixels. On every row h of the cost matrix we want to se-
lect one single edge pixel R(h). The selected points should form a
connected path:

IR(h+l) - R(h) I < for I' < h < n- I. ( I)

The minimal cost path is then defined as the path R(I), ... ,R(n)
for which the cumulative costs F(R(I), ..• ,R(n» are minimal:

F(R(I), .•. ,R(n» F .m~n
n

MIN L C(r(h),h).
r ( I) , ••. , r (n) h= I

( 2)

The minimization procedure is greatly simplified, if a convenient
startint point R(I) can be selected on the first row. If this is the
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case, the minimal cost path can be found serially. Let us denote the
cumulative cost of the minimal cost path from (R(I),I) to (r(h),h)
by Q(r(h),h), Then the following formulas hold:

Q(r(I),I) C(R( I) , I) for r( I) R( I) (3)

for r Cl ) ~ R(I)

Q(r(h),h) = C(r(h),h) + MIN {Q(r(h-I),h-I)} for 2 < h < n (4)

where the minimum is selected from the 8-adjacent predecessors on
row (h-I). Finally,

F .ml.n MIN {Q(r(n),n)}.
r

(5)

If the values of r {h) corresponding with the selected minima,ih,,;Éq.
(4) are stored in a matrix of pointers M(r(h),h), the minimal cost
path can be traced back from the endpoint R(n) found in Eq, (5).'

This can be clarified for a simple 4x4 cost matrix. Let us is eLec t
(R(I),l) = (2,1) to be the starting position on th~ bottom row

C(r(h) ,h)

2

Q(r(h),h)

5 6 4 5

6 4 5 3

432

M(r(h) ,h)

2

323
3 2 3

2 2 4 4

2 3 '3 3

2 2 2 -

2 2 3 00 I

It is clear that Fmin = Q(3,4) = 4 and R(4) = 3 is the position of
the end point on the top row. The optimal path can now be traced
back easily from the matrix M(r(h),h):

R(3)

R( 2)

R( I)

M(R(4) ,4)
M(R(3) ,3)

M(R(2),2)

4

3

2.

Obviously, the detected path is cond i t iona lly optimal with respec t
to the chosen starting point. To obtain global optimality one has
to vary over all possible starting points.
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EXAMPLE

We originally developed thismethod, which is based on early re-
sults by Montanari [2] and Martelli [3], for the detection of the
left ventricular contour in cardiac scintigrams. The region of inte-
rest is defined by two concentric circles around an automatically
detected midpoint. The image data in this region are resampled into
polar coordinates. The cost coefficients are computed as the inverse
of a convex combination of the first and second derivative. See
Fig. I.

Due to its succes, the method is now used on a routine basis for
various medical applications at the Thoraxcenter in Rotterdam [4,5].

Fig. I
Top left: Thallium scintigram

Top right: transformed image
(rescaled)

Bottom right: cost matrix and
optimal path

Bottom left: detected contour
superimposed

EVALUATION
The quantitative evaluation of parallel edge detectors of the en-

hancement/threshold type has been carried out by Abdou and Pratt [6].
For the purpose of the analysis a continuous idealized luminance
edge is defined as a planar ramp discontinuity. The ideal edge can
be described by its position, orientation angle, base amplitude,
contrast and width. Digital test images are generated by simulating
the discretization process. The digital images are then corrupted by
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additive noise. Edge detection schemes can then be evaluated on the
basis of comparison of the probabilities of correct and false edge
point detection (ROC-analysis) and a figure of merit. The figure of
merit takes the distance between a detected point and the ideal edge
into account:

F

IA
E

i=1

where 11 and IA are the number of ideal and actual edge points,
d(i) is the pixel miss distance and a is a scaling constant.

In an extensive experimental study we have applied the evaluation
technique used by Abdou and Pratt for parallel edge detectors to the
dynamic programming method described above. The results of some of
these experiments are presented in Figs. 2-5. The signal-to-noise
ratio is defined as the edge height squared divided by the variance
of the additive Gaussian noise. The term 'interpolation' refers to
the resampling scheme used. From the experiments we conclude that
the dynamic programming method shows much better performance than
the best parallel schemes for low values of the signal-to-noise
ratio. For higher values of the signal-to-noise ratio the advanta-
ges are less obvious. Using the same objective criteria we have also
been able to quantify the effect of noise smoothing the images
prior to edge detection, as well as to compare various interpolate/
resample schemes and to select the best discrete difference filters
for the computation of the cost coefficients.
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COMPUTER MEMORIES WITH DEFECTIVE CELLS

C.L.M. van Pul*

Abstract. In this paper a family of block-codes for a binary
computer memory with defective cells' is constructed. For any
Po. 0 < p< -1;, this family contains a sequence of codes <!i, ,<ïi" •• ,
where ~i is a block-code of length ni, rate Ri that can
correct all word defects of multiplicity ti or less, such that
ti/ni -+ p and Ri -+ 1-2P1when i -+ co,

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider the problem of reliable storage of
information in defective binary memory units, i.e., memory units of
which some of the cells either always give a 0 (a-defect) or an 1
(i-defect). We assume that the complete information about the defects
is known only to the encoder. This information is described by a word
defect d E {O,i,ó}n, where

d; = {
a if the ith cell is a-defect,

• 1 if the ith cell is l-defect,
ó else.

The number t of a's and l's in d is called the multiplicity of the
word defect~. By Dn we denote the set of word defects d E {O,i,ó}n

t
of multiplicity t or less.

The following figure illustrates the information-transmission
(storage) scheme.

*Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven,
Onderafdeling der Wiskunde en Informatica,
Postbus 513, 5600 11BEindhoven,
The Netherlands.
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Fig. 1.

We use the following notation:
u E {1 ,2, ... ,M}, is an .input message; ~ =

a cha.nnel input word.; y_ = (y1 ,y2-' ••• ,yn) E
word; v E {1,2, ... ,M}, the output message; ~ E {O,l,ö} a word
defect describing the states of the n memory cells to be used.

The channel input and output words are related as follows:

={
0 if d. 0,

l.

Yi 1 if d. 1 , •• , .' (1)
l.

X. if d, = s ,
l. l.

A block code of length n is defined as a map (~ of the set of pairs
(u,~), where u E {1,2, ... ,M} and ~ E {O,l,ö}n into the set F~;
notation x = ~(u,~).Note that if ~ is a codeword, more than one word
defect d can correspond to it. The code transmission rate is the
number R = (logM)/n. A decoding scheme for a code is a map ~ nf All

noutput words y_ E F2 into the set of output messages {1,2, ... ,M};
notation v = ~(y_).

For a fixed input message u let P denote the set of all outputu,W
words y_ associated with the channel input word x = ~(u,~) by relation
(1) when ~ runs through Wc {O, 1 , ö}n. We say that a code corrects all
word defects dEW if the sets P for different u (u E {1, 2, ... ,M})u,W
are disjoint. It is obvious that if and only if a code corrects all
word defects dEW, there exists a decoding scheme Ijl for: it such that
for any y_ EP: u,W

u = 'I'(y).

We say that such a code and the decoding scheme correct all word
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defects dEW.
For given nand t let M(n.t) be the maximal value of M for whic~

there exists a block-code of length n correcting all word defects of
multiplicity t or less. Using a random coding argument Kusnetsov and
Tsybakov [1] proved the followin9 surprising result.

THEOREM 1. For n ~ 1

n - t - rlog ln 2t(~) 1 $ log M(n.t) ~ n-t.

In the following we shall construct a "good" family of block-codes.

11. A CONSTRUCTION METHOD

We shall first introduce the class of additive codes. We need some
definitions.

An ~ E F~ is said to be compatible with the word defect ~ E
«i.i .s:" if. for any iE U.2 •...•n} we either have di =0 or

x. = {a if di
1. 1 if d ,

1.

is called a t-defect compatible set if. for

a.
1.

n
A subset D c F2

nany ~ E Dt there is a word c E D which is compatible with d.

The class of additive codes is defined as follows:
Let C be a 2r x n binary matrix in which the first relements
of each row are the binary representation of t.1-renumber i of
that row (i =a.1 •••.• 2r_1). A matrix with this property is
called separable. Let. for any UE {a.l •...•2n-r_1} and any

n
~ E {a.1: a} • ::(u.~) be a specified row of C. For any u E

{a.1•.•.•2n-r_l} we define the vector

u. = a. i = 1.2••..•x , and u =
1.

by

The encoding ~ is defined by the equation
~(u.~) = ~ + c (u.~).

Different matrices C and functions £(u.~)define a class of codes
which we caLl, the class of additive codes. The decoding scheme for
an additive code is defined by:
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n-r i-1
'I' (:i_) = i~l «y r+i + cr+i )mod 2 )2 ,

where c = (c1 ,c2' ... ,cn) is the row f~om the matrix C with ci = Y i for
i=1,2, ... ,r.

From the above it will be clear that a necessary and sufficient
condition for an additive code ~(u,~) to correct all word defects
of multiplicity t or less is that the set of rows of C form a
t-defect compatible set. A matrix with this property is called a
t-defect compatible matrix. For any u E {O, 1,.•. ,2n-r -1} and ~ E D~

the row £(u,~) from C must then be the (not necessarily unique) row
of C which is compatible with the word defect d' defined by

where u. is
a,

then have that ~ = ~ (u,~) = ~ + £(u,~) is compatible with d ,

d' jcSifd. s ,
i = lu. +d.~if d , = 0 or 1,

a a, ~

the ith coordinate of

.,.... ~

the vector u defined above. We

In [lJ it is proved that the class of additive codes contains
"good" codes. The following theorem gives us a construction me r.hod,
It is a generalisation of a method found by Kusnetsov [2J.

THEOREM 2. Let G' be the generator matrix of a binary code D
with 1 E D and d ~ r (2t-2_1)2r/(2t-l_1l 1 and let G be the (k-1) x2r

submatrix of G' defined be Low ,

G'
o
o

G

1 1 i . . . . . . . 1 1

D

Let H' be a parity check matrix of an [n-l,n-k,2L1J +1] binary code.
Then

c " [ ::: I
is a 2r+l x n t-defect compatible matrix, where H = (g I H') .
matrix C is separable if G' contains the generator matrix of

••••• (2)

The
RM(l,rl

as a subrnatrix.
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The generator matrices of the members of the following class of
linear codes are very suitable to use in Theorem 2.

THEOREM 3. (see also [3].) Let m = 2k + 1 be odd and l,eti be any
number in the range 1 ~ i ~ k , Then there exist two

[2m ,m (k _ i + 2) + 1 , 2m-1 _ 2m-i-1] r

subcodes of RM(2,m). These subcodes contain RM(l,m) as a subcode and
have weights 0 r 2m-1 , 2m and 2m-1 ± 2m-h-1 for h in the range i ~h s k ,

Using the generator matrices of the codes of Theorem 3 (or of
suitable subcodes) and taking for H the identity matrix of the proper
size, the construction method of Theorem 2 gives

Lim
n~

M(n,pn) ~ 1 2- p,n
p ~ ~ .

REFERENCES
[1] A.V. KUSNETSOV & B.S. TSYBAKOV, Coding in a memory with

defective cells, translated from Problemy Peredachi Informatsii
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[2] A.V. KUSNETSOV, private communication.
[3] F.J. MACWILLIAMS & N.J.A. SLOANE, The Theory of Error-

Correcting Codes, North-Holland Publ. Comp., Amsterdam, 1977.
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nns CODES FO}{ THE (',()RRECTION OF STUCK-AT DEFECTS

*C. P.N •.J. ,-lilg;;en

ABSTRACT: It is shown that in correcting stuck-at syr.bo I
d e f e c t s corrb i ned with r andon symbo L errors, ~ms codes achieve
the t he o r e t ical upper bound wi th re spec t to the I nf orma t inn
rate. Algebraic encoding anel decoding r.ie t ho ds are d e s c r t be d ,

I. INTRODlfCTIOf';

Code s that achieve the Singleton bound are cu l Led tla x t nur i

Distance Se pa r a bLe UJlJS), i.e. an (n,k) code is t-!DS if and only if

O-l=n-k; where 11 is the tnLn.Lmur.t distance of the cone. In the sequel

we will use Re e d Solomon (RS) codes as e xarnp Les because it a ppe a r s

t na t for any (n,k,D) I'IUS code there exists an (extended) ltS code

w i t h the s ame pa r ar.e t e r s [1, p.318).

A q+a r y t.r a nsr-d s s Lon channel is said to have stuck-at defects

",hen the ou t put; of the channel at certain synbol positions is a

fixed c.Ler.ienr of tlte alfahet {O,I,---,q-I} independent of t ne input.

It is assumed that be f o r e transnission of a codeworJ the !",osi.tiot1s

and values of stuck-at defects are known [2,3,4,5,6). An exanple of

sucb a t r a nsmLs s Lon channel is a Digital Optical Recorder [7.1,

accepting q+a r y input synbo l s and i-a pp Lnr, each input symbo l onto a

pit pattern on the disc. Due to disc defects (e.g. pinholes in the

r e f Lec t t ve layer) the output synboLs at ciefective po s i t Iou s call be

c ons Lde r ed as stuck-at defects 't ha t call be detected before w ri t Lno.•

2. COOl,,,!; FOR STUCK-AT DEFECTS m:LY

j(_usnetsov a nd Tsyhakov (4) describe the pr i n c LpLe of additive

coding for the correction of stuck-at defects. The y also derive all

up pe r bound for the rate of a code of length n currecting at nos t t

defects (4). Let M(n,t) be the number of ciifferent codeworJs of

*Philips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80.000,

5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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Le ng t h n correcting at no s t t defects then

G10g h(n,t) , n-t •

\Ie show that !(S-codes ach t e ve this upper bound w i t h equality. Let

C be a RS code uver GF(q) of len~th o'q-l with neneratur polynomial

hex)

kn (x-ot
i
)

i= 1

0( be i nr. a pr imi ti ve e l.erie n t of GF( q). Then the d i rnens ion t of the

code C is n+k and the distance D equals k+l. Any t=n-k symbols can

be considered äS infonnation syr.bo Ls of C.

Let u be an Luf o r nn t i on s eq uerrce consisting of k q-ea ry sy nbo Ls

and TI the sequence u followed by t zeros in the high-order

po s t t Lun s , Let d be the q-ary defect Lnf o rrna t Lon c on s i s tI ng of at

mos t t defects - [I.]. L:sing the principle of additive co dI nj; [4], we

w i.s h to store a defect conpatible codeword Cf (ü,d) fron whi ch u can

uniquely boo! recovered. Let 'f(ü,d) = ü + c(ü,d), then c(ii,d) riu s t be

chosen such that:

A: c(ü,d) c a n uniquely be recovered r r on the last t synbol s ;

H: ~ + c(~,d) nasks the defect pattern.

Condition ;\ is fulf.illed if c(ü,d)éC because the last t symboLs

of c(ü,d) can ht' considered to bp the information part nf the (n,t)

RS code C. Conrlition B can he fulfilled by fixing s synbo l s of

c(ü,rl) at the stuck-at pos i tions such that Cf (ü,d) [latches the

defect pattern and c.ho os ing the remaininp, syrnbo Ls of c(ü,d) such

that c(ü,d)&C. Because the d Imens Lon of C is t we can fj_xal r-os t

t=n-k symbo I s , If sCt we nay fix another t-s conveniently chosen

synbo Is to a r bLt r a ry values. c(ü,d) can be found fron these n-k

fixed synbo l s , e.g. by up pLy Lng k er as u re decoding on t he renainini;

non-fixed synbols.
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The vector u can be recovered from ~(~,d) by taking:

U : 'f (ij, d) mod g ( x ) •

Hence us t ng a code of length n and dimension t we can store It

.i nf o rraa t Lon synbo Ls and na sk ally ti syubc L d e f e c t s if:

s ~ t where k=u+t ;

It a Lso f o l Lovs f r om the ti iscussion that alge hraic encodi n~; and

decoding met hod s are applicahle.

3. CODING FOR STUCK-Ai DEFECTS AND RANDOJ1 ERRORS

f:usnetsov et al. [3J also discuss the max imum rate of codes that

sinultaneously correct stuck-at defects and random errors. They have

s hown that:

nR(n,t,T) ~ }:(n,2T+l) - t ,

where nR(n,t,T) is the number of information synbols of a code of

length n that simultaneously corrects t defects and T randon errors,

and K(n,2T+l) being the ria xi.num nurabe r of information symbo Ls in a

code of length n correctinR Terrors.

By virtue of the }lOS property we have the relation K(n,2T+l) =

n-2T for KS codes which is optiroal. Now cunsider an MS cude C' over

GF(q) of length n hav i ng a generator poLyuocu a.l

",'(x)

of dLne ns Lon k'=n-2T and with distance O'=2T+l. If 2T~k then g' (x)

is a divisor of g(x). Hence any codeword of C will also he a

codeword of C'.

Let u be a sequence of m q+a r y information symbols and ü t he
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sequence u followed by t=n-k zeros in the high-order positi.ons such

that m+t=k t=n+Z'I", Let f(ü) be an n-sequence such that f(ü) ~ C' ann

ü appears unaltered in the h Lgh=o r de r positions of f(ü) (e.g. hy

using a sy s t ema t Lc encoder for C'). l~e want to store a defect-

conpatible codeword

If (f(ü),d) f(ü) + c(f(ü),d)

such that:

t\: c(f(u),d) can uniquely be recovered f r om the last t syrnbo l s ;

B: if (f(ü) ,d) na t cb e s any defect pattern consisting oi at uo s t t

defects;

C: any two di f f e r e n t vectors q(f(ül),d1) and l.f(f(;:;2),d2) have a

Hamm i ng distance of at least 2T+l.

The first two requirements can be net by observing that f(ü) has

ill; last t symbols equaI to zero. Hence, by applying the coding

ne t ho d of the previous section us I ng C, we can ua s k at most t

stuck-at defects. The third r equt reme nt is then met by o hs e r vLng

that f(ii) E C', having ninimur.l distance 2T+I, and that c(f(ii) ,d) ~ C

where CC C'. Hence 'I(f(ü),d) be I ng Cl l t nea r comb t na t Lon of two

cndewords of C;' also helongs to C'.
Upon r e c e Lvt ng <f(f(ü),d) we first app l y one of the we l l=-known

error correcting a l go r Lt hns to correct at no s t T ra ndor- syr.bo l

errors. Next we recover the k low-order synbols of f(ti) by taki.ng:

Cf (f(ü) ,d) mo d g(x).

Then 1I can be recovered from fk(ü) by taki.ng t he m high-:-orJer

symbols of fk(ü).

Hence we can s Lnu Lt a ne ou s Ly correct t defects and';:' r a nd or.i e r r o r s

by using RS codes of leneth n where the nU8ber of infornation

s yribo Ls equals
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m = n-2T-t.

Ag a Ln algebraic encoding and decoding ne t hod s can he used.
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CONVOLUTIONAL CODES AND DEFECTS

A.J. Vinck*

In communication situations where storage media are used, the
transmitter might know position and va~ue of errors in advance.
These errors are ca~~ed defects. Defects can be found by tes-
ting the circuitry before using. We show that convolutional
codes can be used as a class of optimal, in channe.lcapacity
sense, defect compatible codes. ~he defects are supposed to
occur in bursts preceded by a defect free period or guard
space. We can use convolutional codes with rate R=k/n at a
defect fraction f=l-R. The decoder uses simp~e shift register
circuitry to reconstruct the original encoded information
sequence.

INTRODUCTION
In 1974 Kusnetzov and Tsybakov [I] described the problem of chan-

nel coding when a fraction f of channel outputs is known to be stuck
at zero or one. The remaining fraction is supposed to be error free.
They developed the technique of additive coding to make information
sequences defect compatible, i.e. the code sequences agree with the
defects. With this coding technique they achieve a transmission effi-
ciencyof (I-f). Hence, optimal from an information theoretical point
of view. In this paper we use convolutional codes to make information
sequences defect compatible. Most of the developed theory depends on
Forney [2,3]. We first recall some of the results of these two papers.

Let G be a convolutional encoder represented by the first k rows
of a polynomial nxn-matrix B with polynomial inverse B-1• If we defi-

-I . -I -Ine G to be formed by the first k columns of B ,then IGG =1 for
all I. Similarly, for the last (n-k) rows (H-I)T of B.

*Department of Electrical Engineering
Eindhoven University of Technology
P.O. Box 513
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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The dual code of a rate kin convolutional code can be generated
Tby a rate (n-k)/n encoder H such that CH =0. The n-input, (n-k)-out-

put linear sequential circuit whose transfer function matrix is HT,
is called a syndrome former, and has the property that xHT=O iff x
is a code sequence. The desired matrix can be obtained by taking the
1 (n+k) 1 f -I S ..ast n- co umns 0 B . ummarLz1ng

The matrix (H-I)T plays the key role in the developed coding scheme.
Observe that

for any sequence ~. The sequence ~ is used to make the code sequence
!C defect compatible. We therefore have to investigate the (n-k)/n
encoder output

Before we attack this problem we further recall some properties.
Definition: An encoder realization is called obvious if it is reali-
zed with as many shift registers as inputs. The realization is called
adjoint-abvious is it is realized with as many shift registers as
outputs.
Example: A rate (n-I)/n encoder may be realized with (n-I) shift
registers, whereas its syndrome former is realized with only one.

A rate I/n encoder is realized with only one shift register and
its syndrome former with (n-I) shift registers.

We assume that the reader is familiar with the concept 'minimal'
encoder as can be found in Forney [2]. If the encoder G is minimal
then there is no realization with less memoryelements than the
obvious realization. The same property holds for the syndrome former
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in the adjoint-obvious realization.
A state is defined to be the contents of the memoryelements in

the minimal realization.
Property: If G and its dual encoder H are minimal encoders, then
their state spaces are isomorphic. Consequently, the adjoint-obvious
realization of HT and the obvious realization of G have the same
number of memory elements.

We now turn back to the defect problem. The defects are supposed
to occur in bursts of length ~, preceded by a guard space g. We add

-I Tthe vector sequence ~(H ) to the code vector sequence .!_G,such
that in the burst periods the modulo-2 sum sequence is defect compa~
tible, i.e., agrees with the defect values. If this is possibLe, then
at the decoder side the output of the inverse circuit G-1 produces I
exactly for all sequences ~. As all possible defects are supposed to
occur within the burst length ~, ~(H-I)T must have 2~ different out-
puts within a segmentof length~. In Fig. 1 we give the encoding
scheme. The connection between code rate, burst length and guard
space is subject of the next chapter.

defect
info

storage
I

module

Fig. I. Encoding scheme for making code sequences
defect compatible.
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Rate kin defect compatible codes
In this chapter we deal with the following problem:

What is the longest segment length ~, such that a minimal encoder
-I T(H ) generates any pattern in this segment. The length ~ will be

related to code rate and guard space.
We first concentrate on a class of kin codes. Suppose that a rate

kin minimal encoder in the obvious realization has k shift registers
of length v. The corresponding minimal syndrome former, HT is reali-
zed with (n-k) shift registers of length vl=kvl(n-k), where we assume
that vi is an integer. The encoder of this type of encoder syndrome
former combination is denoted as Gk• The following theorem relates
burst and guard space with code rate R=k/n.

Theorem. The encoders Gk generate any n-tuple output sequence of
length vl=kvl(n-k) with respect to a preceding guard space of v

n-tuples.
Proof. We use some of the properties of the previous chapter. We
proof the existance of a sequence ~ with the desired properties and
for which xHT=O. Thus, consequently x must be an encoder output
sequence.
Step I. As the state spaces of Gk and HT are isomorphic, HT can be
brought Ln an arbitrary state s~ within v steps.
Step 2. Then, for any n-tuple input sequence to the syndrome former
of length vi the output can be made zero by proper choise of s~.
Step 3. The state of the syndrome former after step 2 uniquelly
specifies an encoder state. Hence, feeding the syndrome former with a
code sequence that departs from this encoder state again gives rise
to an all zero syndrome former output. From the state of step 3 we
may go to the desired state of step 2 with v steps. This completes
the proof of the Theorem.

-I TNow, if we make (H ) equal to Gk, then we can make the sequence
. . . ( -I)TIG defect compatLble by addLng the desLred sequence z H . The burst

to guard space ratio that we can handle is v!lv=k/(n~k). Hence, for
the encoder G with rate R=(n-k)/n we are able to 'correct' a defect
fraction f=k/n=!-R, which is an optimal result.
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A problem of the above theorem is the existance of the specified
encoder-syndrome former combination. If we define v to be the maximum
length of the encoder shift registers and vI the minimum length of
the syndrome former shift registers in the minimal realization, then
it is easy to see that the theorem is still valid. Of course, it is
then a sub-optimal result.

[2] . 1 1 h . (H-I)T, G-IForney g~ves methods to ca cu ate t e matr~ces
T f .. . d -Iand H rom a g~ven matr~x G. Once the matr~ces B an B are known,

the system can be implemented. Note that distance is unimportant. If
the burst to guard space ratio can be measured in advance, one 'is
able to apply the most economical coding scheme.

-I TFor rate (n-I)/n generator matrices (H ) one can take

Pn_I(D) 1
o

where,the polynomials Pi(D) are in the delay operator D and'mutually
prime.-If the polynomials all have the same degree v, then we have
a matrix according to the theorem. As an example we have the follo-
wing matrices for n=2,3 and 4.

n = [ I +D\I, I]

n

n

The construction of these matrices can be a problem for small values
of v and large values of n. For the above matrix with n=4, v should
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be greater than I.

In order to make the system more flexible, we may pre-encode the
sequence !. Then, we are also able to correct some random or soft
errors in the guard space. If hard errors occur in the guard space,
then we can use the same error correcting scheme. For R=I/2, we give
a scheme that follows from the matrix.

B [I 0 1
I+DV

defect
encoder

I' random I
error t-....._-~-+1-- .......channel
encoder

"II
BSC

Fig. 2. Combined defect-random error rnrrprting scheme.
see also Fig. 2. Random errors are introduced by a Binary Symmetric
Channel. The decoder has to estimate the encoded information sequen-
ce I' from a received sequence !+~I(I+DV)+~2'

CONCLUSION

We describe an optimal defect 'correcting' coding scheme with
convolutional codes. At an information rate R=k/n, we 'correct' a
defect fraction f=l-R. The decoding can be done instantaneously
without delay and with simple circuitry. Furthermore, we show that
random or soft errors can also be corrected by using a combined
encoding scheme.
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DOT CODESFOR PRODUCTIDENTIFICATION

W.J. van Gils*

ABSTRACT: In the automated manufacturing area, the' two+
dimensional representation of product identification nti:mbers
via square dot codes offers a number of' advan tage s ,.é\bave the
use of bar codes. A method for the encoding of product
identification numbers into square dot matrices is described.
It consists of an.optimum source coding scheme for the encoding
of identification numbers into channel message words, and a
channel coding scheme offering error-detection and error--
correction for random bit errors (dot corruptions).

1. INTRODUCTION

The widespread use of bar codes in the automated manufacturing

ar ea clearly s hows the need for an automatically readable product

identification code. A bar code is built up from a number of

parallel bars. The relative widths and mutual distances of these

bars determine the meaning of the har code.

However, in the above-mentioned area, we think that dot codes

provide a better alternative for bar codes. A dot code consists of a

square matrix of round dots on a constrasting background. The

meaning of the dot code is determined by the ahsence or presence 'of

dots. In a dot code, the information is recorded in a twa-

dimensional way, whereas in a bar code only one dimension is used

to encode information. This difference causes the dot code to offer

higher information density, thereby allowing smaller product identi-

fication areas (fig. I). Furthermore, in an automated manufacturing

area, it is easy to write the dot codes onto the mechanical parts hy

an engraving process. With bar codes this would be more complicated.

The dot codes can be read by a standard TV camera and can be

recognized by a relatively inexpensive picture processing system.

*Philips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80.000,

5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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Fig. 1: A comparison of a 7x7 dot code
and a standard "code 10" bar code with
the same information capacity.

•••• ••••• •••

The diameter of the dots has been
chosen equal to the linewidth of the
wide black bars in the bar code. Roth
codes have been printed with a dot
adressable matrix printer.

••• ••• ••••• •

Therefore, we shall introduce a method for the transmission of
numbers from one point to another point by means of square matrices
of round dots. These dot matrices can be translated into square
binary matrices by representing the presence of a dot by a one (1)

and the absence of a dot by a zero (0). In a practical situation, it
was observed that random dot corruptions (causing random bit errors)
occurred in the dot matrices. These errors were due to printing
imperfections, dust particles, and reading failures. We have de--
signed two-dimensional binary encoding schemes by using binary
linear codes that offer (nearly) maximum minimu~distance and
practical decoding algorithms. Whenever different parts of a product
identification number are of different importance, Unequal F.rror
Protection codes [1] can be used.

2. THE ERROR--CORRECTING CODES

He have considered a number of well-known algebraic codes which
offer good error-detection and error-correction capabilities, which
can be easily incorporated into squares, and which offer practical
decoding algorithms.

2
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3. SYNCHRONIZATION AND SOURCE CODING

Because during transmission, a two-dimensional code can be rotated

in the plane perpendicular to the line of view, some form of

synchronization is necessary. We have designed a method that

combines source coding and synchronization. The method is optimum in

the sense that it uses the minimum number of bits to encode the

product identification numbers and to recover synchronization. This

can be shown by information theoretic methods. The synchronization

and source coding scheme can be implemented in software easily.

REFERENCE

[1) W.J. van Gils, "Two Topics on Linear Unequal Error Protection
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EEN HAM~1INGCODE VOOR DE POSTCODE

*\/illem Haemers

Abstract. For automatic sorting of mail a binary
representation of the postal code is printed on the
envelope. The Dutch Postal Service intends to change
the present representation into one that gives better
protection against reading errors. In this paper we
describe the error correcting code that will be used.

1. INLEIDING

De i.ndex van de postcode is een binaire representatie van de
postcode. Deze index wordt (rech t sonde r) op een brief aangebracht
en kan automatisch gelezen worden, zodat de brief automatisch
g~sorteerd kan worden. Bij het automatisch lezen en aanbrengen van
de index kunnen fouten ontstaan. De huidige index beschermt slecht
hiertegen. Daar-om wil de PTT overgaan op een andere inclex die een
betere foutenbescherming geeft. In dit artikel beschrijven we deze
nieuwe index. Enige kennis van de theorie van lineaire codes wordt
bekend verondersteld, zie bijvoorbeeld [lJ.

2. HUIDIGE CODERING

De postcode bestaat uit 4 cijfers gevolgd door 2 letters.
Slechts 20 van de 26 letters worden hiervoor gebruikt. Er zijn dus
4 miljoen combinaties mogelijk. Voor de index zijn 36 posities
(genummerd van 0 t/m 35) beschikbaar, waar al dan niet een
verticale streep kan staan (hier meestal aangeduid met 1 en 0,
respectivelijk). Om synchronisatieredenen staat er op positie 0,
6, 12, 18, 24 en 30 altijd een streep. De overige posities, die
hierdoor worden opgedeeld in 6 woorclen van 5 bit, bevatten
informatie. Momenteel wordt elk symbool van de postcode
gerepresenteerd in zo 'n woord van 5 bit lang. Voor de cijfers
worden hiervoor alle woorden van gewicht 3 gebruikt. Voor ne
letters gebruikt men de woorden van gewicht 2 en 3. Figuur 1 geeft
cle details (pas op, in deze figuur staat de index, zoals ook in
werkelijkheid op de brief, achterstevoren).

*PTT, Dr. Neher Laboratorium, afdeling toegepaste wiskunde,
St. Paulusstraat 4, 2264 XZ Leidschendam.
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codesleutel
21: 8

31: e
32: 9
41: I
42: m
43: s
51: t
52: v
53: x
54: z

321 : O-w
421 e 1_b
431: z .e
432: 3-d
521: 4-h
531: 5-j
532 = 6-k
541 : 7-n
542 = 8-p
543 = 9-r

B A 4 321

~r=J~ ....1..... 1.... ,L:=J
54321 5·4321 54321 54321 54321 54321

lull IJ LU Inu I U III
I

Figuur 1

3. NIEUWE CODERING

Het is duidelijk dat de huidiRe indexrepresentatie slecht is als
f out.enverbe t.erende code (de m i.nima Le a f'st.and is 1). Het lijkt dus
mc.geLi jk de kwaliteit van het automatisch sorteren te vergrot.en
doo r de codering van <ie postcode te veranderen. Wijzigen van de
lay-out van de index is veel te kostbaar, omdat dit te ingrijpende
8anpassing van de bestaande apparatuur met zich meebrengt. Dit
'oet.ekent dat er niet meer dan 30 codebits beschikbaar zijn. Om
alle 4 miljoen mogelijke postcodes te kunnen representer~n zijn 22
bit nodig, zodat er 8 bit redundantie beschikbaar is voor
foutencorrectie en detectie. Dit biedt voldoende ruimte voor een
code met minimale afstand 4. Met behulp van de (32,26) verlengde
Hammingcode kan dit gerealiseerd worden. De winst die hiermee te
~ehalen is hangt af van het gedrag van de fouten. Als de
bitfoutenkansen even groot en onafhankelijk zijn dan kunnen we het
verschil in opbrengst berekenen. Voor een bitfoutenkans van 0.001
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staan de resultaten (in procenten) in de onderstaande tabel.

goed ge- fout ge- re ject (niet
sorteerd sorteerd gesorteerd)

huidige index 97.043 0.587 2.370

nieuwe index zonder correctie 97.043 0.000003 2.957

nieuwe index met correctie 99.957 0.0004 0.043

Helaas zal in werkelijkheid het foutengedrag niet zo mooi van
structuur zijn. Er zijn echter onvoldoende metingen beschikbaar om
een goed inzicht te krijgen in het foutengedrag. Uiteen beperkt
onderzoek konden echter twee conclusies getrokken worden.

1. De kans dat 1 bit fout gaat is groter dan de kans dat er
meer hits fout gaan.

2. Er treden kleine burstfouten op.

Uit conclusie 1 volgt dat het in elk geval zinvol is de genoemde
verlengde Hammingcode te gebruiken. Met 22 informatiebits en 6
checkbits zijn er dan nog 2 bits over. Deze zouden gebruikt kunnen
Horden om tegen burstfouten te beschermen. Er zijn echter twee
restricties waar rekening mee gehouden dient te worden.

1. De index moet eenvoudig uit de postcode af te leiden zi jn ,

Kleine tabellen zijn hierbij geoorloofd, maar een volle-
dige tabel ter lengte 4 miljoen is ongeschikt.

2. Bij de huidige postcode is de afstand tussen twee opeen-
volgende indexstrepen nooit groter dan 3 (de synchro-
nisatiestrepen meegeteld). Deze eigenschap wenst men te
behouden, omdat men vreest dat de indexlezer onnauHkeurig-
heden zal gaan vertonen bij grotere 'gaten'.

In de laatste paragraaf zullen we laten zien dat aan deze eisen
voldaan kan worden ten koste van een bit. Er blijft dan nog een
bit over voor burstdetectie. In de volgende paragraaf laten we
zien hoe met een extra bit kleine burst gedetecteerd kunnen worden.

4. BURSTDETECTIE

In deze paragraaf wordt uitgegaan van de verlengde Hammingcode
met r+1 checkhits. Hieruit wordt een lineaire code met r+2
checkbits geconstrueerd die 1 fout kan verbeteren, 2 fouten kan
detecteren en bovendien burstfouten ter lengte ten hoogste 4 kan
detecteren. Een bur s tfout ter lengte 4 bes taa t ui t 4 of minder
bitfouten, waarbij de laatste bitfout niet meer dan 4 posities van
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de eerste bitfout verwijderd is.

Laat D de verlengde Hammingcode z i jn ter lengte n = 2r . De
parity-checkmatrix Q van D met afmetingen (r+l) x n ziet er als
volgt uit:

o
1 0
o

o
o

o
o o o o o

o 1 0 • •••••• 1 0

We breiden Q nu uit tot P met een extra rij z =

[1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 ••.......•.•..••... 1 0 0 0]

dus

Laat C de code zijn met parity-checkmatrix P. We zullen nu laten
zien dat C aan onze eisen voldoet. Om dit te bewijzen hebben we
een aantal hulpmiddelen nodig. Eerst spreken we af dat we een
binair woord van n bits lang aangeven door de posities waar een
staat, waarbij de posities genummerd zijn van 0 tlm n-l. We
definieren nu de volgende woorden:

v (l,k) (k,k+ 1,k+2, k+3), k 0, ... ,n-4.
v(2,k) (k ,k+3, k+5,k+6), k 0, ...,n-B.
v(3,k) (k« l,k+2, k+4, k+7), k 0, ... ,n-B.
v(4,k) (k+l,k+3,k+4,k+6) , k 0•••. ,n-Il.

LEM~lA 1. Voor alle passende waarden van i en k geldt dat vei ,k)
geen codewoord is uit C.

BEWIJS. Het is eenvoudig in te zien dat vei ,k)z' = (z ' is de
get.ransponee rde van z ), rus v(i,k)P' ~ 0 (0 is de nulvector ter
lengte r+2). Hieruit volgt het gestelde.

LEMHA 2. Voor elke passende waarde van i en k , waarbij keen
viervoud is geldt

v(i,k) is een codewoord uit D.

Bovendien geldt voor alle even waarden van k

v(l,k) is een codewoord uit D.

1
o
o
o
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BEWIJS. ,-Jemoeten controleren dat voor de onderhavige gevallen

v(i,k)Q' = O.

Voor de eerste r-l rijen van Q is dit triviaal en voor de laatste
twee rijen is dit een eenvoudige check.

STELLING.
(i) C kan 1 bitfout verbeteren en 2 bitfouten detecteren.
(ii) C kan burstfouten ter lengte ten hoogste 4 detecteren.

BEWIJS. Eigenschap (i) volgt meteen omdat C een deelcode is van de
verlengde Hammingcode. Om (ii) te bewijzen moeten we laten zien
dat als er zo'n burstfout b optreedt bij een codewoord wuit C, het
verminkte woord b+w niet afstand 0 of 1 heeft tot een ander
codewoord uit C, zodat verkeerde interpretatie en onterechte
correctie onmogelijk zijn. Omdat C een lineaire code is kunnen we
zonder beperking der algemeenheid aannemen dat w uit louter nullen
bestaat. We bekijken nu alle soorten burstfouten b ter lengte ten
hoogste 4.

1. b = (a,a+l,a+2,a+3). Hier heeft b een even aantal enen
en daarom een even afstand tot elk codewoord uit C. We
moeten dus alleen aantonen dat b geen codewoord is uit C.
Dit volgt uit Lemma 1.

In alle overige gevallen heeft b drie enen. Hiervoor moeten we dus
laten zien dat er geen codewoord uit C op afstand 1 van b is. We
zullen dit steeds aantonen door een codewoord c uit D aan te wijzen
op afs ta nd 1 van b dat geen codewoord uit C is. Dan kan er immer s
in C geen codewoord op afstand 1 van b meer zijn, omdat er anders
in D twee verschillende codewoorden op afstand 1 van b zouden z·ijn.

2. b = (a,a+l,a+2). Neem c = v(l,a) als a even is en neem
c = v t: l,a-1) als a oneven is. Dan is de afstand tussen b
en c gelijk aan 1, en volgens lemma 1 en 2 geldt inderdaad
dat c wel codewoord uit D, maar geen codewoord uit Cis.

3. b = (a,a+l,a+3). Neem c = v (1,a) als a even is, neem
c = vC3,a-l) als a-l een viervoud is, en neem c = v(4,a-3)
als a-3 een viervoud is.

4. b = (a,a+2,a+3). Neem c = v(l,a) als a even is, neem
c = v(4,a-l ) als a-l een viervoud is, en neem c = v(2,a-3)
als a-3 een viervoud is.

Daar burstfouten met 1 of 2 bitfouten door (i) worden afgehandeld
is hiermee (ii) bewezen.

Voor onze toepassing nemen we r = 5 en laten we de twee eerste



(of de twe e laatste of de eerste en de laats-te) kolommen van P weg.
Door in P te vegen zodanig dat 7 kolommen de eenheidsmatrix

vormen krijgen we een standaardvorm voor C. -Het coderen en
decoderen gaat dan volgens standaard methode. Coderen komt neer op
het toevoegen van 7 checkbits a-an de informa tiebi ts. De checkbi ts
staan dan op de posities van de kolommen die de eenheidsmatrix
vormen. vie kunnen echter niet (zoals meestal gebruikelijk) de 7
laatste bits als checkbits nemen. De corresponderende kolommen
zijn immers afhankelijk en de vrijheid om kolommen te permuteren is
er niet. Er is echter nog wel wat vrijheid in het kiezen van de
pos i ties van de checkbits. Deze vri jheid zulIen we in de volgende'
paragraaf uitbaten.

5. DE EXTRA RESTRICTIES

We zullen nu laten zien hoe voldaan kan worden aan de in para-
graaf 3 genoemde extra restricties.

Om te voorkomen dat er over meer dan 3 opeenvolgende posities
geen streep in de index staat moeten we verbieden dat de door de
synchronisatiestrepen gevormde groepjes van 5 bit er op een van de
volgende manieren uitziet.

[00000], 10000], [00001].

Voor elk groepje zlJn er dan 32 - 3 = 29 mogelijke combinaties.
Het oorspronkelijk aantal mogelijkheden is hiermee met een factor
(29/32)6 = 0.55 gereduceerd.

Een botte manier van Herken is nu als volgt. Ga uit van een
foutenverbeterende code ter lengte 30 met 7 checkbits. Laat die
codewoorden weg die niet aan de bovenstaande eis voldoen. We mogen
dan verwachten dat we ruim de helft en dus voldoende codewoorden
overhouden. Het nadeel van deze methode is dat ni~t RAn de eerste
.-esLr'iutieuit paragraaf 3 is voldaan.

We geven nu een oplossing die aan beide restricties voldoet.
BeschouH de postcodeindex:

. ? I .... ?

De synchronisatiestrepen staan reeds ingevuld. Op de plaatsen Haar
een? staat komen de checkbits. De overige bits zijn informatie-
bits. Bij de stukjes van 3 opeenvolgende informatiebits verbieden
we [ 0 0 0 J, zodat er hier 7 combinaties mogelijk zijn. Bij het
stukje van 4 verbieden we [ 0 0 0 0]. Hier zijn dus 15
combinaties mogelijk. Bij de stukjes van 5 bits verbieden we de 3
eerder genoemde rijtjes, daar zijn dus 29 combinaties mogelijk.
Het zal duidelijk zijn dat er nu tussen twee enen niet meer dan 3
nullen achterelkaar kunnen staan (ongeacht de waarde van de
checkbits). We voegen nu steeds twee opeenvolgende groepjes bijeen
tot een paar. De eerste twee paren bevatten elk 8 informatiebits.
Het laatste paar bevat 7 informatiebits. In de eerste twee paren
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zlJn 7 x 29 = 203 combinaties mogelijk. Hierin plaatsen we een
cijfer en een letter van de postcode (200 mogelijkheden). In het
laatste paar zijn 7 x 15 = 105 combinaties mogelijk. Hierin worden
de overige 2 cijfers geplaatst. De vertaling van postcode naar
index (en terug) kan nu snel worden gerealiseerd met behulp van
twee kleine tabellen: een ter lengte 100 en een ter lengte 200.

In de vorige paragraaf hebben we gezien dat er een beperkte
vrijheid is in de keuze van de posities van de checkbits. De
corresponderende 7 kolommen van de parity-checkmatrix moeten immers
onafhankelijk zijn. De bovenstaande posities van de checkbits zijn
hierom niet geoorloofd. Gelukkig is een variant hierop wel
geoorloofd. We moeten de checkbits dan als volgt plaatsen:

I···· .1 .... ·I?··· ?I?··· ?I?···?I ?

De paarvorming kan dan niet meer door naburige groepjes te
combineren, maar bijvoorbeeld door groep 1 met groep 3, groep 2 met
groep 4, en groep 5 met groep 6 te combineren. De parity-check-
matrix komt er dan als volgt uit te zien:

0 o 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1J
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CONSTRUCTIONAND PROPERTIES OF [3,ll CODES OVERGF(2
m
), m=4,8,l6,

TO BE USED IN A FAULT~TOLERANTCO~fPUTERSYSTEM

BASED ON TRIPLE MODULARREDUNDANCY

*W.J. van Gils

ABSTRACT: A we Ll+k.nown orthodox technique for providing t.o Le+
rance against single hardware component failures is t r LpLd+
cation of the component, called (orthodox) Triple Hodular
Redundancy (TMR). In this paper a component is taken to be a
processor-memory configuration where the memory is organized in
a bLt+-s Ldced way.

From the point of view of coding theory the orthodox TMR
technique is an application of a repetition. code, so single
component failures can be tolerated. However, in a p r oc e s s or-'
memory c onf Lgur a t Lon bit errors due to transient memory
failures are predominant. Therefore we have constructed special
'rate one+t.h i rd e r r or+c or r ec t Lng codes that can correct errors
caused by single component, failures as well as multiple bit
errors. \Je have applied these codes in a generalized TMR
technique which uses no more redundancy than the orthodox THR
technique. The constructed codes have a very special structure,
which makes decoding relatively easy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Consider a configuration of a k+b I t processor and a memory

consisting of k parallel b l t+s Lt ce s , He call this a module and we

use the word. "symbol" for a k+b i t word. \-le consider the cases k=4,

8, and 16.

A frequently used technique for providing tolerance against

failures of such a module is triplication of the module, called

Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR). The input f?r the processors is the

majority vote over the outputs of the memories. Hence the failure of

*Philips Research Laboratories, P.O. box 80.000,

5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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a single moduLe is outvoted. \\Then the voting is done bitwise,

multiple bit errors not occurring in corresponding positions in the

memories are outvoted as well. In the following we shall refer to

this as the orthodox TMRconfiguration.

In many applications, transient bit errors in the memories are

predominant. Therefore, it would be desirable to have a conf Lgu+

ration that cannot only tolerate module failures, but can also

tolerate multiple bit errors in the memories. This can be satisfied

by taking special measures against bit error occurences, for example

by implementation of binary error-correcting codes in the memory

modules. However, much more efficient and elegant methods do exist.

This was shown by Krol, who in [3] introduced the '(N,K) concèpt'

f au l.t+ t o'Ler an t; computer. In [3] this concept was only developed for

the case N=4, K=2 and 4-bit symbols. The '(4,2) concept' f au Lt+

tolerant computer described in [3] is based on an error-correcting

code over the alphabet of 4-bi t symbols and is able to "orreet one

of the f oI l.ow Lng error events: single symbol errors, double bi t

errors, and the combination of a symbol erasure (i.e. a known module

failure) and a single bit error. In the terminology of Krol [3], the

TMRconfiguration is classified as a '(3,1) concept'. In this paper,

we describe the so-called generalized TMR configuration, also a

, (J, 1) concept', in which the combined symbol and bi t error--

correction idea is used to its full extend.

In the generalized TMR configuration either all multiple bit

errors up to a certain number or any single symbol error can be

tolerated. Furthermore, after a module has failed and is discarded

by the other two, bit errors up to a certain number in the remaining

modules can still be tolerated. These extra features do not cost

extra redundancy with respect to the orthodox THR technique. The

generalized TMR technique is based upon rate one-third error-

detecting/correcting codes, specially constructed for this purpose.

The architecture of the generalized TI1R technique is given in Figure

1.

2
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k kk

m m m

Fig. 1: The generalized TMR configuration, P = processor, M

of k bI t+s Lt ce s , ENCi = encoder i, DEC = decoder.

memory

The k- bi t output of a processor is encoded into a k~bi t input for

the memory in three different ways. The concatenation of thcee

encoded symhols forms a codeword of the code used. In a read

oper a t Lon the three decoders each receive the concatenation of three

symbols, one from each memory. This possibly corrupted codeword is

decoded in the decoders, Le. symbol and bit errors are detected and

corrected. The decoder construction has parts in common ~lith the

decoder designed by Krol and Vonk [4] for the '(4,2) concept'

fault~tolerant computer.

3
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2. HOW TO GENERALIZE Tl1R

Seen from the point of view of coding theory the orthodox TMR
technique is a realization of a [3k,k1 binary linear code of length
3k, dimension k, and generator matrix

G [I I I 1,

where I denotes the k by k identity matrix.
Instead of this generator matrix we propose to take the matrix

where lÛ' MI' and H2 are regular k by k matrices, as a generator
matrix of a [3k,k1 code and to write ci = mHi into the memory of
module i, i=0,1,2.

By using the theory of Galais Fields we have constructed matrices
MO' 111, and HZ such that the code has a high bit erro r+c orrec t Lon
capability in addition to the single symbol error+co rrec t i on capa+
bility [1,21. To measure the detection/correction capability of
these codes we use the concept of the minimum distance profile of a
code. The construe ted codes have a very special struc ture, which
makes decoding relatively easy [1,21.

3. PROPERTIES OF THE CONSTRUCTED CODES

For k=4 the constructed [12,41 codes are able to correct error
pat terns that are one of the fallowing types:

one single symbol error,
- up to two bit errors,
- one single symbol erasure plus one single hit error.

4
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For k=8 the constructed [24,8) codes are able to correct error

patterns that are one of the following types:

one single symbol error,

up to three hit errors,

one single symbol erasure plus up to two bit errors.

In addition all quadruple bit errors can be detected.

For k=16 the constructed [48,16) codes are able to correct error

patterns that are one of the following types:

.- one single symbol error,

up to five bit errors,

one single symbol erasure plus up to three bit errors.

In addition all sextuple bit errors can be detected.

For an extensive treatment we refer to [1,2).
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MOTION BLUR DUE TO FIELD RATE CONVERSION OF TELEVISION SIGNALS

P.J. van OtterLoo*, K. Rohra*, R.N.J. veLdhuis*

Abstract

This paper gives a s iqna l theoretic anaLysis describing the
effects of increased fieLd rate onmovi.ng objects in an
observed sequence of images, when the increased fieLd rate is
obtained by temporaL interpoLation. It has been found that
after fieLd rate increase the image sequence is perceived as
a bLurred version of the sequence before fieLd rate increàse,
when motion non-adaptive interpoLation techniques are used.
The width of the bLur depends upon the inc reased fieLd rate
and the speed of the object in the image sequence.

Int roduc t ion

Two main drawbacks of the conventionaL teLevision system (625

Lines per frame, 50 fieLds per second, 2:1 interLace) are Large area

fLicker and Line flicker. Increased fieLd rate (100 fieLds per

second) has been often proposed as a possibLe remedy to these

defects. The simpLest way of achieving the required interpoLation in

temporaL directionis by motion non-adaptive Linear filtering. This

paper describes the effect of such an interpoLation on a moving

object in an image sequence. In the anaLysis, the image sequence is

modeLLed as consisting of a uniformLy moving object against a

homogeneous background. This is not sufficient to describe generaL

image sequences, but it is heLpfuL in anaLyzing the probLem under

study. To avoid unnecessary compLexity the interLacing and the fact

that the fieLds of a teLevision signaL are obtained by scanning are

not taken into account. The effect of fieLd rate increase is

anaLysed, whereby resuLts of motion adaptive and motion non-adaptive

interpoLations are outLined. A reLation between object speed, object

bandwidth and sampL ing frequency is aLso obtained. The emphasis is

on the blurring effects and not on the subjective effects such as

Large area fLicker and Line fLicker.

* PhiLips Research Laboratories. P.O. Box 80000, 5600 JA Eindhoven
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2 ModeLLing a moving object

2.1 The c ont i nuous-t ime case

If an obj ec t moving in the xy-pLane is given by ia (x,y) at t=O

and if its speeds in the x-direction and in the y-direction are
respectiveLy vx and vy' then the three-dimensionaL function i(x,y,t)

desc ribing this scene c an be written as

The two-dimensionaL func tion ia (x,y) is caL Led the static scene. For

the Fourier transform Hf., - , w) of i (x,y ,t) it can be derived with

the heLp of the distribution theory [1], that

( 2 .2) Hf<, If-' , w) = 2n 10 (t. , If') 6 ( v {, +v If' + w )x y

where IO( ft ,1<-') is the two-dimensionaL Fourier transform of iO(x,y).

From (2.2) it can be seen that the support of H &; , y, ,w) in 13 is

on the pLane given by v E, + v lP + (.V = O.x y

As an iLLustrative exampLe, Fig.1 shows the support of the

Fourier transform of a function i(x,t) = iO(x-vxt) given as

I(~,W) = 2" IOCr..) Ó(vxf.+W), where IO(f.,) is the one-

dimensionaL Fourier transform of ia (x). If the static scene iOCx)

has a spatiaL banov i t dh r, 0 then the temporaL oandv i o th Wo is given

by Wo = Ivxl ~O. Fig.1 shows the support of Ht. ,W) for different

vaLues of v •x
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Fig.1 Support of the Fourier transform of a function
desc,ribing a one-dimensionaL moving objec t

SimiLarLy, for two-dimensionaL moving objects of which the bandwi-

dths in the x-direction 'and in the y-direction are respectiveLy ~ a
and '\'va the temporaL bandwidth is given by

(2.3) Wo = Ivxl ~ 0 + IVyl 1"0'

2.2 The discrete-time case

The sequence \(x,y), k=-oo,.~,oo, of fieLds is obtained as

ik(x,y) = i(x,y,kn, k=-oo, .• ,oo, where T is the sampLing period in

the t empo ra l d i r-ec t ion , The se quenc e ik(x,y), k=-oo,.:,oo, can be

described in the Fourier domain by,
h 00

(2.4) I (~,1i',0) = 2n IO(~ ,'fJ) L Srrv f. +Tv Y'+n+2kTT).
k=-oo x y

The superscript h stands for hybrid, indicating that the Fourier

transform is .continuous in the spatiaL dimensions and dis.crete in

the temporaL dimension. This function is periodic in the

.n.-d.irection with period 2rr. Its support is on an infinite set of

equidistant pLanes in 113• For the two-dimensionaL case the support'

of Ih(t, ,DJ is on an infinite set of equidistant - Lines in 112, as

shown in Fig.2.
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Fig.2 Support of the Fourier transform of a temporally sampled
function describing a one-dimensional moving object

3 Field rate conversion (50 Hz. to 100 Hz.)

A simple way to obtain 100 Hz. television is by repeating fields

[2,4]. This type of conversion can be considered as an upsampling

process that uses a motion non-compensated interpolation filter that

has a poor lowpass behaviour. The observed scene differs from the

signal that is transmitted by the television's cathode ray tube in

two ways. First, the transmitted signal has a pulsed intensity,

whereas the observed signal seems to vary continuously in time.

Secondly, the moving object that is observed is not the same as the

object in each of the displayed fields. The first difference leads

to the conclusion that the human visual system performs some kind of

lowpass filtering on the transmitted pulsed signal. This is confirm-

ed by Pearson [3]. The second difference leads to the effec t that in

the process of interpolation and temporal lowpass filtering, the

object is blurred. This is shown in the sequel. First, the temporal

lowpass filtering performed by the human visual system is modelled.

Then the upsampling of a sequence of two-dimensional functions "i s

di scussed. It is then shown that in general, after upsampl ing, the

observed image is blurred.

The signal transmitted from a television's cathode ray tube has
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a puLsed intensity. The intervaL between the puLses is ZO ms. in the

case of 50 Hz. teLevision or 10 ms. in the case of 100 Hz.

teLevision. If the duration of the puLses is smaLL compared to the

intervaL bet~een the puLses they may be considered as deLta

functions. The transmitted signal it(x,y,t> then foLLows from

00
(3.1) it(x,y,t) = AT L \(x,y) ó(t-kT),

k=- IlO

where T is the sampLing period corresponding to the sequence

ik(x,y), k=-oo, •• ,IlO. The factors A and T have the purpose of

adjusting the dimensions and of making the transmitted intensity

independent of the fieLd rate 1/T. If the temporaL Lowpass filter of

the human' visuaL system has an impuLse response g(t), the observed

signaL iO(x,y,t) is given by

<3.Z) iO(x,y,t)
DO

A T ~ ik(x,y) g(t-kT).
k=-oo

.(1)( ) k d h'Let'k x,y, =- 00, •• , <XJ, enote t e rmaq e sequence correspon-

ding to a sampLing period T1• The image sequence i~Z)(x,y),

m=-OO, •• ,oo, corresponding to a sampLing period TZ = T1/K can be

b . d f .(1)( ) k bo t a i ne rom'k x,y, =-t>O, •• ,oo, Y

(3.3) ~ .(1). ,
L- 1 k ~x,y) nm-Kk, m=-oo, •• ,00,
k=-oo

where \, k=-oo, •• ,oo, is the impuLse response of some Lowpass

interpoLation fiLter, that in the ideaL case has a transfer function

<3.4) H(.n) = { K,
0,

Inl<n/K,

otherwise.

In practicaL cases the coefficients hk, k=-OO, •• ,IlO,' wilL be some

finite Length approximation of the coefficients of the ideaL Lowpass

interpoLation fiLter.

Let i~(x,y,t) and i~(x,y,t), i=1,2, respectiveLy be the transmi-
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tted signal and the observed signal when the field rate is 1fTi,

i=1,2. On substition of <3.3) into (3.2) one finds the expression

for the signal i~(x,y,t), that is observed if the sequence
.(1)( ) k . t d 'in t o th .(2)( )1k x,y, =-00, •• 00, 1S conver e e sequence 1m x,y,

m=-ClO,•• ,oo, and displayed on a television screen. For i~(x,y,t) one

has,
00

n=-oo

where use is made of the fact that i~(x,y,t) satisfies (2.1). This

clearly shows that the observed image is a blurred version of the

image observed with the original field rate. It is Left to the

reader to verify that under the wider assumption that the human

visual system performs a motion compensated reconstruction the final

resul t of <3.5) sti II holds.

The bLurring occurring as a result of 50 Hz.-100 Hz.conversion

is now easi Ly described. If K = 2 is substituted in (3.5) and if

hk = 1 for k=0,1 and hk = 0 otherwise, which implies a repetition

of fields, one obtains

(3.6) i~(x,y,t) = 1/2 (i~(x,y,t) + i~(x+vx T2,y+vyT2,t».

f .0 (I 11 x,y,t) is a bar moving in the x-direction, equation <3.6)

exactLy describes what experiments also have revealed, namely a bar

with blurred edges. The width of the edges is vxTZ = vxT1f2.

Further, from expression (3.5) it can be concluded that the

observed sequences i~(x,y,t) and i~(x,y,t) are equal onLy if the

observed sequence i~(x,y,t) is unchanged by spatiaL filtering in the

direction of motion by a filter with coefficients h_m/K,

m=-oo, •• ,oo. This is a fundamentaL Limitation to the possibilities

of motion non-compensated interpolation. A way to overcome this

limitation is by the use of a motion compensated interpolation
f i I h b t a i h .(2)() kb·1 ter t at 0 t a t n s t e sequence 1k x,y, =- so , •• , 00, y a mot i on
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adaptive convoLution in the k- and in the x- and the y-direction.

It is interesting to anaLyze as to when i~(x,y,t) wi LL remain

unchanged after spatiaL fi Ltering. In that case,. in the Fourier

domain the reLation,

where H(n) is the sampLed data Fourier transform of hk, k=-oo, .• ,oa

has to be satisfied. Since it is assumed that i~(x,y,t) satisfies
o(Z.1), it foLLows for 11(1., \",W) that

I~(~,\I-,W) = I~,1(~'Y) 2n6(vxf.+vyY'+W), where I~ 1(~''f) is
the Fourier transform of the static observed scene ig,1 (x,y). On

substitution of this resuLt into (3.7) and after an integration in

the n.-direction one obtains

(3.8)

If H(SL) (approximateLy) has an ideaL Lowpass response then

i~(x,y,t) and i~(x,y,t) are equaL if

o(3.9) 10,1 (~ , \1-) = 0 for Ivx ~ + vy\l-I > -n/(KTZ) = 'TT/Tr

It can be further derived that if one wants a motion non-compensated

reconstruction free from bLur, on temporaLLy and spatiaLLy sampled

scenes, then the dispLacement of the object from one f i e ld to the

next shouLd not be greater than one pixLe distance in the x- or in

the y- direction. If it is assumed that the observed scene i~(x,y,t)

is (approximateLy) equaL to the reaL scene iCx,y,t) then equation

(3.9) aLso has to be satisfied by the Fourier transform of the

IO(~ ,Ir) of the static scene iO(x,y). Thus, a restriction has been

put on the spatiaL bandwidth of the dispLayed image sequence. If the

human visuaL system performs a motion adaptive reconstruction, which

is LikeLy, considering the fact that moving objects at reLativeLy

Large speeds are sti LL observed without bLur, then there are,

theoreticaLLy, no restrictions on the spatiaL bandwidth of the
.(1)( ) k h f' dsequence lk x,y, =-,00, .. ,00. T e use 0 a mot t on non-compensate

interpoLation filter that has an ideaL frequency response as given
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by (3.4), then spoils the motion adaptive properties .of the human

visuaL system.

4 Improving on the quaLity of the interpoLation fiLter

The question arises whether a better choice for the Lowpass

interpoLation fiLter than the one used in the foregoing, wouLd

improve the quaLity of the edges of the moving objects. The answer

to that is negative, for it has been found that better, hence

Longer, (odd Length) fiLters, in addition to increasing the width of

the bLur by a factor 2, introduce overshoot. Hence, generaLLy

speaking one may say that the type of fieLd rate conversion as is

considerd here is not too bad a choice, despite the bLurring effects

that it unavoidabLy causes.

5 Conc Lusions

Some signaL theoretic resuLts concerning fieLd rate conversion

of teLevision signaLs have been presented. Expressions have been

derived for the Fourier transforms of spatiaLLy continuous and

spatiaLLy sampLed image sequences that contain moving objects. The

upward conversion of the field rate of a teLevision signaL has been

anaLysed as an upsampL ing process. The main resuLt is that if a

motion non-compensated interpoLation is used the observed image ~iLL

generaLLy exhibit a spatiaL bLurring. The bLur that has been

observed after a 50 Hz. to 100 Hz. fieLd rate conversion by

repetition of fieLds can be fuLLy expLained by using the theory

derived. The use of a motion non-compensated Lowpass interpoLation

filter wi th a better Lowpass behaviour wil L not reduce the bLur,

but, on the contrary, wilL make it twice as wide. It will aLso

introduce some overshoot on the edges of the moving objects. Better

resuL ts in the upward conversion of the fieLd rate of a teLevision

signaL can be expected if a motion compensated Lowpass interpoLation

fiLter is used. However, this wiLL require reLiabLe motion estima-

tion techniques in order to avoid new artefacts.
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AN INTERFRAME VIDEO CODEC WITH STRAIGHT-LINE APPROXIMATION

*J. E. Rooyackers

The two-component source model for video sources is extended
to a three dimensional source model. This model is thè
bases for the video codec described in the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION
The two-component source model for video signals, introduced by

Yan and Sakrison. [I], assumed the image to be composed of the sum
of a piecewise linear function (straight-line approximation) and a
residual textural component (fig. I). The straight-line approxima-
tion is a sequence of segments numbered from one to B, the number

.. :'.

Fig. I. The straight-line approximation and the remainder
of a video scan-line.

*Department of Electrical Engineering
Eindhoven University of Technology
P.O. Box 513
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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of segments on one video scan-line. The endpoint of a segment is
called a breakpoint. An interframe algorithm for a sequence of ima-
ges is introduced, where as much as possible segments from one
picture are used to represent the straight-line approximation of
the next image. In those parts of the image where this copy is im-
possible the straight-line approximation of the data in these parts
is made. For the segments thatcan be copied less information has
to be transmitted than for the segments of the straight-line approxi-
mation. The residual or remainder signal is more accurately represen-
table as a stationary Gaussiàn process. The temporal correlation is
quite high, while spatially the remainder is not complete memoryless.
So a three or two dimensionaltransform coding [2] is used. Depen-
ding on the moving activity and the useof fixed-to-variable noise-
less coders the amount of information varies. A smoothing buffer
is needed to obtain a constant channel rate. A buffer controle deter-
mines the accuracy of the straight-line approximation and the dis-
tortion of the transform coder depending on the content of the buffer.
buffer. The mode of the buffer control is transmitted to the decoder.

At the decoder the breakpoint information is decoded and used to
calculate the straight-line approximation. The remainder is inverse
transformed and added to the straight-line approximation. Fig. 2
shows the original data (dotted lin~) and the straight-line approxi~
matLon of a video scan-line of 5 successive images. The straight-line
approximation of the first picture is a reference for the second
picture and so on. A solid segment is copied from a segment of the
previous image, a dashed segment is not copied.
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Fig. 2. The straight-line approximation of a video scan-line of
5 successive images. Solid segments are copied from the
previous picture. Dashed segments are not copied.

2. THE ENCODER AND DECODER
At the encoder (fig. 3) the incoming video is compared with the

straight-line approximation of the previous picture stored in a

(

m~,"or'J

str(liJ~ t: line
approximAtion

I
e n c o o/e»
breaJ.;'poi" t ri.i"Jforrna iion

video ,',.., stro.. ij I,t- lin-e
l'ap,ProJCil.,.,a.t I on

lI.: bl.<rr~r to cha"" e
PCH)

",,i/' Cop)'eb,-t trans!o~"""
-encooler
rernaináe~

11 '---
bu!fe,..
Con frel

Fig.3. The straight-line approximation encoder.

/
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memory. If a string of input data resembles a segment of the stored
straight-line approximation (SLA) it is decided that this string
can be represented by a copy of the segment. The begin address of
the string and the number of the segment used for the copy has to
be transmitted to the decoder. To lower the information rate, rela-
tive values for these data are used in stead of absolute values.
The begin address is taken relative to the beginposition of the
segment used for the copy. The segment number is taken relative
to the number of the reference segment belonging to the beginposi-
tion of the previous (transmitted) segment on the scan-line. If it
is impossible to represent the string by a segment of a previous
picture the SLA of the input data is taken until copy is possible
again. From the segments belonging to these SLA the beginposition,
the beginamplitude and the endamplitude has to be transmitted to
the decoder. The beginposition is taken relative to the beginposi-
tion of the previous (transmitted) segment on the scan-line. Summa-
rizing one has to send per scan-line:
- the number of segments,
- per segment an copy/non-copy indication,
- per segment: relative beginposition and relative segmentnumber if

copied, relative beginposition and two amplitude values if not
copied.

These items can be modelled as a stochastic process with dependency
between various stochastic variables. This stochastic process is
noiselessly encoded by a technique known as arithmetic coding. This
coding technique is chosen for the following three reasons. The
coding method is flexible, its complexity is low and its controlable
reduction is close to the model entropy (3] .

There exist several unitrarytransforms that can be used for the
remainder. The optimum transform is the Karhunen-Loeve (KL)-transform.
However due to the large amount of computation, its use is currently
impractible. As a "suboptimal" transform the discrete cosine trans-
form (DCT) is chosen because its performance is close to that of
the KL-transform [4]. An additional advantage of the DCT is that it
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produces less noticeable boundary effects than other transforms if
the coefficients are quantized very coarse [5]. There exist also a
fast algorithm of the DCT [6]. The coefficients are quantized by
uniform quantizers. The number of output levels of the quantizers
(not necessarily a power of two) depends on the variance of the
coefficient and the distortion that is allowed.

At the decoder (fig. 4) the decoded breakpoint information is
used to reconstruct the straight-line approximation. The inverse
transformed remainder is added to the straight-line approximation.

memory

s(;rCJ.2/,t-j,"ne
Q'p? 0";"'0./'0"

dl'Coo/<>1-" 1
W

brl?Cl k/'o;J? f
/nlorJ??a 1/ en

sh-o.IJli- I/he
T

rorn channel
O??rO",-n".lion

bu/ler r-
~

tra;;t;h7.
deca er

I-- /lldf'o oûlrern a/rrae»: acloler

T

Fig. 4. The straight-line approximation decoder.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The encoder and decoder are simulated on a computer. As test mate-

rial a sequence of 16 monochromatic pictures is used, simulating an
object that moves before a not completely stationary background. The
amount of movement is such that in the mean about 25% of the pels
changes from picture to picture. Results of the measurements to deter-
mine the amount of data needed"for the SLA and the standard deviation
of the remainder signal are given in Table 1.
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Mode H(B) H(e) H(SEG) H(POS) H(DIS) H(AMP) H(T) REM
1 3.66 .91 .88 2.01 4.70 6.85 .61 3.94
2 3.48 .86 .82 2.12 4.90 6.82 .51 4.58
3 3.34 .84 .80 2.07 5.11 6.85 .45 5.39
4 3.26 .80 .73 2.05 5.18 6.77 .37 6.15
5 3.11 .78 .71 2.19 5.42 6.81 .34 6.85

Table 1. Result of the measurements.

In the table
H(B) is the entropy of the number of segments/line,
H(e) is the entropy of the copy-no copy indication,
H(SEG) is the entropy of the relative segment number in the copy
situation,
H(POS) is the entropy of the relative position of the beginpoint
of a copied segment,
H(DIS) is the entropy of the relative position of the beginpoint
of a not copied segment,
H(AMP) is the entropy of the amplitudes of the begin - and end-
points of a not copied segment and
REM is the maximum distortion (no remainder transmitted).
Th~ ~ntropies, rtlehtl.onedabove, combined with the probabilities of
the several events gives the overall entropy H(T), in bits/pel,
pictured in column 8 of Table 1.

'The encoder is simulated with a buffer with a size depending
on the channel rate of the SLA, a controller that selects the modes
of Table 1 depending on the filling degree of the buffer and a
fixed relation between the channel rates for the SLA and the remain-
der. The remainder is encoded by a 2-dimensional DeT (blocksize is
8) and by using uniform Max quantizers. The performance of the enco-
der decoder combination is given in Table 2.
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Rate(RSLA;RREM) Distortion
(bit/pel) (r.m.s. error)

1.3 (1.0;.3) 3.04
0.9 ( .6;.3) 3.35
0.8 .5;.3) 4.22
0.6 .4;.2) 6.47
0.55(.35;.2) 7.65

Table 2. Performance of the codec.
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A 384 kBit/s VIDEOCONFERENCING CODING SCHEME
BASED UPON VECTOR QUANTIZATION

J. van Helden*, D.E. Boekee**

This paper describes a videoconferencing coding scheme based
upon intraframe vector quantization and a code level condi-
tional replenishment between frames. Special attention is
given to the change detection and buffer control. Computer
simulation results are presented for the concerning bitrates.

I. INTRODUCTION

From the beginning of 1983, research takes place on image coding
techniques at PTT Dr. Neher Laboratories (DNL). This is done in
cooperation with the Technical Universities of Delft (Information
Theory Croup) and Twente (N.l.C.S. Group). Channel capacities of
n*384 kBits/s (n = I,Z) are of interest within the COST ZII-bis
project [I]. At DNL in principal two different methods are investiga-
ted:

a) (Hybrid) Transform techniques [1,2]
b) Vector Quantization (VQ).

As far as VQ is concerned, it has first been applied to speech
coding [9]. In 1982 the technique has also been introduced for image
coding by Gersho et al. [3]. After then several papers have been pu-
blished mainly containing different variants, a.o. [4-7], to improve
image quality, redu.ce complexity and to improve the robustness of the
codebook (sect. 2). However, to date, little is known about the ap-
plication to moving images [7]. The re sul t s so far are preliminary
results of a continuing investigation.

* PTT Dr. Neber Laboratories
Sector Transmission
P.O. Box 426, Leidschendam

** Technical University of Delft
Dep. of Electr. Eng., Information Theory Group
P.O. Box 5031, Delft
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2. VECTOR QUANTIZATION

Classical Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) ignores the dependency be-
tween the samples. This dependency can be implicitly exploited by
quantizing blocks of samples. In practice the block quantization is
performed by selecting the "closest" match from a predetermined set
of blocks, the so-called codebaak, which may be considered represen-
tative for the blocks to be coded. Thus VQ image coding means re-
placing subsequent vectors by the serial numbers (indexes) of the
apropriate codebaak vectors. This way a coded image can be seen as
an index plane. The index plane is the information actually trans-
mitted (stored). At the receiver the image is reconstructed by re-
placing the serial numbers by the corresponding codebaak vectors.
In order to accomplish this the receiver has to "know" the codebaak.

ENCODER DECODER

CODEBOOK - - - - > - - - CODEBOOK

"..

XX

Fig. I.

Both the distortion and the compression rate are determined by the
number of available codebaak vectors and the robustness of the code-
book. By robustness is meant the capability of coding different
classes of images with the same codebook. The rate of a vector quan-
tizer is defined as

r = log N R
n n

where N is the size of the codebaak, n is the block length and the
code rate R is the number of bits per block required to transmit
the indexes. For example, if we choose nand N to be 16 (4*4) resp.
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1024 then R = 10 and the rate

r = log 1024
16

10
16 0.625 bpp.

The main problem in VQ coding is the generation of a robust repre-
sentative codebook. One reason is that the multidimensional probabi-
lity density function is nonstationary or not well-known. In prac-
tice one relies on a recursive training procedure such as the LBG
algorithm [8]. The content of·the training set determines the ro-
bustness of the codebook. The robustness can be improved by mapping
subspaces of the signal space upon each other [5]. An example can
be found in [4] where the block mean is coded seperately (scalar
quantizer, DPCM) while the block residue is fed into the vector quan-
tizer. It is actually this method we use in section 4.

3. COMPLEXITY

Once the codebook is determined VQ is in itself a simple coding
procedure. However, the complexity grows exponentially with the
codebook size N. This is mainly because the determination of the
best match requires a full search procedure (N comparisons/block).
In order to reduce the complexity tree search procedures have been
suggested [9]. These procedures are suboptimal because they do not
guarantee to locate the best codebookvector. In [JO] a variant of
the LBG algorithm is discussed which produces an intrinsically tree
structured codebook. When using a binary tree only 210gN = 2R com-
parisons/block are necessary. Let us consider the binary tree in
more detail (fig. 2).

2~'~3

.r>: />;4 5 6 7

./\ ,/\ '/\3 ,/\

Rate-O

Rate-l

Rate-2

Rate-3
Fig. 2
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Assume that the tree has R levels. At each level j of the tree are
a number (2**j) of nodes. From each of these nodes two branches are
leaving to the next level j+l. At level R, there are 2**R = N code-
book vectors.

The coding procedure produces for each image vector a path
through the tree, which can be represented by a bi.nary vector since
the tree is a binary one. If one wants to transmit a picture with
say j bits/block, then level j of the codebaak has to be known by
the receiver. But if one prefers to be more flexible on the possible
bitrates then several levels of the tree have to be pretransmitted.
At most, when the whole tree is transmitted, the memory requirements
at the receiver with respect to the full search procedure, are al-
most doubled. As memory is becoming smaller and cheaper, this aspect
of the procedure seems to play a more and more less determining role.

4. MOVING IMAGES

Thus far we treated VQ as an intrafra~e coding technique (still
pictures). In order to reduce the interframe redundancy, which is
especially present in sequences with little movement (videoconferen-
cing signals), one has to apply an interframe coding technique as
well. In [7] a VQ image sequence coder is described based upon frame
differences. Such a scheme suffers from error propagation as is the
case with all differential coding strategies (DPCM). Besides that,
in [10] is shown that the convergence of the LBG algorithm is not
guaranteed when applied to differences between actual frames and
coded previous frames. That is why we have chosen a different ap-
proach. In our scheme we used intraframe VQ coding in combination
with interframe conditional replenishment. With conditional reple-
nishment only those parts of the actual frame are transmitted which
differ from the previous one.

For the intraframe VQ, the before mentioned (sec. 2) method of
Baker and Gray [4] is applied. This method has several advantages:

a) For every quantized block mean the same codebaak is available for
the block residue.
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b) This property improves the robustness.
c) This property also gives the possibility to increase the bitrate

w.i thout the exponent iaI increase of memory requi reÏnents (storing
the codebaak).

d) This method gives a better subjective quality at very low bit-
ra tes .

5. CHANGE DETECTION

In fact there are two levels on which one can decide whether or
not there is a change in subsequent frames:
a) The first level is a change in block mean values. If the mean va-
lue of two blocks at the same location in two subsequent frames dif-
fer from each other, then there certainly is a change in image con-
te.n1;.from one frame to another at that location.

b)' ThE second level is a change in block residue indexes. As descri-
bed in sect. 2 a coded image can be seen as an index plane. Differen-
ces between subsequent frames therefore can be detected from the dif-
ferences between subsequent index images. Since such a change detec-
tor detects differences on code level it can be called a code level
change detector. In order to detect changes a previous frame index
store is needed instead of a full frame store. As the size of an in-
dex frame is the image size devised by the blocklength n, the memory
requirements for the index store does not seem to place a too heavy
burden on the total available memory.

It might happen that the block mean is not changed while the resi-
due indexes are. However, not all of the changes in indexes appear to
be significant. After quantizing the block mean the changes in index-
es for the block residue become significant above a certain value
(detection threshold) of the block residue variance. The transmitter
is able to compute the residue variances once and for all as soon as
the codebaak is generated and each codebook vector is labeled whether
the variance is above the detection threshold or not. For those in-
dexes who are below the threshold the change is ignored.
There is one problem which arises in using such a change detector.
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It may occur that in the previous frame a change has been 1abeled as
significant while in a new frame the coder produces an index below
the detection threshold. The change detector then would ignore this
change. This means that at Lt~5e locations blocks of previQus frames
would be left unchanged at the receiver. So the de~ê~tQr has to keep
track of the changed blocks in previous frams§ a§ well.

6. BUFFER CONTROL
The total amount of i.nforma ti.on actually transmitted depends on

the amount of movement in the sequence. If one wants a constant out-
put bitstream then a form of buffer control illfitH!(olSSary.A tree
structured codebaak makes this possible in an elegant manner. In sec-
tion 3 is stated that with the same codebook , it is PQuih1e to
transmit images with variable bitrates. r.r~n~mi§§iofi of an image at
a lower bitrate means transmission of ind@x,Hl from a higher level of
the tree (fig. 2). Or stated in another way, blocks from the 10\olest
level are replaced by their itancestors" at a higher level. Conse-
quently the quality ggçreases then but it ~§ g known fact that in the
case of heavy movement~1 there is a trade off between spatial and
temporal resolution.

Following this approach, at first the total number of available
bits P (related to t;hê channe I capacity). is !'let.el"mined.Assume the.
buffer is empty (B(i-l)",O). 'ij'm, UH! next frame fH) then P bits
(B(i) = P) can be used for coding that frame. After that the change
detector produces a number Q(i) of changed blocks. Then s(i) = inte-
ger (B(i)/Q(i» is the fly!!!];)!;rat bü§ avaUable for that frame. If

s(i) > log N then s(i) log N, since it.is not possible to spend
more bits then there are levels in the codebook tree. The difference,
dei) B(i) - s(i)*Q(i), is left in the buffer. For the next frame
f(i+l) another P bits can be put into the buffer, so B(i+I)=d(i)+P
and the whole process starts all over again.

A special. si tus t i.en eccurs in the case of a switch (or a start-up
si tua t ion) . Probably the total number of blocks is labeled as changed.
Then when there is no movement after the switch, the above procedure
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guarantees that the picture is gradually upgraded. When there is mo-
vement after the switch then there is a degree of freedom to decide
which part of the image gets priority: the background (is it neces-
sary to build it up fast?), or the moving part. If the background
contains little information (an egally painted wall), more bits can
be spent to follow the movement. On the other hand if there is i.e.
a painting at the wall, it is disturbing if it takes a long time be-
fore tha t painting is buil t up. Consequent] y more bi ts have to be
used for the background.

The reader may realise that when the bitrate, for some reason, has
to be pushed down then evenif there is no movement the indexes will
differ from one frame to another. That is because "parents" have dif-
ferent indexes then "children". So a mechanism has to be built in the
change detector which links parents to children, in order to decide
whether or not the change is due to direct line relation. If the in-
dexing of the codebaak vectors is done as in fig. 2 then the link is
made by a binary shift operation. For example, a binary shift of I I I

(7) gives all (3), and two times a shift of lOll (11) gives 0010 (2).

If the link is there then nothing has changed, however, the indexes
are different.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments have been carried out on two test sequences from
the COST 211-bis project. Bct.h sequences contain a switch, one from
split screen mode to normal mode, the other from normal mode to a do-
cument. The original data has a resolution of 608*576 pixels (13.5
MHz, 2: 1:1). Some preprocessing is carried out to reduce the frame
size to 304*288 (2: I: I) and the fieldrate is reduced by 4: I.
A channel capacity of 384 kBit/s leaves for the video signal about
285 kBit/s. At a fieldrate of 12.5 this leaves 22800 bits for one
field. So P = 22800. As for the image vectors we chose blocks of 4 by
4 pixels (n=16). For each block 4 bit are reserved to quantize the
block mean and 12 bits for the block residue. This gives an ultimate
codebaak of 8192 blocks. 3 bit is used to code the calor components
and I bit is used as cond i t iona l replenishment bi t..Thus the maximal
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number of bits/block is 20 bits. One field contains 5472 blocks and
P/20 = 1140 blocks can be coded with maximum precision. Thus about
20% of the blocks can be coded with the.omaximum of 20 bit/block. This
means that the coder can handle 20% movement. As soon as there is
more movement the coder has to go up in the codebook tree.

The residue codebook is generated using 6 randomly picked out
fields of the split screen sequence with the LBG algorithm and both
sequences are coded with that codebook. This experiment gives a~ im-
pression of the robustness of the codebook. As for higher bitrates
one simply increases P to an apropriate value and the coder can hand-
le more movement in greater detail. At 100% movement this scheme
needs, for the videosignal only, 1.368 Mbit/s to reach the lowest le-
vel of the codebook tree.
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MOTION ESTIMATION IN A HYBRID CODING CONFIGURATION

R.H.J.M. Plompen*, D.E. Boekee**

In this paper we discuss a hybrid coding for a bitrate of
384 kbit/s which uses motion compensation and conditional
replenishment. We discuss some aspects of the displacement
estimators involved. Some simulation results are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

To expand video teleconferencing and other digital television
signal transmission services, it is essential to reduce the trans-
mission costs. Because of the rapid development of high speed hard-
ware components, compression techniques developed in the early days
of image coding have become feasible at present. One such technique
is the measurement and compensation of motion, or only of changes,
in subsequent frames or within a frame [1,2,4,5]. The success of the
motion compensation schemes that have been introduced depends to a
large extent on the accuracy that they obtain in motion estimation.
A practical criterion for their applicability is that they must be
rather insensitive to the preprocessing that is usually applied to
image sequences.

Basically we can distinguish between two approaches for motion
compensation, i.e. the so-called pel recursive approach in which
the motion estimation is performed for every pixel and the block
approach which matches blocks of pixels to obtain and estimate of
the motion.

Usually the measurement of the motion (displacement) is performed

* PTT Dr. Neher Laboratories
Sector Transmission

**
P.O. Box 426, Leidschendam, the Netherlands
Delft University of Technology
Dept.of Electrical Engineering, Information Theory Group
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in the pixel domain. The actual compensation can be carried out
either in the pixel domain or in the transform domain [2,6,7].

2. HYBRID CODING CONFIGURATION

The scheme which is discussed here uses transform coding, i.e. a
discrete cosine transform (DCT), on blocks of 8x8 pixels. Let f(q,t)
denote a block q at time t and let F(q,t) denote the corresponding

we show the configuration.

Fig. 1.

o

The coder is based on a conditional replenishment mechanism. The
change detection CD discriminates between changed and unchanged
transformed blocks. If a block is considered to be changed it is quan-
tized, compressed by using a Huffman code and fed into an output buf-
fer. The quantized blocks are also inversely transformed (T-I) and
fed back into a DPCM-Ioop using the frame memory (FM). The quantizer
is an adaptive uniform quantizer, with a variable stepsize whîch de-
pends on the buffer status and (for the AC components) on the DC com-
ponent of the transformed block.

The motion estimator compares the difference b etwe en the actual
block f(q,t) and a limited set of blocks f(q,t-.I,D) from the frame
memory in such a way that some function of this difference

e(q,t) = f(q,t) - f(q,t-I,D)

1S minimized. The resulting displacement D of the bLock is also trans-
mitted. As will be clear from this figure the frame difference e(q,t)
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is used as an input to the cosine transform T.
For the design bitrate of 384 kbit/s about 21.000 bits per frame are
available, depending on the overhead which has to be included. The
change detector is chosen such that on the average about 40% of the
blocks is considered to be moving. Due to the size of the images
(360 x 288) the total number of blocks peT frame is 1620, resulting
in .31bits per moving b Lo ck ,

3. CALCULATION OF THE DISPLACEMENT VECTOR

In fig. 2 the basic notion of motion compensation is depicted.

fig. 2

f(q. el o - Displacement vector

In conventional interframe coding the frame difference f(q,t)-f(q,t-I)
is used as input for the data compression, whereas here the block
f(q,t-I) is compared with other blocks to obtain that displacement D
which minimizes the displaced frame difference (DFD). It is not com-
putationally feasible to search through all the blocks within the
frame. Usually the displacement between successive frames is consi-
dered to be limited, which makes it possible to search only f o-r an
optimum D in a fixed s-earch window W which includes f(q,t-I). For a
blocksize N and a maximum displacemen~ D=N-I the window size is
W=N+2. (N-I). With N=8 and D=7 we thus obtain W=22.

A full search over this window (brute force) requires testing all
225 possible displacement vectors D'. This is no t feasible, so that
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sub-optimal methods have to be considered. However, as a result it
may be possible that a local minimum is obtained 1n stead of a global
minimum. We consider the following methods:
a. The cross estimator [3], which f i.r s t looks globally for the opti-

mum displacement and "zeroes in" on the optimum D by decreasing
the step size which determines the search area.

b. The one at a time search (OTS) estimator [8], which first computes
the optimal D in a horizontal direction and proceeds from that
point in a vertical direction.

c .. A truncated brute force search (TBF) estimator [7], which trun-
cates its full search due to a certain threshold.

4. ACCURACY OF THE DISPLACEMENT ESTIMATOR

In order to evaluate the quality of different displacement estima-
tors, an efficient procedure has been developed, which is called the
spider test. For the full search (or brute force) estimator the error
E(a,b) is calculated for every possible position within the search
window, where

E(a,b)
n n
L: L: If(i,j,q,t) - f(i-a,j-b,w,t-J) IS.

i= 1 j= 1

Here 5==1 or 2, f(i,j,q,t) is the intensity of pixel (i,j) rn block q

in the actual frame, t(i-a,J-b,w,t-l) is the intensity of pixel
(i-I,j-b) in the search window w a n the previous frame. The displaced
frame difference DFD is obtained as

DMD = mi nE (a ,b) •
a,b

Note that the displacement D is fixed by (a,b).
It can be shown that if the images are modelled by a random field
with autocorrelation function

R(k,.~) =
2o

thr-n both the cross estimator and the OTS algorithm will find the op-
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timum (global) minimum and thus yield the correct displacement D.
However, for real data they may not behave as well as one might ex-
pect.

To test the quality of the estimators a diagram was created with
concentrically arranged squares. Each square represents various dis-
placements D=(á,b) such that either a is fixed and b ranges from -a
to a or b is fixed and a ranges from -b to b. If the motion estima-
tor is completely accurate then it will produce the same diagram.
However, in case of errors the diagram will differ considerably. The
motion estimators have been tested for artificial (random) data
using the autocorrelationfunction R(k,~) and for real data, i.e. the
car-and-gate sequence. The estimators perform equally weIl on the
artificial data. However, for real data the cross estimator behaves
reasonably, whereas the qualtiy of the OTS estimator is unacceptable.
The truncated brute force estimator behaves correctly. In fig. 3 we
have depicted some typical examples.
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ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF SELF-SYNCHRONIZING EFFICIENT ENCODINGS.

* **P.Jansen , A. Oosterlinck

The minimum-redundancy requirement for an efficient variable-
length encoding of a given memoryless source determines only
the codeword lengths. The remaining degre.e of freedom can be
used to optimize the encoding with respect to synchronizing
properties. Two different approaches are considered, and
applied to the binary encoding of the English alphabet.

INTRODUCTION
One of the problems that arise when variable-length encoding is

used, is the fact that a channel error in one single code symbol may
lead to loss of synchronization between encoder and decoder. Already
in [ 2]this fact was given consideration and a procedure was proposed
to find universal synchronizing sequences. No attempt to optimize
the encoding was made however. In [5] it was proved that an efficient
encoding can never be self-synchronizing with finite delay. There-
fore in most cases self-synchronization was obtained at the expense
of efficiency. To our knowledge, the first attempt to find efficient
encodings containing one-word universal synchronizing sequences was
made in [ 1], but existence rather than optimality was stressed.

In this contribution we shall report on two methods we have used
to actually construct such "optimal" encodings.

In section 11 the encoding is chosen such as to maximize the num-
ber of codewords that act as synchronizing sequences, and also their
total probability (as suggested in [ 1]). We call this method con-

trolled synchronization because the synchronizing codewords can con-
ceivably be used to control synchronism (e.g. when some important
part of the message is going to be sent).

In section III an encoding is selected, among all efficient en-
codings, so as to have the least average self-synchronization delay

* P. Jansen is with the "Katholieke Universiteit Leuven", E.S.A.T.-
C.M.E. laboratory, de Croylaan 52 B, B-3030 Heverlee, Belgium.
His research is sponsored by the I.W.O.N.L. and Bell Telephone
Manufacturing Co.
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after a one-symbol error (statistical synchronization). As the number
of efficient encodings rapidly grows prohibitively large, practical
application of the algorithm as such seems restricted to very small
source alphabets.

In section I we shall first determine the equivalent encodings

(all of them efficient), among which the choice has to be made.

I. EQUIVALENT ENCODINGS
In agreement with [2)we shall call an encoding a set of codewords

(i.e. a string of code symbols), each corresponding to one of the n
source symbols of the source alphabet. An encoding is efficient if
it has the shortest possible average code-length. The term code will
be used to refer to any succession of code symbols.

The method due to Huffman ([3)) is still the best one available
to generate an efficient encoding. As the assignment of code symbols
at each step is arbitrary, a whole class of "Huffman-equivalent" or
strongly equivalent encodings can be generated for the same source.

As only the lengths of each codeword need be known in order to
be able to determine the average code-length, an encoding can, with
respect to efficiency, be specified completely by its quantized

source. This is a vector which contains as its elements the multi-

plicities ni of each codeword-length i: C = (nl'n2' ...•~1). M and m
denote the largest resp. smallest i for which n.IO. Encodings that~
are represented by the same quantized source are called weakly

equivalent. Usually only a small part o.f the set of weakly equiva-
lent encodings can be found by means of the Huffman-algorithm. The
"best" encoding will therefore in most cases not be strongly equiv-
alent to a Huffman-encoding.

The number of (weakly equivalent) efficient encodings grows ex-
plosively with the number of source symbols n. For the English al-
phabet (as given in table I), for example, this number is already
as large as 1018•
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'11. "CONTROLLED" SYNCHRONIZATION

For clarity we reph rase here a few definitions from [ I]. A code-
word c is a simctiron i zinq codeword if and only if, for any codeword
x and any possible suffix q, the following conditions hold.
a) If c is a substring of x, then c can only be a suffi.x of x.
b) If c=qz then z is a sequence of valid codewords.
These two conditions guarantee that the codeword c acts as a univer-

sal synchronizing sequence i.e. that synchronism is (re-)established
regardless of the preceding state of the decoder. A synchronous en-

coding is an encoding that contains at least one synchronizing code-
word. Such an encoding not only achieves faster synchronization sta-
tistically, but has also the advantage that the synchronizing code-
word(s) can be sent before critical passages in a message, i.e. be
used to achieve "controlled" synchronization.

The probability of unconditional synchronization is then the sum
of the probabilities of all synchronizing codewords, and should be
made as large as possible.

We have built an algorithm, based on the generation of strongly

prefix codes (see for example [4]), which generates this "best" syn-
chronous encoding if and only if the shortest possible synchronizing
codeword has length m+l. The algorithm turns out to be applicable to
binary encoding of the English alphabet. In table and figure I the
result of our algorithm (e2) is compared with the best code found in
[I] (Cl). The improvement is indeed remarkable.

Ill. "STATISTICAL" SYNCHRONIZATION

It has been shown in [5] that the maximum synchronization delay

for an efficient encoding is infinite. In order to objectively char-
acterize the self-synchronizing properties of an efficient encoding,
we suggest therefore a new measure, the average extra error-synchro-

nization delay 0, which we shall further simply refer to as average

delay. We define 8 as the expected number of code symbols (bits) nec-

.essary to resynchronize after the codeword in which a one-symbol
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TABLE 1: Two synchronous encodings for the English alphabet.
(Synchronizing codewords underlined)

Cl: Encoding from [ 1], C2: Improved encoding.

Letter Probability Codeword (Cl) Codeword (C2)--------------------------------------------------------------
e .1277 011 110
t .0855 111 111
0 .0804 0001 0110
a .0778 0011 0111
n .0686 0100 1010
i .0667 0101 0010
r .0651 1010 0100
s .0622 1011 1000
h .0595 1100 0000
d .0404 11011 00110
1 .0372 11010 10110
u .0308 10011 00111
c .0296 10010 rsrrr
m .0288 00101 01010
P .0223 00100 10010
f .0197 00001 00010
Y .0196 000000 100110
w .0176 000001 000110
g .0174 100001 010110
b .0141 100010 TOoTIT
v .0112 100011 000111
k .0074 1000001 OTOTTTI
j .0051 10000001 01011100
x .0027 100000001 010111010
z .0017 1000000001 0101110110
q .0008 1000000000 0101110111

Probability of uncondi-
tional synchronization: .048 .271

error occurs. Note that this is very similar to, but not completely
equivalent with, the start-up synchronization delay.

The algorithmwe devised to calculate the average delay consists
of the following steps.
(1) Generate the suffix set of free suffixes qi with i

(as is [5]).

1 to n-2

(2) Calculate the rest-suffixes for all combinations of these free
suffixes with codewords: qi + cj in which i = 1 to n-2 and
j = 1 to n.
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FIGURE I: Code-trees for two synchronous encodings
for the English alphabet.
(0 = synchronizing codeword.)

(3) Build and solve a set of (at most) n-2 linear equations, to
find the delay êi for each suffix.

(4) Calculate the rest-suffixes for all possible erroneous codewords,
and find the corresponding delays.

(5) Determine the average delay ê, under the assumption that each
code symbol is equally likely to be corrupted.

We have applied this algorithm to find the average delay for all
possible efficient binary encodings of a simple example. In table 2
and figure 2 four of these encodings are shown. Cl is a Huffman-en-
coding (unlike the other three encodings). Cl and C2 are weakly
equivalent, C2 and C3 are strongly equivalent but have a different
set of codewords, and only C3 is a synchronous encoding. Finally, C3
and C4 differ only in the assignment of codewords to source symbols.

It can be seen that
- the best encoding for this example is not a Huffman-encoding.
- synchronous encodings (C3,C4) tend to be better than non-synchro-

nous encodings (C
I
,C2). This is not always true, since synchronous

encodings also have a tendency to de-synchronize more easily.
- even a simple rearrangement of the codewords (as from C3 to C4)

can have a marked influence on the average delay.
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- the difference between the "best" (C4) and the "worst" (Cz) encoding
is very large (factor 2.6), which seems to make the search for the
best encoding worthwi1e.

TABLE 2: Four encodings for simple example
(Synchronizing codewords underlined)

Letter Probabili ty

a .32 00 00 00 10
b .30 Ol 11 10 00
c .13 100 OIO 011 OIO
d .11 101 101 I11 TiO
e .09 110 100 110 I11
f .05 I11 011 OIO 011

Average synchro-
nization delay:

(bits)
2.78 6.78 3.59 2.61

,r./\,~À C2_Á/'-,.À_
o bl\lb~l\A~

edef efed

C~<?~ C4/~
o db ~ 1\ b J\ ~ À

fe ed cf de

FIGURE 2: Code-trees for four
encodings for a simple
example.
(0 = synchronizing codeword)
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IV. REMARKS

The results obtained in section 11 are encouraging, even if as yet
onlya partial algorithm has been found. It should be mentioned how-
ever that the English alphabet as given in [ IJ is a very "cooperative"
source, and even minor changes can strongly influence the result.

The algorithm of section III can be improved by omitting equiva-
lent and redundant equations. In one case we found a reduction of the
number of equations by 80%.

The two methods can be combined as follows. First the method of
section 11 is used to make the encoding contain as many synchronizing
codewords as possible. As the codewords are now determined, only the
proper assignment to the source symbols remains, and this can be done
by means of the algorithm of section Ill. Since the number of possi-
bilities is thus greatly reduced, the method may become practical.

V. SUMMARY

In this contribution we have presented two approaches to the con-
struction of optimally synchronizing efficient encodings of a given
source. A partial algorithm for the construction of "synchronous"
encodings enabled us to find a significantly improved encoding for
the English alphabet. A measure of self-synchronizability and an al-
gorithm to calculate it have been introduced, but their applicability
as such is limited to small source alphabets. A combination of these
two methods could lead to a practical method for code construction.
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ENKELE BESCHOUWINGEN BIJ OPTIMALE PREFIXCODES
EN DE HUFFMAN- PROCEDURE::

Peter Vanroose~~ en Johan Verbeke~~

The construction of optimal prefix codes with the Huffman
coding procedure needs a lot of·time and memory storage for
large source alphabets. To construct an optimal code one
only needs the knowledge of its length distribution. In this
paper we consider same classes of source alphabets in which
each member has the same length distribution. As an applica-
tion we give an explicit coding scheme based on the repeated
use of codes with three successive code word lengths.

I. INLEIDING
Huffman-codes zijn optimale codes bij broncodering van vaste

naar variabele woordlengte, d.w.z. verzamelingen codewoorden van
minimale gemiddelde lengte uit een code-alfabet met D letters [3].

Gegeven een bepaalde kansverdeling op het ingangsalfabet con-
strueert men een boom door telkens een zelfde aantal (D) punten met
kleinste kans samen te nemen tot een nieuw punt (dat de vorige ver-
vangt) en hieraan een kans te associëren die de som is van de oor-
spronkelijke. Het opstellen van zo'n boom is dus essentieel een
opeenvolging van sorteerproblemen. Het is duidelijk.dat dit veel
werk en geheugenruimte vraagt. Huffman-codes zijn echter niet de
enige op~imale codes. Men gaat daarom beter op zoek naar methodes
die ook optimale codes opleveren maar minder werk vragen. Dit kan
bij voorbeeld door eerst de lengteverdeling van de codewoorden uit
een optimale code te bepalen, waaruit men dan op een eenvoudige
wijze een optimale code construeert.

In wat volgt bekijken we dan ook enkele mogelijke lengtevertle-

Deze tekst is opgesteld in het kader van het Programma ter ver-
sterking van het wetenschappelijk potentieel in de nieuwe tech-
nologieën - PREST/KUL/Ol en PREST/KUL/OZ (Diensten van de Eerste
Minister - Programmatie van het Wetenschapsbeleid, Brussel).
De wetenschappelijke verantwoordelijkheid berust bij de auteurs .

....Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Departement Wiskunde,
Celestijnenlaan ZOO B, B-3030 Heverlee-Leuven, België.
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lingen (ni,iE No)' waarbij ni he.t aantal codewoorden van lengte i
00

Stel n ;= i~1 ni het totaal aantal boodschappen en duid deze aan

met (ai' iE No) . De respectieve kansen van deze boodschappen worden
aangeduid met PI ;:;'P2;:;"";:;'Pn>O en de kansverdeling zelf met :r.

is.

2. DE LENGTEVERDELING ALS DE KANSMAAT OP HET BRONALFABET UNIFORM IS
Hierna gebruiken we de notaties LxJ ;= max {j E Z U .;; x} en

rxl ;= min {j E zlx .;;j}. We hebben straks de volgende 1engtever-
de ling nodig waarbij k ; = L 10gDnJ k+1

LD -nJD-I

~+I
D krD_I (n-D )1 n-~ , (I)

n. = o voor ifk en ifk+1~
De gemiddelde lengte ([4]) is £, k + S(n'~+I) .;;k+1 (2. I)

m
waarbij we noteren ; S(m,A) .= I p. (voor I .;;A ~ m). (2.2)

i=m-A+I ~

Stelling 1 De lengteverdeling van een optimale cöde voor n bood-
schappen met gelijke kansen en een code-alfabet met D
letters is gegeven door (I).

-k -k-IMen rekent eenvoudig na dat nkD + ~+ID .;;I,
Kraft-onge1ijkheid voldaan is ([4] en [5]), wat impli-

Bewijs : (a)

zodat aan de
ceert dat er een prefixcode bestaat waarvoor de lengteverdeling is
zoals aangegeven.

(b) Een code met deze lengteverdeling is optimaal, want
als (n!) een willekeurige (andere) lengteverdeling is voor een~
prefixcode dan geldt

Ln i=1
in.~ ~+l(k+l) + ~k=k + I -

n n

n Li=1
Dk-i+1 _ I

n~ J
t. D-

(I)
.;; k + I -

(2)
k + 1 - n L L ni(k-i+I)J = L

i=l n i=1
in!~ ï'
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Hier geldt (I) wegens de Kraft-onge1ijkheid voor (ni) en (2) wegens
DX - I> (D-I)x voor x ~ ]0.1[. •

3. DE LENGTEVERDELING IN HET NIET-UNIFORME GEVAL
Wanneer de kansverdeling :r op het bronalfabet niet te veel af-

wijkt van een uniforme verdeling. dan blijkt de lengteverdeling van
de codewoorden nog steeds (I) te zijn. Geçkinli [I] bewees:

Stelling 2 : (a) Onderstel n = Dk (k E No)' Een blokcode is dan
optimaal als en slechts als PI ~ S(n.D).

(b) Als Dk < n < Dk+l• definieer dan D := n mod(D-I)
o

~ D. Dan geldt dat een code met alsmet 2 ~ D
o

lengteverdeling (I) optimaal is als en slechts als

(I) p I ~ S(n.D ) en
~+ 0

(2) max {PI' S(~+D.D)} ~ de som van de D kleinste uit

{p •·· .•P D I.S(n.D ).S(n-D .D) •...• S(n-D -(D-2)D.D)}.
~ ~- + 0 0 0

Het bewijs hiervan. gegeven in [I]. is gebaseerd op de Huffman-
constructie. Daar de nodige en voldoende voorwaarden op :r in deze
stelling een vrij ingewikkelde gedaante hebben. is het nuttig op
zoek te gaan naar voldoende voorwaarden die een eenvoudiger vorm
hebben maar toch niet te sterk zijn.

4. VOLDOENDE VOORWAARDEN
Een eerste resultaat (stelling 3) is van Geçkinli [I]. Het werd

later door Y. Zhi-jiang en Y. Wang [2] versterkt (stelling 4).

Stelling 3 : Indien (I) p ~ S(n.Do) en~-D+I

dan is de lengteverdeling (I) optimaal.
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Stelling 4 Indien (I) Pn +1
k

~ SCn,D ) ,
o .

(2) Pn -D+I ~ SCn-Do,D) en
k

dan is de lengteverdeling (I) optimaal.

Als verdere versterking van stelling 4 hebben we het volgende
resultaat gevonden :

Stelling 5 : Indien Cl) P~+I

(2) P~-D+I ~ SCn-Do-D,D) en

min{SCn,D+D ),p D 2+SCn,D ),p D 2+P DI}'o ~- + 0 ~- + ~- +

dan is de lengteverdeling Cl) optimaal.

Als illustratie van het feit dat deze stelling wel degelijk sterker
is dan de twee vorige, geven we volgend voorbeeld van een bron die
voldoet aan de voorwaarden van stelling 5 maar niet aan deze van
stelling 3 of 4: PI =P2=P3=0.14, P4=P5=0.13, P6=O.08, P7=O.07,
P8=P9=PIO=0.04, Pil =0.03 en PI2=0.02.

Het moet mogelijk zijn om via Monte Carlo-methoden een schatting
te maken van de fracties kansverdelingen ~ die aan de verschillen-
de voorwaarden uit de stellingen 2 tot 5 voldoen. We vermoeden dat
de fracties die aan stellingen 4 resp. 5 voldoen maar niet aan
stelling 3, vrij klein zijn vergeleken met de fracties die aan
stelling 2 of 3 voldoen.

Het blijkt ook dat de fractie kansverdelingen die aan de voor-
waarden van stelling 2 voldoen zeer klein is, zodat het geval van
een lengteverdeling met slechts twee optredende lengtes k en k+1
vrij marginaal te noemen is. Vandaar de volgende veralgemening.
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5. UITBREIDING NAAR ANDERE LENGTEVERDELINGEN
Voor elke gegeven klasse lengteverdelingen kan men in principe

de werkwijze van Geçkinli herhalen om nodige en voldoende voorwaar-
den op de kansverdeling ~ te vinden waarvoor dit de lengtever-
deling van een optimale code is.

Wanneer slechts twee lengtes k en k+1 optreden, ziet de lengte-
verdeling er steeds uit als in (I), zodat stelling 2 dan van toe-
passing is. Dit volgt uit een argument analoog met het bewijs van
stelling I. Als eerste veralgemening eisen we dat slechts codewoor-
den van drie opeenvolgende lengtes k, k+1 en k+2 voorkomen.

Onderstel bovendien dat n := 1 modiû-L) , zodat de Kraft-ongelijk-
heid een gelijkheid wordt

-k -k-I -k-2
~D + ~+ID + ~+2D I, zodat

~+I
k+2D -nD - I -(D+I)~

n _Dk+1
en nk+2 = D( D - I +~) (5. I)

Als we verder onderstellen dat ~ zo weinig mogelijk afwijkt van
een uniforme verdeling en vermits blijkt dat ~+2 D keer zo snel
toeneemt als nk, kiezen we eerder nk+2 zo klein mogelijk dan wel nk
zo groot mogelijk om de gemiddelde lengte te minimaliseren (zonder
dat echter één van beide nul wordt, want dan zouden we terug in
geval Cl) terecht komen). Dit betekent

k+1 Dk+1 - n n- Dkvoor n .;;;D :~+2 = D, ~ = D _ I + I en nk+1 = D ï5""=i - D-I, en

k+1
voor n ;;.Dk+ I :~ = I, ~+2 = D n;-~ I + D en ~+ I

k+2
D -n_

D
_
ID - I

Voor n = Dk+1 krijgt de lengteverdeling de eenvoudigste vorm

~+I

~+2

Dk+1 - D - I ,
Cll)

D en

ni 0 voor iik, ilk+1 en ilk+2.
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Opdat dit de lengteverdeling zou zijn van een optimale code is
het nodig en voldoende dat (I) S(n,D) ~ PI en dat
(2) {PI, .•• ,Pn_D,S(n,D)} voldoet aan de voorwaarden van stelling 2,
wat uitgedrukt wordt in de volgende stelling :

Stelling 6 : Indien n = Dk+l, dan is een code met (11) als lengte-
verdeling optimaal als en slechts als

(I) S(n,D) ~ PI '
(2a) P2 ~ S(n-D,D-I) + min{Pn_2D+I' S(n,D)} en
(2b) max {PI' S(D,D-I) + max{PD+I' S(n-D)}}

2~ S(n-D,D -I) + min{p 2 ,S(n,D)}
n-D -D+I

Analoog met stellingen 3, 4 en 5 bekomen we hier de voigende

StelZing 7 : Als (I) PD+I ~ S(n,D) ~ PI '

(2a) P2 ~ S(n,D) + S(n-D,2D-I) en
2(2b) max{PI ,S(n,D) + S(D,D-I)} ~ S(n-D,D ) ,

dan is de lengteverdeling (11) optimaal.

6. HERHAALDE BRONCODERING MET TOENEMENDE INFORMATIECOMPRESSIE
De idee bestaat erin de Huffman-procedure herhaald toe te passen

telkens op m-tallen van de vorige uitgangsstroom, waarbij m geschikt
te kiezen is. Om de gemiddelde lengte voortdurend te laten afnemen,
moet m groot genoeg zijn zodat de kansverdeling op de Dm m-tallen
niet aan de voorwaarden van stelling 2(a) zou voldoen. Dit laatste
zou namelijk een blokcode tot gevolg hebben, waardoor de gemiddelde
lengte dezelfde zou blijven.

Hier proberen we de lengteverdeling (IIJ en steZling 7 te ge-
bruiken. Dit legt beperkingen op aan m, want hoe groter m hoe meer
verschillende lengtes voorkomen in een optimale code met Dm code-
woorden.

Concreet nemen we D=2. Het nieuwe alfabet {O,I}m heeft als kans-
verdeling de produktkans am van m Bernoulli-verdelingen, elk met
parameter q, de (enkelvoudige) kans op een I.

Met behulp van stelling 7 levert dit na uitwerking
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SteUing 8 ,,:;: . _ log (l - q)Indien 0.5 ~ q ~ 0.75 en m - rl (I ) 1 ql,og -q - og
dan is (11) de lengteverdeling van een optimate code
voor het alfabet {O,I}m met als kansverdeling am.
In concreto: nm_1 = I, n = 2m - 3 n = 2 en n, = 0 anders.m ' m+I ~

Hierop is de volgende codeerprocedure gebaseerd, die een bepaalde
vooropgestelde gemiddelde lengte ï bereikt :

Initialiseer i := 0, qo :="kans op een I"> 0.5
log(l-qi)

Bepaal m. := r1 (l ) 1 1.~ og -qi - og qi

(3) Lees de informatiestroom in blokken van mi en codeer ·aldus

R-
o

:= I .(1)

(2)

II... II t--+ 00 •..0 (mi - I nullen) ,
00 01 t--+ 11 ... 110 (mi enen en I nul) ,
00 00 t--+ 11. •.111 (mi + I enen) ,
andere t--+ overnemen.

(4) Bereken R-i+1 .- R-i

m. m.-I
q. ~ - (l-q.) ~

. (I - --~-----------~-----m.~

(5) Bepaal m.-I
+(l-q.)~~

(6) Stel i --i+1 en herhaal vanaf (2) totdat R-i+1 de gewenste R-
bereikt heeft, waarbij de gecodeerde stroom genomen wordt
als nieuwe in te lezen informatiestroom.

Bemerk dat dit proces omkeerbaar is, zodat eenduidig gedecodeerd
kan worden. Bovendien convergeert q. naar 0.5 als i- +00'.

. ~
Het voordeel van deze procedure boven ·de Huffman-procèdure is

dat veel minder geheugenruimte nodig is. Men kan ook de limietwaarde
voor ï willekeurig dicht benaderen, zonder bij elke stap een'nieuwe
Huffman-boom te moeten opstellen.

Door een kleine wijziging in (3) kan men ervoor zorgen dat de
nieuwe uitgangsstroom zoveel mogelijk enen bevat. Dan zal bij de
volgende stap de gemiddelde lengte met de ·grootst mogelijke factor
verkleinen. Een ondergrens voor deze factor is h(qi)' de entropie
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van de i-de ingangsstroom, en dit als gevolg van de broncoderings-
stelling van Shannon ([4] en [5]).

We zien echter dat de gemiddelde lengte niet naar h(qo) conver-

geert, vermits de factor waarmee £i verkleint in het algemeen niet
gelijk is aan h(qi). Bovendien gebeurt de convergentie van ïi traag.

Dit euvel kan waarschijnlijk opgevangen worden door een andere
lengteverdeling voorop te stellen. Het kan daarom interessant zijn
na te gaan wat de mogelijke lengteverdelingen zijn van een optimale
code voor een alfabet {O,I}m met de Bernoulli-produktkans am.

7. BESLUIT
We bekeken enkele klassen van lengteverdelingen en bepaalden

telkens voorwaarden op de kansverdeling ~ van het bronalfabet. Het
zou moeten mogelijk zijn deze werkwijze te veralgemenen naar wille-

keurige lengteverdelingen die aan de Kraft-ongelijkheid voldoen.
Anderzijds zouden voor bepaalde klassen van bronnen (bij voorbeeld
{O,I}m met kansmaat am) voorwaarden kunnen gezocht worden op de
lengteverdelingen die mogelijk zijn. Concreet zou dit moeten resul-
teren in broncodering met willekeurig dichte informatiecompressie.
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ON THE NUMBER OF CODE WORDS OF A DCz-BAlANCED CODE
Gerard F.M. Beenker and Kees A. Schouhamer Immink*

In this paper we derive a formula for the number of

code words of a DCz-balanced cod~. This number is

expressed as a coefficient of a generating function

in two variables. In addition. we establish a lower

as well as an upper bound for this number. In

particular we show that the information rate tends

to unity when the code length tends to infinity.

1. INTRODUCTION

In [1 J a DCz-balanced code of length n is defined to be the
set of of all binary vectors K = (x .x •...• x (x E{-l.l})

1 2 n i
of length n which satisfy the following conditions

n

~ x O.

i = 1

n j

L L x o.
j=l i = 1

( 1)

( 2 )

The first condition states that the number of l's in
each vector X equals the number of -l's. This implies
that n must be even. The second condition asserts that
the sum of the partial sums also vanishes. We shall see
that this implies that n is a multiple of four. The
vectors K are called code words. In this paper we are

* The authors are with the Philips Research laboratories.
P.D. Box 80.000, 5600JA. Eindhoven. The Netherlands
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concerned wi th the number of; c o d e i.wo r d s . For the
practical a pp Li c a t j o n s we refer ·to [1 J. In section 2 we
derive a formula for the number of code words of a
DC2-balanced code of length n. In section 3 we establish
a lower and an upper bound for this number,

2. THE NUMBER OF CODE WORDS

Let A be the number of binary sequences of length n which
n

satisfy the conditions (1) and (2).By changing the order
of summation in (2) and using condition(l) it is
straightforward to show that A equals the number of

n
binary sequences ~ (x , x

1 2
•• , x

n
which satisfy

n

L x

n

L i x o. ( 3 )

i = 1 .i = 1

We have already seen that the number of l's in the code
words equals the number of -l's. Hence it follows that
any sequence ~ corresponds to a unique partition of the
index set I {1,2, ... ,n} into two disjoint subsets, say

n
{p ,p , ... ,p and

1 2 n/2
(~orresPOndlng to the

{m ,m , ... ,m } of size n/Z
1 Z n/7

l's and -l's respectively) such that

n/Z

L p

n/Z

[ m =
n

1/2 2:=
i = 1

n(n+l)/4. (4 )

i = 1 i = 1

(As n is even it now follows that n has to be a multiple
of four). On the other hand to each such partition there
corresponds a unique code word x given by x if

- i
i ~ {p ,p , ... ,p and x = -1 if i ~{m ,m , ... ,m }.

1 2 n/2 i 1 2 n/2
This implies that the number of code words equals the
number of ways to write n(n+l)/4 as a sum of exactly n/2
distinct elements taken from I This number can be

n
expressed as a coefficient of a generating function in
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two variables t c t . [2, Ch. 6).
Hence we can show the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The number A of code words of a DCz-balanced
nrs

code of length n equals the coefficient of x y (where
r = n(n+1)/4, s n/2) of the polynomial p (x,y) given by

n
2 np (x,y) = (1 + xy)(l + x y) ... (l + x y),

n
( 5)

if n = 0 mod 4, and A = 0 otherwise.
n

As p (x,y) =
n

derive a

n(l+x y)p (x,y), it is straigtforward to
n-1

recurrence relation for the coefficients of
p (x,y). Using this relation the values of A up to n=36
n n

have been calculated. These values and those of the
corresponding information rate R = (21ogA )/n are given

n n
in Table 1.

n A R
n n

4 2 0.250
8 8 0.375

12 58 0.488
16 526 0.565
20 5448 0.621
24 61108 0.662
28 723354 0.695
32 8908546 0.722
36 113093022 0.743

Table I - The number of code words and the corresponding
information rate of DC2-balanced codes.

Theorem 1 does not give much information about the order
of magnitude of A . In the next section we derive a lower

n
as well as an upper bound for this number. We will see
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that A increases exponentia11y as a function of n.
n

3. BOUNDS FOR THE NUMBER OF CODE WORDS

In this section we derive bounds for A We start with
n

the upper bound.
Let Q be the collection of all subsets of size n/2 of the
set I with the property that the sum of their elements

n
equals n(n+1)/4. We have that A = IQI, the cardinality

n
of Q. Let B = {b ,b ,... ,b } be any subset of with

1 2 n/2 n
n/2 elements and denote S(B) [b Obviously there qre
exactly n2/4 distinct subsets of size n/2 of which

n
have n/2-1 elementsin common with B, for each element of
B can be exchanged for n/2 elements not in B. Among these
n2/4 subsets there are at most n/2 subsets which belong
to Q. This can be seen as follows. If
c;"B, then S(B) is replaced by S(B)
equals n In+T )/4 for at most one c ~ B,

b E.B is replaced
1b + C and this
1

viz. c c =
1

by

= n(n+1)/4-S(B)+b
1

In the same way one can see that the exchange procedure
applied to a subset in Q will never yield another subset
in Q. Hence, by applying the exchange procedure n2/4 times
on each element öf Q, we can construct n2A /4 subsets not

n
belonging to Q. These subsets are not necessarily dif-
ferent but we have shown that any of them can be obtained
from at most n/2 subsets in Q. That implies that we have
obtained at least (n2A /4)/(n/2) nA /2 different
subsets of I

n n
of size n/2 which do not belong to Q.

n
In other words we have constructed at least nA /2 + A
different subsets of I

n n
of size n/2. This number is less

n
than or equal to the total number of subsets of
I of size n/2. Hence we have shown that
n

A $
n

( 6 )

To derive a lower bound for A we consider the polynomial
"
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p (x,y) defined by (5) in more detail. Let p (x,y) be
n n

given by its expansion as a polynomial in y

p (x,y)
n

m
y ( 7)

m=l

Then one can show that t c f . 12, Ch. 6, prob 7).

p (x,y)
n

n

L m m(m+1)/2
y x (8 )

m=O

where

[:] n n-m+1
(1-x >' .. (1-x )---------m--

( 1- x )
( 9 )

( 1- x)

The coefficient is called the Gaussian binomial
coefficient 13). As a direct consequence of (8) the
coefficients are polynomials in x. Moreover it is not
difficult to see that

1 i m
x->l

[~] = (~). ( 10)

This implies that the sum of the coefficients of
equals (~). The combination of Theorem 1 and (8)

[~]
leads

to the fact that A
of [n~2], where u ~

u
is equal to the coefficient of x

A C (11 )
n

x

As [n~2] is a polynomial of degree nZ/4 we see that A
is the middle most coefficient of [n~2] n
Without proof we mention the following lemma.
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Lemma 1. Let a + a x + ..o 1

ta x, where ot
t

(n-k)k.
Then

(a ) for all i, O::;i::;t,a = a
i t-i(b ) there is an m, O::;m::;t,suc h that

a s a s ... ::; a ::; a ~ a ~ ... ~a ~ a
0 1 m-I m m+I t-I t

( 12)

( 13)

The proof of Lemma (a) is straightforward but
there is no elementary proof of Lemma I (b) known.
t c f [3, Th. 3.10]>' Using this lemma we may conclude
that A is the largest among the n2/4+1 coefficients of
[n~2].nAS the sum of the coefficients equals (n~2) we
have found

4 ( 14 )A
n + 4

Combination of (6) and (14) leads to the following
theorem.

n
DC2-balanced code of length n, n = 0 mod 4. Then
Theorem 2. Let A be the number of code words of a

4 2
( 15)::;A

n2 + 4 n n + 2

Using well-known bounds for the binomial coefficients
([4, Ch.lO, lemma 6]) we can show that R satisfies

n

5 31 - __ (210g n -3/5) ::; R ::; 1 - (21og n -1). (16)
2 n n----zn

In particular it follows that

1 i m
n -> 00

R = 1.
n

( 17)

Observe that the bounds are rather tight as the
difference between the upper and lower bound of R

n
respectively is 210g n /n.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have derived a formula for the number
of code words of a DC2-balanced code. This number has
been given as coefficient of a generating polynomial in
two variables. From this formula bounds for the number
of code words and for the information rate have been
established.
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ARITHMETIC CODING

Tj. J. Tjalkens, F. M. J. Willems*

Arithmetic codes were described by Rissanen in 1976. The
importance of these codes with respect to the source coding
probLem, however, is not wideLy recognized. In this paper
we discuss the background of these codes and describe a
simpLe code construction. Bounds on the performance are
given, showing that these codes are appLicabLe over a wide
range of sources.

INTRODUCTION
The Elias algorithm, [I], is a fundamental source coding result. It's
practical importance is hampered by the fast growing arithmetical
precision requirements. Pasco, [2], solved this problem using a roun-
ding technique. He showed that rounding incurred a small redundancy
penalty. Rissanen [3] argued that a multiplication is a rather com-
plex operation compared to additions using exponential tables, and
described codes using these tables. We approach coding design star-
ting from the finite size and precision table.

THE ELIAS SOURCE CODING ALGORITHM.
The communication situation considered is depicted in figure I.
The source U, described by the finite alphabet U of size c and

the conditional probabilities p(~I~L-I), generates a fixed length
sequence ~n=ulu2'" un' This sequence is transformed by the Elias
encoder into ~m, a variable length sequence from the binary code
alphabet V.

The encoder subdivides the unit interval [0,1) into disjoint
subintervals I(~n), one for each of the cn possible sequences un.

*Department of Electrical Engineering
Eindhoven University of Technology
P.O. Box 513
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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n m m nu Elias v Inoiseles~ v Elias u sinksource - ~
-

U ~
encoder channel decoder

lul = c ~ lvi =2 _-/
(p(ului)luEU) .

y model model
~

Figure 1.

The length of an interval I(~n) is set equal to the probability p(~n)
so the set of all I(~n) partition [0,1).

Now any point vEI(~n) uniquely identifies I(~n). v can be written
in binary notation as

v (1)

Let m=m(v) be smallest integer such that for all i> m:vi=O. Then the
md . n msequence ~ ef1nes v and thus identifies I(~). So we can use v

n .as the codeword for ~ . See f1gure 2.

v

I(>-)--
I(b)- --1----

-+ 1----- 1-----

-

o

ternary alphabet {a, b, cl.
>-denotes the empty string.
the binary code for the
stri.ng "ba" is given by
v = 3/8 E I(ba).
so v = 011.

I(ba)
f--

Figure 2. Identifying an interval.
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Obviously we should choose v such that m(v) is minimal. Let lxI
te,denote the smallest integer not less than x. I : [a,a+l)c[O,I).

(2)

Here as well as in the sequel the base of the logarithm is 2.
It can be shown straightforwardly that vEL Ti:leinterval I (~:t)

n) nhas length P(~ and thus the codeword for ~ has a length of
I-log p(~)1 or less. The coderate Rn' i.e. the average number of
channel symbols per source symbol, is bounded from above by
I n I~ I{-log P(~ )} + n and so approaches Hm(U) arbitrarily close as

Since U is finite we may assume an ordering of its elements. With
this ordering we order the sequences uL lexicographically. Now the
cumulative sequence probability CS(~L) is given as CS(~L) ~ L~ LP(~L)
It is easy to see that the required subdivision is: ~ c~

[ n n n n nCS(~ ),CS(~ )+P(~ », for all u EU •

nThe computation of CS(u ) and. P(un) is done recursively using the
conditional probabilities-p(uLI~L-) and the encoding formulas:

(3)

L-) I L-)P(~ ).P(uL ~ ) (4)

We complete the description with the followinginitial conditions:

(5)

owhere u denotes the empty sequence. Observe that the final point
'!..m:v(~n)is an element of all intervals I(~i),O ~ i ~ n , Thus if the
binary rewriting of the upper- and lower bound of I(~i) coincide in
the first t (leftmost) binary symbols, then the first l symbols of
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vm will be equal to these and thus can be transmitted. In this way
we can start the transmission of code symbols before the encoding
is completed.

Decoding is done in a similar way. The codeword vm defines a
point VE:I(;:i), Os i s n. The first source symbol is reconstructed by
finding the symbol Q such that v£I(Q). This is true only if Q=ul•
Now suppose the first k symbols uk are already decoded defining an
interval I(uk) such that V£I(uk)~ Again we look for the symbol ~
such that v~I(ukÜ). This is t;ue only if Ü=~+I' The different inter-
vals are computed using the same recursive formulas as in the enco-
ding of a sequence.

Actually, we don't have to wait for the complete point v before we
can start decoding. Write:

i
v(.t) E -i °si s m.i=lvi2 ,

The complete point v will be an element of the interval
i b. -i k

J(~ ) = [v(i), v(i)+d ). The condition v£I(u ) in the
i k - ireplaced by the condition J(~ ) c 1(;: ). If for some v

above can be
and uk no deci-

sion can be made, we will have to wait until enough code symbols are
received.

SOME PROBLEMS WITH THE ELIAS ALGORITHM

The first problem is that the codewords from (2) cannot be concate-:
nated since decodability would be lost. This can be solved increasing
the codeword length by one. Let I ~ [a,a+i) c [0,1). Define

m ~ r -logil (6)

v ~ 2-m-1r2m+1al (7)

~-I ~ISo a ~ v<a+2 . Now the codelo1ordfor I is the vector v Appen-
ding an arbitrary string v* to vm+1 cannot increase it's value to
or above a+2-m and by (6) this cannot be more than a+i so vm+1v*e:I
thus insuring decodabi1ity.
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The second problem has to do with the unbounded precision require-
ment in (3) and (4). Assuming that each conditional probability is
described in q digits then by (4) we see that p(~i) needs qi digits
Pas co [2] solved this problem by approximating (3) and (4) in the
following way:

S(~L) ~O(l) O(~L-I) + T(~L-I) . 1: p(ul~L-I) (8)
u<uL

p(~L)~T(~L) lT(~L-I). I L-I J (9)P(~ ~ ) k

Here lxJk denotes the largest floating point number with a k bit
mantissa and not exceeding x. Likewise is fxlk the smallest k bit
precise number not less than x. If k=O or omitted, integer rounding
is implied. Define M = flog T(~n)l + I. The codeword for ~n.is then
. -Hf M n 1g~ven by 2 2 Q(~) .

The rounding in (9) is critical. If the numbers were rounded up
in stead of down, decodability is lost. Pas co showed that his code
is prefix free and the code rate is upper bounded by:

I n 2 I-kRn <ÏÏ IE{-log P(~)} + ÏÏ -10g(l-2 ) (IQ)

Observe the correspondence between (IQ) and (6), (7).

DECODABILITY
Decoding is done by recursively selecting the proper subinterval.
When approximating (3) and (4) we must satisfy the following two
conditions:

(I I)

(12)

Due to the finite prec~s~on arithmetic in (8) and (9) the length of
nthe codestring is bounded not far above -logP(~ ),cf (10). The

code thus generated is prefix-free. It is easy to see that (8) and
(9) satisfy (11) and (12) if we set I(~/) [O(~i),O(~i)+T(~i»)
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ARITHMETIC CODES
An arithmetic code, [3], also approximates (3) and (4). Furthermore
it relies on the observation that multiplications can be done with
an exponential table. For an arithmetic code we use an semi-infinite
array A defined ast

A[;] = f2-i/Nlk, '_'T k~T N
L ~tA. , tA. , éN • (13)

In the definition of A [.], k and N define the precision of the
approximation; increasing N allowes a better approximation of a
real valued exponent and increasing k gives a better approximation
of 2x. We can reduce the size of the array A since

A[i] 2-[i/N]A[i mod N] i£fl.

-jNow 2 ,j£~, is a binary shift over j places. Thus the fu~l table
can be generated with the first N values and a shift operation.

I
L-I I L-IWe approximate P(~ ~ ) by a table entry A[s(~ ~ .)]. Also

L Lwe use A[S(~ )] for P(~). Then the coding equations become:

L
O(l) L LO(~ uL+1) + E A[S(~ ) + s(YI~ )] (14)

y<~+1

L
S(~L) + s(uL+II~L)S(~ ~+I) (J 5)

O(~o) O· S(~o) o. (J 6),

Thus, given a table A, the behaviour of.the code is determined by'
the steps s(ul~*).
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Observe that the addition of A[.] to C is done with k bit precision.

c(i) 0 ·101010101110101010111111111010111010111111111111101110101
A[S(~L) + s(yl~L)] Illollldolll-----------------+

o.~lo~lo~lo~lo~ll~lo~lo~lo~lo~ll~11~11~11~lo~lo~II~lo~II~lo~loïloï10ïllïloïl~ïloïlonld
I I

+

carry propagation

Figure 3.

E t f h . C(~L). 1 ff d· th 1 txcep or t e carry propagat~on. ~s on y a ecte ~n e eas
significant k bits. See figure 3.

A KRAFT INEQUALITY
Now we develope a "Kraft"-like decodability criterion. The subinter-
val I(~n). as defined by (14) and (15) is [O(~n) .O(~n)+A[S(~n)]).
Due to (14) and (15) condition (11) is always satisfied. Condition
(12) can be rewritten as:

'<iu*e:U* * * I *A[S(~)] ~u~UA[S(~ )+s(u ~)] (17)

Theorem I (Kraft inequality).
Given a table A. with parameters Nand k. see (13). the code

generated by (14).(15) and (16) is decodable if
-s(ulu*)

N
( 18)'<iu*e:U* LU2- ue:

+In the proof of theorem I we use the following inequality. Let ~ •
then

(19)
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Proof of (19):
1 r 1 +k I-kLet Z$a< 1 then a k$a+2 $a(I+2 ).

~ow b=2-ma, with mEZ, aE[i,I).
r 1 r +m 1 -mr 1 -m I-kThen b k = 2 •a k = 2 a k s 2 a (1+2 )

Proof of theorem I:
Suppose (18) holds. For all U*EU*

-S(!,!_*) -S(],!_*)-s(uly_*)
A[S(u*)] ~ 2 ~- ~ (I+21-k) EU 2 N ~_ UE

So the code is decodable.

THE PERFORMANCE
Let us assume that the source is Markov, with state set J. Thus if
after generating the string ~* the source is in state jEJ then
p(ulu*) = p(ulj). Let q(j) be the limit state distribution. The code
string length of a string ~n is given by-

L(_un) ~ ( I i-I) ()- if i=1 s ui ~ + 0 1 • (20)

Using the Markov property, the asymptotic code rate is given by:
n s(uU)

R = limE{L(u )}= .EJ q(j) EU p(ulj) 10g2 Nn JE UE (21)
n+'"

So the redundancy r is given as

r R H (U) E (.) E P ( I·) ~= - '" = jEJ q J UEU U J log ~
2 N

Since for all j EJ, the steps s(ulj) satisfy (18),
the redundancy is given by the log-sum inequality,

-s (u Ij)
r~-:-EJq(j) log( EU2 N )~10g(I+21-k)JE UE

(22)

a lower bound to
c.L [4]:

(23)
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An upperbound can be derived as follows. Observe that if the
following holds (18) is satisfied.

fN{log(I+21-k) -logP(ulj)}l

and this results in
-s(ujj) ~

2 N ~ 2 N (I+21-k)-1 P(ujj)

So

N I-k I I-kr::;;log(2 (1+2 » = N + 10g(I+2 ) (24)

From (20), (21), (22) and (24) we see that

I I-k IRn::>Hn (U) + N + log (1+2 ) + O(n) (25)

Compare this result with (10).
We can also use the table A for generating s(ulj). First define

6 I I-k -ISo = nri.nj s A[s] s (1+2 ) }
sI (ulj) ~ min{sIA[s]::>p(ulj)}, ueU, jeJ
s(ulj) ~ So + sl(ulj) ueU, jeJ

(26)
(27)

(28)

Observe that this selection satisfies (18). Now
-~ -2

2 N ~ 2 N (I+21-k)-2 A[SO-l] A[sl (ulj)-I] ~
2

~ 2~(1+21-k)-3 p(ulj) ueU, jeJ (29)

where we used (19), (26), (27") and (28). And from (22) we obtain
with (29):

(30)
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A MARKOV CHAIN MODEL FOR A
CONVOLUTIONAL CODING SCHEME

M.R. Best*

ABSTRACT
A convolutional coding scheme with maximum likelihood
decoding over a discrete memoryless channel can be modelled
as a Markov chain. Using this model, the statistical
behaviour of the errors can be analysed exactly. In effect,
not only the bit and event error probability, but also the
burst and gap length distribution can be computed. However,
the amount of computation grows rapidly with the constraint
length of the code. This generalizes earlier results of
Schalkwijk, Post and Aarts.

1. INTRODUCTION

In [5J, Schalkwijk, Post and Aarts developped a method for
calculating the event error probability of a maximum likelihood
decoder for a convolutional code. Their method is based on the
technique of "syndrome decoding", introduced by Schalkwijk and Vinck
in [6J. This decoding method is equivalent to Viterbi's, and hence
maximum likelihood indeed.

The paper [5J is a first attempt to perform exact calculations on
a maximum likelihood decoder, contrary to many earlier attempts to
bound the (bit or event) error probability of such a decoder (cf.
e.g. [7], DJ, or [4J). However, the paper is hard to understand (at
least to the present. author), and the result is only found als the
limit of a decreasing sequence, the general term of which could not
be given explicitly.

In this paper, we base ourselves on the original Viterbi
algorithm, and show that the coding scheme can be modelled as a
Markov chain, for which the transition probabilities can be computed
exactly. Some of the states of this chain correspond to error
bursts, the others to guardspaces. With this model, all interesting
properties of the error statistics can be derived. We mention: the
event error probability, the bit error probability, the burst length
distribution, the gaplength distribution, the burst weight
distribution, the burst error density, etc ..

*Technische Hogeschool Twente, Afdeling Elektrotechniek
Postbus 217, 7500 AE Enschede
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The amount of computation to be performed remains prohibitive for
practical codes. But from small examples, it becomes clear what the
general shape of the formulas is. E.g. it becomes apparent that
burst as well as gap lengths are distributed asymptotically (but not
exactly!) exponentially.

2. THE MODEL

We introduce the Markov model using the simplest possible
nontrivial convolutional code, used on a binary symmetric channel.
Its encoder is given in Fig. 1.

information

+
to channel

Fig. 1 The exemplary encoder

The "state" of the encoder is simply the content (one bit) of the
memory cell. The trellis diagram (cf. [7] or [1 J) is given in Fig. 2.

time
o 3

state

\

0:

1 :

.D '0

~X' X'~., .,
'0

Fig. 2 The trellis diagram

Although common knowledge, we briefly review, and formalize, how
the action of both encoder and decoder can be described in terms of
this diagram.

The encoder traverses the diagram for left to right. For each
"zero"-information bit it chooses the upper branch from the node it
finds itself in; for each "one"-information bit it chooses the lower
branch. For each branch it transmits the indicated channel bits. (We
write the "upper" channel bit first.)

A Viterbi decoder that uses the "trace-back method" (cf. [1J,
pp. 261-262) works - in principle - in two phases.
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Phase I. The trellis diagram is traversed from left to right,
and - using the received bits - each node is supplied with a "state-
metric", being the least number of channel errors that must have
been made given that the encoder passed through that node and given
the received bits up to that time. The branch by which the encoder
is to arrive at the node· is called the "survivor branch". The set of
survivor branches arriving at the nodes at time t is called the
"survivor map" (or: "survivor subgr-apnv l .' It is a mapping from the
set of states (at time t) into the same set (at time t-l). For each
instant of time, the survivor map is stored.

In order to compute the survivor map, the decoder needs only to
remember the vector of state metrics at the previous instant of
time. If two such vectors are called "equivalent" if one can be
obtained from the other by increasing each element by the same
amount, it even suffices to remember the equivalence class to which
the previous vector of state metrics belonged, since a uniform
increase does not influence the survivor map to be computed. Such an
equivalence class is simply called a "metric".

Phase 11. As soon as the message has terminated, the trellis
diagram is traversed from right to left by following the survivor
branches.

Since the difference between two state metrics at the same time
is bounded above by the product of the maximum branch metric (in our
case 2) and the number of memory cells in the encoder, the number of
possible metrics is finite. Therefore, phase I of the decoder can be
modelled as a finite state machine, accepting pairs of received bits
as inputs, and producing survivor maps as outputs. Each "state" of
this machine is a metric.

In our example, only five metrics, called A, E, C, D, and E,
occur, containing (~), [~J, (~], [_~), and (-~J respectively.
Suppose e.g. that the metric is D, and that 10 is received. This
leads to the transition shown in Fig. 3.

time
t-I t
0 0state 0:

X Fig. 3 A transition

,

I:
-I ,.

-I
metric D E
received: 10
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The new metric is E, since it contains (_~), which is equivalent
to l-~]. The survivor branch leading to the lower node must be the
one coming from the lower node, but the other survivor branch may be
chosen arbitrarily. We make the convention that, in case of a tie,
the branch coming from the least state metric will be chosen. The
"metric diagram", i.e. the state diagram of the present finite state
machine, is shown in Fig. 4.

o» o • 0'[0 0' 00 " ~:8jr e o.
00

o.

O'.''g"
Fig. 4 The metric diagram

The label at the start of an arrow refers to the input (the
received bits); the label at the end of an arrow refers to the
output (the survivor map). Here ab denotes that the survivor
branches leading to state 0 and 1 start from state a and b
respectively.

Looking closely at this diagram, one observes that the metrics A
and B are indistinguishable, and that the same holds for the metrics
D and E. Hence the diagram can be simplified to the one shown in
Fig. 5.



Fig. 5 The simplified metric diagram

The trace-back in phase 11 can be modelled as a finite state
machine that accepts survivor maps as inputs and produces the
estimated information bits as outputs. Each "state" of this machine
is just an (estimated) encoder state. It runs in reversed time.

In our example, the state diagram is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 The state diagram

The system of source, encoder, channel, and decoder can now be
modelled by a combination of (binary) sources and finite state
machines, as is done in Fig. 7.

binary
information
source

information encoded reoeived
bits bits bits

survivor maps estimatedinformationbits

Fig. 7 The coded communication system model

Since a convolutional code is a linear code, the decoding errors do
not depend on the particular information sequence. Remark that the
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convention agreed upon above does not favour any particular
information sequence either. Therefore, in studying the error
statistics of the decoder, we may assume that the information
consisted of merely zeros. Now the encoder also produces merely
zeros, and only the channel noise is received. Thus, the decoding
errors can be generated by a combination of a noise source and the
two phases of the decoder, as is shown in Fig. 8.

binary
noise
source

received
bits

survivor maps decoding errors

Fig. 8 Generator of decoding errors

This process, a finite state machine "driven" by the output of
another finite state machine running in reversed time, looks more
complicated than it is. Things get clearer if one realizes that a
finite state machine driven by noise is nothing but a Markov chain,
and that a time-reversed Markov chain remains a Markov chain (cf.
e . g. [2], pp. 41 4 ff.).

Let p be the cross-over probability of the binary symmetric
channel (i.e. the probability of a "1" produced by the noise
source), and q=1-p. Then the combination of binary noise source and
phase I decoder is a Markov chain, producing survivor maps as
outputs. Its state diagram is shown in Fig. 5, if one replaces the
inputs OD, 01, 10, and 11 by the transition probabilities q2, pq,
pq, and p2 respectively. The transition matrix is therefore:

T - [
P{ABIAB}
PlC IAB}
P{DEIAB}

P{ABlc}
plC IC)
P{DEIC}

P{ABIDE}]
PlC IDE}
P{DEIDE} [

q2
= 2pq

p2

q
o
p

pq ]p2+q2 .
pq

The stationary probabilities of the various metrics are the
components of a right fixed point of T, scaled so that they add up
to one:

(1-p)(1-p+2p2)
1+3p2_2p3

p(2-3p+2p2)
1+3p2 2p3

p2(3-2p)
1 +3p2_2p3 •
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The time-reversed Markov chain has the same stationary probabili-
ties, but different transition probabilities of course. One finds

P'{X,aIY} = Q Q-l P{Y,aIX},x y

where P (P') denotes the transition probability of the original
(reversed) Markov chain, X and Y are metrics, and 0 is an output (a
survivor map).

Hence, the system can be modelled as a finite state machine,
driven by the output of a Markov chain, both running in reversed
time. This cascade can be described in turn as one large Markov
chain, the "product chain", in the "metric x state diagram",
traversed in time reversed order. This diagram is shown in Fig. 9.

~------------

----------(3
Fig. 9 The metric x state diagram

Each "state" of the product chain is a pair of a metric and a
state. We will refer to it as a "metric-state". One immediately sees
that the metric-states ABl and DEO cannot be reached, and can be
removed therefore "from the diagram. The transition probabili ties can
be computed according to

P{XaIYb} = I P' (X,aln
c

a(b)=a

I p{y,aIX),
c

a(b)=a

e.g.

(l-p) (1-p+2p2)
p(2-3p+2p2) (pq+pq)

2(1-p)2(1-p+2p2)
2 3p+2p
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From these transition probabilities, one can compute the stationary
probabilities of the metric-states. In our example, this is
particularly easy:

(1-p)(1-p+2p2)
1+3p2 2p3

p2(3-2p)
QDEl = QDE = 1+3p2-2p3 ,

QCO QABOP{COlABO} + QDE1P{COIDE1}

QC P{AB,OlIC} + QC P{DE,10IC}

p2 (3-2p+2p2)
1+3p2 2p3 (q2+p2) p(1-2p+2p2)(2-3p+2p2)

1+3p-2p
and similarly

Although it is not strictly necessary, we again reverse the product
chain in time thus simplifying the transition probabilities some-
what. This leads to the diagram shown in Fig. lD.

(0 2 (2 ~)
Cl :::'=========pq==p~+=q========:

1/2

422P q-_--

burst

guardspace
r::\ 222q2 [~~======q=/=(=P~2 +=q:;2=)========~~

7p'1(p +q ) ~

Fig. 10 Markov chain producing decoding errors

Here the outputs are not shown, but they are 0 for transitions
leading to the metric-states ABO en CO, and 1 for transitions
leading to the metric-states Cl and DEl.

This diagram completely describes the working of the coded
communication system. The lower two metric-states (ABO and CO)
correspond to a guardspace, since the decoder is on the right track.
The upper two metric-states correspond to an error burst.
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Of course, the precise formulas are not the most important in the
above argument. The quintessence is that any convolutional coding
scheme on a discrete channel with maximum likelihood decoding can be
modelled as a Markov chain of which the transition probabilities can
be computed. Some of its states correspond to a guardspace, the
others to an error burst. One should realize however that the number
of (metric-)states of this chain grows enormously with the
constraint length of the encoder. E.g. for the "standard code" with
constraint length 3 and generators 1+D2 and 1+D+D2, used on a binary
symmetric channel, the number of metric-states amounts to 104. We do
not expect that the model will ever be elaborated completely for any
practical code. Nevertheless we think that the model deepens our
insight into the working of a Viterbi decoder and into its error
statistics.
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EQUALIZATION, DETECTION AND CHANNEL CODING

FOR DIGITAL TRANSMISSION AND RECORDING SYSTEMS

*J.W.M. Bergmans

The imploding costs of integrated electronics allow the
application of ever more elaborate signal processing techni-
ques in systems in which digital information is being
transported or recorded (modems, ISDN transmission systems,
compact disk, floppy disk, etc.), aiming at a better (e.g.,
in terms of information density) nr cheaper (due to less
stringent mechanical requirements) product. In this context
this contribution compares equalization-, detection- and
channel coding methods with respect to several important
transmission problems, viz. intersymbol interference, noise,
and channel variations.

INTRODUCTION

The establishment of a reliable digital connection across an
imperfect channel requires the application of appropriate signal
processing techniques. Familiar examples of channel imperfections
are noise and bandwidth limitations, which often are present
conjunctively, ISDN transmission systems, voiceband modems, and most
digital recording systems being examples. Furthermore, the channel
characteristics are often incompletely known in advance or slowly
time-dependent. For instance, components constituting recording
channels (tapes, heads, optical disks) can not be reproduced with
complete fidelity, playback equipment tends to exhibit jitter, tapes
and heads exhibit wear, cable characteristics are temperature-depen-
dent, etc •• For this reason it is not rarely essential to acquire a
posteriori knowledge of the actual channel parameters and to adapt
the signal processing accordingly. Certain channels even exhibit
parameter variations which are so fast that current adaptation
algorithms are incapable of tracking them.' Scratches on a compact
disk, drop-outs and fast gain variations in magnetic recording'
belong to this category.

The present contribution compares equalization-, detection- and
channel coding methods on their merits with respect to the mentioned

*Philips Research Laboratories,
P.O. Box 80.000, 5600 JA Eindhoven.
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channel imperfections. As a baseline for the comparisons the
following section will describe an elementary data transmission
system. Subsequent sections present equalization and, less extensi-
vely, Viterbi detection and channel coding as extensions upon this
system, which also serves as a base of reference for a final
comparative overview.

A BASIC CONFIGURATION

In the elementary configuration of fig. 1. the binary data source
is assumed to deliver a sequence of binary digits.

;tr;;;smitte;- i ich~nel - -

I I ,~----~
binary I ,sit) I

modulator hit)
data , I P I

I ' S IL.....---....J
L- J L _

~oise- ""1
I

rit)! ,
I

__J

r-~---------I rece i ver
,r-----...,

rit) I receiving
fi 1ter

-----., ,
I

bit-by-bi t I
detector,

1'-----_-1L _

linear
equalizer

Fig. 1. Elementary data transmission system.

The transmitter exclusively contains a modulator that performs a
mapping of incoming bits onto channel waveforms. The choice of an
appropriate modulation scheme is an important topic in view of its
decisive effect upon the ultimately attainable transmission quality.
For example, in highly bandlimited environments (high speed voice-
band telephone modems being a good example) it is often advantageous
t£ map groups of L incoming bits onto a signal constellation having
2 (possibly complex-valued) points, therewith decreasing amplitude
resolution in exchange for a favourable bandwidth reduction of the
modulator output signal. The reader interested in modulator design
is referred to [1]. In the context of our comparison it suffices to
consider the simplest modulation scheme, viz. binary pulse amplitude
modulation, in which every incoming bit is mapped onto a predeter-
mined waveform wet) or -wet) according to the value of the bit. The
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resulting output signal r(t) has a minimum of two amplitude levels,
dependiag upon the (important!) choice of w(t). The channel introdu-
ces memory and noise, and has been modelled as a filtered signal
channel, of which the impulse response h(t) is incompletely known in
advance. In the receiver the channel noise is suppressed as well as
possible by means of a receiving filter. This filter usually has a
small bandwidth and therewith introduces extra memory. The influence
of the total memory of modulator, channel and receiving filter is
eliminated by means of an equalizer. This enables detection by means
of a simple bit-by-bit detector. Conventionally the equalizer is a
linear filter (hence the designation "linear equalizer"). Receiving
filter and equalizer mutually influence each other. More powerful
equalization methods enable the receiving filter to have a smaller
bandwidth, therewith causing a better suppression of noise and
improved transmission quality. The equalizer is not rarely also
assigned the task of adaptively flattening out slow channel parame-
ter variations.

For economic reasons the system designer is pressed to accept
channels of ever worse quality, thus more frequently necessitating
him to apply more powerful techniques in order to realize the
imposed quality requirements. It is possible to assess the net
influence upon transmission quality of every such technique in terms
of an effective signal-ta-noise ratio improvement relative to the
configuration of figure 1. This noise immunity measure will be used
below.

EQUALIZATION METHODS

The time-honoured linear method of equalization transforms a
sequence of incoming pulses by means of a linear filter into a
sequence of Nyquist-l pulses, with their familiar (and defining)
equidistant (bit interval spaced) zero-crossings. As a consequence
of this transformation the equalizer output signal is free of
intersymbol interference on certain well-defined instants. As the
term "Equalization" suggests, the linear construction of Nyquist-l
pulses requires the channel characteristics to be smoothed over a
certain frequency range. (Note: the equalization methods to be
discussed hereafter impose completely different constraints upon the
characteristics of their filters - for them the term "equalization"
is consequently, though commonplace, stictly speaking inadequate.)
In this way the equalizer strongly boosts noise at those frequencies
where little signal energy is present. Noise enhancement is a
familiar problem of the linear equalizer, which essentially limits
its applicability to systems without severe amplitude distortion.
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By the application of more advanced equalization methods which
treat the incoming signal more subtly noise enhancement cau strongly
be reduced. The best known example hereof is decision feedback
eqalization [2). Fig. 2. depicts a Decision Feedback Equalizer
(DFE). A received pulse is intentionally disposed of noise and
furnished with a causal shape by means of a receiving filter. By
removing the tail part of this pulse by means of a linear feedback
filter an effective pulse results with a duration of less than one
bit interval, so that intersymbol interference has dissapeared. To
work appropriately the feedback filter must be ex~~ted by r~3enera-
ted bits of sufficiently good quality (BER> 10 to 10 ). In
addition the impulse response of the feedback filter must match the
tail part of the pulses at the output of the receiving filter. This
can be accomplished by making the filter adaptive.

data
.bit-by-bit estimates

detector

feedback
fil ter

Fig. 2. Decision Feedback Equalizer.

It is possible to implement the operations in the forward signal
path in analog (fast) techrrol.ogy , The adaptive feedback filter can
easily be implemented digitally as it is excited by binary data, so
that no multiplications are necessary and use can be made of e.g.
the attractive table look-up structure [3). For these reasons
decision feedback equalization is excellently suited for envirdn-
ments in which large data rates appear together with adaptivity
requirements.
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Notice that in the receiving filter output pulses a number of
zero crossings fail that were obliged in a_Nyquist-1 pulse. The
number of degrees of freedom for the dimensioning of the receiving
filter has therewith increased, so that a smaller bandwidth is
achievable or, equivalently, that noise can more effectively be
suppressed.

The ultimate restriction of decision feedback equalization is the
causality principle. Only post-cursive intersymbol interference,
i.e., intersymbol interference that is associated with bits that
have already been detected, can be removed. The pulse shape at the
output of the receiving filter must for this reason be causal, which
restricts the attainable no~se suppression of the receiving filter.
The causality principle can be bypassed, however, by producing a
series of tentative decisions of bits that have not yet been finally
detected, and by using these decisions
intersymbol interference as well. This
"canceller of intersymbol interference"
shown in figure 3.

to deal with pre-cursive
idea underlies the so-called
[4], of which a model is

rtt) receivinq '-0/ bi t-by-b t t decision-,. fil ter detector

_A A
I ~~,--.-.--.-~

simole tentative feerlforward f-- feedback ...... receiver - fil terdecisions fi1ter

A lIT final
s

Fig. 3. Canceller of Intersymbol Interference.

The pulses at the output of the receiving filter now possess a
(more) symmetrical shape. Post-cursive intersymbol interference is
again removed on the basis of final decisions by means of a feedback
filter. There is now also pre-cursive intersymbol interference,
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which is removed on basis of tentative decisions by means of a
feedforward fiter. The bandwidth of the receiving filter can further
decrease in this way, causing a further suppression of noise: The
large expectations that have been uttered about the transmission
quality that the canceller can aèhieve are perhaps most adequately
illustrated by the recent insight [4] that, for sufficiently long
feedforward and feedback filters, the optimal receiving filter
degenerates to a matched filter. This implies that, in absence' of
errors in the tentative and final decisions, a transmission quality
is realizable that conforms to isolated pulse transmission- quality,
of which it is well-known [5] that it can not even be attained by
arbitrarily complex Maximum-Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE)
techniques for certain very dispersive channels! Althoughno exten-
sive investigations have as yet been carried out on this topic, it
is likely that (ever present) error propagation effects "degrade"
the predicted asymptotic transmission quality, possibly onto a level
that is comparable with MLSE techniques.

No results have to date been reported with regard to the
sensitivity of DFE and canceller for fast channel variations. As
they are both basically compensation methods, it may be expected
that their performance with respect to gain variations is inferior
to the well-known robustness of linear equalization.

VITERBI DETECTION

Instead of removing the influence of channel
quently taking independent decisions about the
is possible to exploit the extra knowledge 'that

memory and subse-
transmitted data it
can be extracted

from channel memory. Maximum-likelihood sequence estimation techni-
ques, of which the most popular representative is known as Viterbi
detection [6], fit this bill. The Viterbi detector is optimum in the
sense that its event-error probability is insurpassable by any other
estimator. This does however not necessarily imply [6] that it also
minimizes bit error probability, which is a more appropriate quality
measure in many (especially interleaved) systems. In fact the
canceller paradox just mentioned may partly find its cause in the
distinct quality measures that the Viterbi detector and the cancel-
ler optimize. Unfortunately the complexity of Viterbi detectors
increases exponentially with their memory span. For this reason it
willoften be necessary in practice to apply an equalizer that
curtails the memory span of the channel into a span that is
acceptable for the detector. Adaptive implementations of Viterbi
detection have been reported [7], but are to date little in vogue. A
feature that seems to impose significant restrictions upon the
applicability of the Viterbi detector is its large sensitivity for
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fast channel (gain) variations [8].

CHANNEL CODING

Further improvements in transmission quality, more or less
orthogonal to the improvements realized by advanced equalization and
detection methods, are possible by also allowing system changes in
front of the channel. It should be noted that these changes can only
be included in the system before standardization procedures have
been completed, whereas the aforementioned methods can be applied
freely whenever desired. Channel coding techniques insert redundancy
in the data sequence that enters the modulator, which is used in the
receiver to achieve an overall smaller error probability. Redundancy
can be added both in the time- and in the amplitude direction.
Transmission of more channel,symbols per unit of time is seldom
attractive in view of the assumed channel bandwidth restrictions.
The introduction of more amplitude levels ("coded modulation", [9])
is also liable to restrictions, as many channels have an intrinsi-
cally binary nature. The holes (and their absence) in optical disks
and the two magnetization directions on magnetic tapes may serve as
illustrations hereof. It is useful to distinguish between two goals
that can be pursued by channel coding:
a) The attainment of effective signal-to-noise ratio enhancements

(generally referred to as "coding gain" [9],[10] in this con+
text). This is the principal domain of coded modulation, although
in absence of bandwidth limitations certain binary block codes,
such as the (23,12) Golay code, are also known to yield moderate
noise immunity improvements [10].

b) Protection against (infrequent) bursts of errors, such as those
originating from fast channel gain variations or left behind by
equalizers and Viterbi detectors. It should be noted that this
protection can essentially only be provided at the cost of a
structural noise immunity degradation (i.e., a negative coding
gain), so that utmost thrift should be exercised in its applica-
tion.

A COMPARATIVE OVERVIEW

We conclude this contribution with a comparative overview. Table
assesses the relative merits of the aforementioned equalization-,

detection and channel coding methods, normalized upon the basic
configuration of figure 1. The first row compares the effective
signal-to-noise ratio improvement, with its far-reaching influence
upon the'resulting transmission quality. Typical figures are 1-5 dB
for the DFE [2,5] and 2-10 dB for the canceller [4], mainly
determined by the dispersivity of the channel. Apart from dispersi-
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vity the allowable complexity is also decisive for the attainable
gains by Viterbi detection. Improvements of 3 to 6 dB have been
predicted for coded modulation [9], dependent upon the tolerated
system complexity, but largely independent of the channel dispersi-
vity, and hence more or less orthogonal to the foregoing figures.
Incorporation of burst-error protection usually amounts to signifi-
cant noise immunity degradations.

1 lino 1 1 I Viterbi 1 coded 1 burst- 1
lequal.1 DFE 1cancellerldectectorlmodulat. lerror protl

----------1------1-------1---------1---------1---------1----------1
1ef f , SiN 1 0 1 1 - 5 1 2 - 10 1 2 - 10 1 3 - 6 1NEGATIVE 1
1gain (dB) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1----------1------1-------1---------1---------1---------1----------1
Icomplexityl low 1 low 1 low - 1 low- 1 high - Imoderate- 1
1 Illmoderate Ivery highlvery highlvery high 1
1----------1------1-------1---------1---------1---------1----------1
[ad apt tvt t y ] + 1 ++ 1 + 1 + 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1----------1------1-------1---------1---------1---------1----------1
1fast gain 1 +1- 1 1 1 1 +1- 1 ++ 1
1variations 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 1: Comparison of linear equalizer, DFE, canceller of inter-
symbol interference, Viterbi detector and channel coding.

The complexity of DFE and canceller is essentially a linear
function of the memory span of the channel, and for this reason
generally far smaller than the complexity of the Viterbi detector,
which exponentially depends upon the mentioned span. Of course this
exponent points in a favourable direction if no more than a moderate
improvement is desired. The intrinsic complexity of channel coding
techniques, combined with the (especially for coded modulation
significant) extent to which the introduction of channel coding
affects the remaining part of the system, designate the overall
complexification caused by channel coding to be at least moderate
and generally considerable. Contrary to channel coding, equalization
and (Viterbi) detection methods are easily implemented adaptively.
Channel coding apparently encounters less competition (and is in
this sense more valuable) for combatting fast channel (gain)
variations and residual errors than for improving the noise immunity
of a data transmission system. Finally, table 1 suggests that the
application of Viterbi detection becomes rather pointless with the
advent of the canceller of intersymbol interference.
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SOFT-DECISION, R 1, VITERBI DECODING.

W.J.W.M. Nouwens*, A.P. Verlijsdonk**.

To improve the performance of a certain satellite system for
data dissemination to low-cost terminals, a net channel coding
gain of some 3 dB was necessary. This could be achieved by
application of convolutional coding and soft-decision decoding.
The effect of the threshold spacing and the number of quan-
tization leVèls (Q) on the coding gain have been investigated.
Bit error probabilities as a function of Eb/No were computed
for Q = 4 and Q = 8. These computations show that a soft-
decision Q = 8 convolutional codec would meet the demands.
Such a codec has been realised in hardware, and bit-error-
rate curves have been measured. The theoretical and prac-
tical results agree well.

INLEIDING

In de vakgroep Telecommunicatie van de T.H. Eindhoven loopt een
onderzoekprojekt onder de naam: "Rurale communicatie". Binnen dit
projekt wordt een systeem ontwikkeld voor audio-visuele informatie-
distributie via smalbandige satellietkanalen naar dorpsgemeenschappen
in rurale gebieden van ontwikkelingslanden [1]. Het nieuwe distri-
butiesysteem kan worden gebruikt voor voorlichting en voor versprei-
ding van nieuws, weerberichten, marktprijzen, landbouwadviezen, etc.

De in het systeem opgenomen digitale satellietverbindingen be-
staan uit een opstralend standaard PTT grondstation, uit een spe-
ciaal toegewezen, smalbandig satellietkanaal en goedkope, kleine
ontvangstations in de rurale gebieden. Teneinde bij toepassing van
kleine grondstations toch een voldoend lage bitfoutenkans te halen,
moet het zendende station extra zendvermogen aan het toegewezen
kanaal toekennen, wat ten koste gaat van het vermogen in de overige
(telefoon-)kanalen. Door de toepassing van "forward error correcting"
codering kan het extra benodigde zendvermogen vrij gemakkelijk met
circa 3 dB worden gereduceerd. Op grond van een aantal overwegingen

* Ericsson Telefoonmij. B.V., Postbus 8, 5120 AA Rijen.
T.H. Eindhoven, vakgroep Telecommunicatie, Postbus 513, 5600 MB
Eindhoven.

**
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is gekozen voor de toepassing van (R,= }) convolutiecodering met
(Q = 8) "soft-decision" Viterbi decodering, dit laatste vanwege de
betrekkelijk geringe complexi tei t van de deoode r .•'

CONVOLUTIECODERING
Convolutiecodes vormen een sub-klasse van lineaire codes en zij

voldoen beter dan blokcodes met dezelfde complexi t.eLt, [2]. De convo-
lutiecoder is een "finite-state machine", bes t aande uit een K-traps
schuifregister en n modulo-2 optellers die elk een codebit afgeven
voor elke groep van b databit, aan de
De "rate" R van de code is gelijk aan
register wordt de "constraint length"

ingang van de coder (b < n) .
~ . De lengte van het schuif-
n

K van de code genoemd. De binnen

het projekt ontwikkelde coder is van het type R = } en K ~ 3 zoals
afgebeeld in fig. 1.

data in

C 1

Fig. 1. Een R = }, K 3 convolutiecoder

Het codewoord x hangt dus af van het nieuw ingeschoven databit en
van de twee in het register gebleven 'databits. De permutaties van de
laatste twee bits in het schuifregister bepalen de 4 toestanden van
de coder. De overgangen van de ene toestand naar de andere worden de
takken van het codeerprocesgenoemd. Alle takken samen bepalen de
mogelijke decodeerpaden, welke kunnen worden voorgesteld in een "trel-
lis" of in een toestandsdiagram. Decodering vindt plaats m.b.v. het
Viterbi "maximum-likelihood" algorithme, waarbij de ontvangen code-
reeks wordt vergeleken met alle mogelijke codereeksen x en de meest
waarschijnlijke reeks wordt geselecteerd. Het beslissingscriterium
is de "log

Me in

likelihood" funktie, ook wel "metric"
B Bn p(y,lx,m) = I in p(y,lx,m)

.i= l l l .i= l l l

genoemd:

(1 )

met B lengte van het bericht, Yi een ontvangen code symbool en
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x,m = het codesymbooi van de me berichtreeks. De complexiteit van de
1 .

decoder hangt af van de "constraint length" K en niet van de lengte
van het bericht. Voor een meer gedetailleerde beschrijving van het
decodeerprincipe wordt verwezen naar [3]. De eigenschappen van een
bepaalde convolutiecode zijn vastgelegd in de generatorfunktie [4].

SOFT-DECISION VITERBI DECODERING

Het transmissiegedeelte van het gegeven satellietkanaal omvat een
R = 1, K = 3 convolutiecoder, een vierfasen (QPSK) modulator, de
satellietverbinding, een QPSK demodulator en een soft-decision Viter-
bi decoder. De ruis aan de uitgang van de QPSK demodulator mag een
Gaussische verdeling worden toeqedacht en is wit binnen de basisband.
Voor een niet-gecodeerde datareeks is binaire detektie met één drem-
pel optimaal [5]. Echter, voor een R = 1 gecodeerde datareeks ver-
oorzaakt binaire detektie een verlies van 3 dB tengevolge van de ver-
dubbeling van codesnelheid en de benodigde transmissiebandbreedte.
Soft-decision detektie met meerdere drempels kan dit verlies redu-
ceren en in winst omzetten. Het gedemoduleerde basisbandsignaal vóór
kwantisering kan worden voorgesteld door:

r = Is + n (2)

waarbij S het ontvangen signaalvermogen en n = de ruisspanning met
vermogen N. Een signaalwaarde van r wordt gekwantiseerd in een Q-
niveau woord Yi (met i = 0,1,2 ... , Q-1) door toepassing van een A/D-
omzetter met uniforme kwantisering. De reeks van woorden Yi ~ordt
toegevoerd aan een Viterbi decoder. Het over-all transmissiekanaal
kan worden voorgesteld als een symmetrisch kanaal zonder geheugen
met binaire ingang en Q-niveau uitgang volgens fig. 2.

X=l

X=o

Fig. 2. Binair symmetrisch kanaal zonder geheugen met binaire ingang
en Q-niveau uitgang.
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De overgarigswaarschijnlijkheid P(i) d.w.z. de waarschijnlijkheid dat
een uitgangssymbool Yi wordt ontvangen als een ingangssymbbol X =
wordt gezonden, kan worden berekend als de signaallruisverhouding SiN

P(i) = Pr(y=y, Ix=l)
1 Pr (Y=YQ-l-i Ix=o)

{b,} bekend zijn:
1
1 b,+1 2 '

= 72r'N' bt exp{-(r-!s) 12N}dr

1 (3)

en de soft-decision beslissingsdrempels

met i = 0,1,2, ... , Q-l, b = (i-Q/2)T, T = de kwantisatiedrempelaf-
stand. Voor de takmetricwaarden bij soft-decision Viterbi decodering
kan worden afgeleid

In p(r, Ix,m) = C
J J

dat deze gelijk zijn aan:
K
G

I rjkxjk - D
k=1

(4)

met C en Donafhankelijke konstanten en met Kc = het aantal codebits
per tak. Dus de takmetric is gelijk aan de som van de symboolmetrics,

waarbij een symboolmetric gelijk is aan het produkt van de ont-
vangen signaalwaarde rjk en het gezonden symbool xjk. De padmetric
is gelijk aan de som van de metrics van de afzonderlijke takken. De
bitfoutenkans P is een maatstaf voor de beoordelinq van de eiqen-

e
schappen van de Viterbi decoder [4]. Voor de bitfoutenkans Pe geldt
de volgende bovengrens:

00

P < I CdPde d=df
(5)

met df = de minimale vrije afstand van de code, Cd = het aantal bit-
fouten dat wordt veroorzaakt in paden met afstand d tot het korrekte
pad, Pd = de waarschijnlijkheid dat een pad wordt gekozen met af-
st.aridd tot het korrekte pad.

£~-~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~d·
De Vi terbi decoder kiest he.t,pad met de hoogste metric. Een foutief
pad wordt dus gekozen als dit pad een hogere metric heeft dan het
korrekte pad. Van een codereeks welke over een wit Gaussisch kanaal
is overgebracht is de padmetric als volgt:

PM
e

L K, ,c
L L rjkXjk
j=1 k=1

(6)

met Xjk = het ke code symbool van de je tak, rjk het bijbehorende
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ontvangen symboo-L, L = de lengte van het pad. Stel dat voor een "all-
zero" datareeks de bijbehorende codereeks bestaat uit x = -1 bits en
voor een niet-korrekt pad uit codebits ±1, dan wordt een foutief pad
gekozen

L

I
j=l

als
K
c

Ik=l r'k ;:;0
J '

(7)

De kans
stand d

Pd is de kans dat een foutief pad wordt gekozen dat een af-
heeft t.o.v. het korrekte pad, zodat:

d
P ( Ir;:; 0) (8)
r m=l m

Tot nu toe is het ontvangen signaal r beschouwd als een analoog sig-
naal, maar bij soft-decision detektie wordt het gekwantiseerd in Q
niveaus met een AID-omzetter met equidistante drempels volgens fig. 3.

o 2 3 4
I I

5 6 7
I I I

y

-3T -2T -T 0 T 2T 3T r

Fig. 3. Kwantisatieschema voor Q = 8.
De berekening van de kans Pd wordt hiervoor aangepast. Zoals uit
fig. 3 blijkt, korrespondeert r = 0 met y = (Q-l)/2. Dus de kans Pd
voor een soft-decision decoder is:

d (Q-l)d)__ (Q-l)d
Pd = Pr ( I y;:; 2 I

m=l n=O

d
Pr ( I y

(Q-l)d + n

m=l 2

(Q-l)d
I q(n) + lq(O) (9)

d
met q(n) = Pr( I (Q-l)k

m=l y = 2

n=l
+ n

Hiermede kan q(n) numeriek worden berekend en daarmede Pd.

~~-~~~!~~!~~-~~~-~d·
De coëfficient Cd is het aantal paden met afstand d vermenigvuldigd
met het aantal "1" bits in de ontvangen datareeks. De faktor Cd kan
worden afgeleid uit de generatorfunktie van de convolutiecode.
~~~~~2~~~~_~~~~_~~_~~!~~~!~~~~~·
De bitfoutenkans was volgens (5) begrensd door een oneindige gewogen
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sommati.evan Pd. De oneindige sommatie wordt afgekapt op L = 32; het-
geen gelijk is aan het aantal codesymbolen van de padregisterlengte
welke in de decoder gebruikt is. Dit levert:

L 32
(d-4)2d-S.PdP < I cdPd = I (10)e d=df d=S

met Pd volgens (9). Deze bovengrens voor Pe is berekend om een beeld
te krijgen van de invloed van "fading" op het kanaal en van de drem-
pelinstellingen op het soft-decision decodeerproces [6]. Twee theo-
retische gevallen zijn beschouwd:
a. het geval van konstant ruisvermogen aan de uitgang van de QPSK de-

modulabor, waarbij de drempelafstanden T worden gerelateerd aan de
ruisvermogensdichtheid NO volgens a = T1/12NO·

b. het geval van konstant signaalvermogen aan de uitgang van de QPSK
demodulator, waarbij de drempelafstanden zijn gerelateerd aan de
energie per codesymbooI E volgens B = T2/iE. In feite heeft dits s
laatste geval betrekking op een ontvanger met ideale versterkings-
regeling.

Voor beide gevallen zijn berekeningen gedaan voor zowel Q 4 als
Q = 8.

NUMERIEKE BEREKENINGEN

De optimale drempelafstanden voor zowel a als B zijn berekend
door de bitfoutenkans P uit te rekenen als funktie van a en B en dan

e
d1e waarde van a en ~ te kiezen waarvoor Pe minimaal is. Voor het ge-
val van konstant ruisvermogen bleek aopt.
Q = 4 als Q = 8 (zie figuren 4 en 5). Voor het geval van konstant sig-

0,5 te worden voor zowel

naalvermogen bleek B = 0,5 te zijn voor Q = 4 en B = 0,25opt. opt.
voor Q = 8 (zie figuren 6 en/). In alle gevallen geldt dat de bit-
foutenkans P als funktie van a en B een vlak minimum heeft, waaruit

e
volgt dat de drempelafstand T niet kritisch is. De theoretische"co-
ding gain" is 3,2 dB voor Q 4 en 3,6 dB voor Q = 8 (zie figuren 8
en 9). Op grond hiervan is gekozen voor de implementatie van een de-
coder met Q = 8 kwantisatieniveaus.

REALISATIE VAN EN METINGEN AAN DE SOFT-DECISION VITERBI DECODER

De jecoder is een komplexe schakeling en is opgedeeld in een zes-
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tal funktionele blokken. Om een relatief hoge snelheid te halen (op-
dat de decoder ook voor andere systemen te gebruiken is) is voor
parallelwerking in de decoder gekozen. Voor meer gedetailleerde do-
cumentatie van de decoder wordt verwezen naar [7] en [8]. De eigen-
schappen van de decoder zijn getest door metingen van de "bit error
rate" (BER). In de testconfiguratie werkte de decoder voor een data-
snelheid van 250 kbit/s via een basisbandkanaal met een afsnijfre-
kwentie van 270 kHz. Voor alle berekende bitfoutenkanskrommen als
funktie van a en B zijn de werkelijke BER's gemeten voor een ~/NO
4;5 en 6 dB. Dit komt overeen met een Es/NO 1;2 en 3 dB, aangezien
de energie/databit ~ tweemaal zo hoog is als de energie/codebit Es.
De BER-krommen zijn gemeten voor de bijna optimale waarden van de
drempelafstanden T voor a en B De meetresultaten zijn ingetekend
in de figuren 5 t/m 9. Hieruit blijkt dat voor lage waarden van
Eb/NO de BER-waarden aardig overeenstemmen met de berekende fouten-
kansen Pe. Voor hogere waarden van ~/NO verschillen de BER-waarden
ongeveer 0,2 dB voor de drempelwaarden volgens geval a) en ongeveer
0,8 dB voor de drempelwaarden volgens geval b).

KONKLUSIES
- De bovengrens voor de foutenkans Pe' berekend als funktie van a en

B , blijkt in beide gevallen een vlak minimum te hebben. Hieruit
blijkt dat de instelling van de drempelafstanden voor de kwanti-
sering niet kritisch is.
De berekende bovengrens voor de foutenkans Pe is voor aopt. vrij-
wel gelijk aan die voor Bopt.

- De berekende en gemeten waarden voor de foutenkansen als funktie
van a en B blijken goed overeen te stemmen. De gemeten BER-krommen
als funktie van a liggen maximaal 0,8 dB hoger dan de berekende
foutenkansen en die als funktie van a liggen maximaal 0,4 dB hoger
dan de berekende foutenkansen.

- De theoretische coding gain van de decoder is 3,2 dB voor Q = 4 en
3,8 voor Q = 8 bij een bitfoutenkans P 10-5. De decoder heeft

e
een gemeten coding gain van 2,5 dB voor Q = 4 en van 3,0 dB voor
Q = 8 bij een BER = 10-5, als de drempelafstanden worden gerela-
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teerd aan de ruisvermogensdichtheid. De decoder heeft een coding
gain van 3,1 dB voor Q = 4 en van 3,4 dB bij Q = 8, als de,drem-
pelafstanden worden gerelateerd aan een J<.onstant signaal vermogen
aan de uitgang van de QPSK demodulator.
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TWO RESULTS ON THE DISCRETE MEMORYLESS ASYMMETRIC MULTIPLE-ACCESS
CHANNEL WITH ARBITRARILY CORRELATED SOURCES

K. De Bruyri", V. V. Prelov::::& E. C. van der Meulen::

Abstract : In this contribution first necessary and sufficient
conditions are given for the transmission of two arbitrarily
correlated sources over a discrete memoryless asymmetric
multiple-access channe~. Furthe~ore it is demonstrated that
these conditions continue to hold if feedback is available
to one or both encoders.

I. INTRODUCTION
The discrete memoryless (d.m.) asymmetric multiple-access channel

(AMAC) with two encoders is a "two sender - one receiver" multiple-
access communication situation whereby messages of one source are
encoded by both encoders, whereas the messages of another message
set are encoded by only one of them.

The d.m. AMAC with independent sources (Fig. I .(a)) was first
explicitly considered by Aratyunyan [I], who gave an expression for
its capacity region and formulated an exponential lower bound on the
error probability, which he proved to coincide with the exponential
upper bound derived from [2] for rate pairs in a critical domain
within the capacity region.

Bassalygo, Pinsker,and Prelov [3] showed that for a deterministic
d.m. AMAC the ordinary (average error) and the zero-error capacity
region coincide.

Subsequently,Prelov [4,5] proved that for a d.m. AMAC (i) feedback
cannot increase the capacity region and (ii) in the deterministic
case feedback does not increase the zero error capacity region
either. The first result was independently established by De Bruyn
and van der Meulen [6].

All these results relate to the d.m. AMAC with independent
sources. However, in this contribution we consider arbitrarily cor-
related sources transmitted over a d.m. AMAC, as pictured in Fig.
I.(b). Recall in this regard that Cover, El Gamal,and Salehi [7]
considered the problem of sending two arbitrarily correlated sources

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Department of Mathematics,
Celestijnenlaan 200B, B-3030 Heverlee, Belgium. Research suppor-
ted by Project GOA 83/88-53, Ministerie van Wetenschapsbeleid,
Brussels, Belgium .

....During May and June 1984 on Leave at K.U. Leuven, Dept. of
Mathematics, from the Lns t i t.ute of Problems of Information Trans-
mission of the USSR Academy of Sciences, 19 Ermovoloy Street,
Moscow GSP-4, USSR 101447.
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·MAC

}It

MAC

(a)

(b)

.MAC
(c)

Fig. I. (a) d.m. AMAC with independent sources;
(b) d.m. AMAC with arbitrarily correlated sources;
(c) d.m. AMAC with arbitrarily correlated sources' and

two-sided feedback.

over a d.m. multiple-access channel (MAC) such that each encoder
observes just one source output. They [7] provided sufficient con-
ditions for reliable transmission in this case, and demonstrated
that in general the procedure consisting of factorizing.the source-
channe I transmiss ion prob lem in to sep arate source and channel coding
problems (called the separation principle in [8]) is not optimal.
Ahlswede and Han [8] presented a more simple derivation of the coding
theorem in [7] and established coding theorems for other source-
channel matching problems in multi-user information theory. By
giving a counterexample, Dueck [9] showed that in general the Cove r >-

El Gamal- Salehi conditions' are not necessary. In fact, up to now
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these conditions were known to be optimal only in such trivial cases
as when the channel is lossless (Slepian-Wolf source coding theorem
[IO]),or when the sources are independent. The result is this paper
shows that in the situation of an arbitrarily correlated source to
be transmitted over a d.m. AMAC the here derived sufficient condi-
tions are optimal and the separ~tion principle holds.

2. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR RELIABLE TRANSMISSION OF
TWO ARBITRARILY CORRELATED SOURCES OVER A D.M. AMAC

The capacity region of a d.m. AMAC, defined by cr; x 'l:J,w(zlx,y),3)
and sources ~O (observed by both encoders) and ~I (seen by the
Je-encoder only) that produce their messages uniformly and indepen-
dently, is given by

u {(RO,RI) E IR: IIRI.;;;I(X;Z IY) ,RO + RI .;;;I(X,Y ;Z)}, (1)
lf(Jex'l:J)

whereby lf(Je x 'l:J)is the set of all probability distributions on the
cartesian product X x'l:J (see [3]).

Suppose now, on the other hand, that are given, instead of ~O and
~I' sources Sand b, S seen by the Je-encoder only and b ob-
served by both encoders, which are arbitrarily correlated according
to a dis tribution pElf (S x b) . We denote such a source-pair by
(S,p(S,t),b), and,if it is transmitted over a d.m. AMAC
(Je x 'l:J,w(zlx,y),3) as in Fig. l.(b), we will write
(S + X + Z,T + XY + Z).

In this situation the X-encoder observes a source-output-pair
(~,!) which is mapped into an input n-sequence of Jen by the encoding
function

f (2)

while the 'l:J-encoder sees the source output! which is mapped into an
input n-sequence of 'l:Jn by the encoding function

b n___..'l:Jn (3)
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The decoder obs erves an output sequence z and maps it into art element
(i.,i) .of Sn x 'bn. The p rob abi.Lity of error is then given by

(4)

Definition : The source-pair (S, p (s , t ) •'b) is said to be
(5 -+ X -+ Z.T -+ XY -+ Z)-admissibZe for the d cm , AMAC er: x'Y.
w(zJx.y). 3).if for any 0 < \ < I and sufficiently large n there
exist encoding functions !.~.and a decoding function. for which
P < À.e

When feedback is available to both encoders. the J:-encoder ob-
serves the source-output-pair (~,!).and before choosing the i-th

(:, i-Iinput letter xi he also sees the outputletters (zl •.•.• zi_l) = z
Therefore the J:-encoding is done letter by letter by n mappings· as
follows :

2, ...• n . (5)

Analogously at the 'Y-encoder the encoding rs done by a sequence of
functions :.

g I (_!.) 2 ••••• n . (6)

The notions of error probability and admissibility are defined in the
same way as in the situation without feedback. Similar definitions
hold in the case of feedback to only one encoder. We now formulate
our results as follows.

THEOREM I :

The source-pair (S,p(s,t),'b) is (S -+ X -+ Z,T -ê- XY -+ Z)-admissible
for the d i m , AMAC (X x 'Y,w(zJx,y), 3) with arbitrarily small error
probabi li ty if

H(SJT) < I(X;ZJY) ,
H(S,T) < I(X,Y;Z) ,

(7)

(8)

for some probability assignment
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q(s,t,x,y,z) = p(s,t)q(x,yls,t)w(zlx,y) . (9)

Conversely, if the source-pair (S,p(s,t),1b) is (S + X + Z,
T + XY + Z)-admissible for the d.m. AMAC (X x 'Y,w(zlx,y), 3), then
(7) and (8) hold for some probability distribution of type (9),with
< replaced by ~.

THEOREM 2 :
The source-pair (S,p(s,t),1b) is (S + X + Z,T + XY + Z)-admissible
for the d.m. AMAC (X x 'Y,w(zlx,y), 3) with feedback to both encoders,
if (7) and (8) hold for some probability distribution of type (9).
Conversely,if (S,p(s,t),1b) is (S + X + Z,T + XY + Z)-admissible for
(X x 'Y,w(zlx,y), 3), then (7) and (8) hold for some probability
distribution of type (9), with < replaced by ~.

Remark 1 : Theorems I and 2 establish necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for admissibility of a source-pair for a d.m. AMAC, but with no
statement on the admissibility when H(SIT) = I(X;Zly) or H(S,T) =
I(X,Y;Z). This boundary situation should be further examined for
each source-channel combination separately.
Remark 2 : From Theorems I and 2 it should be clear that the same
result also holds if feedback is available to only one encoder.
Proof of Theorem 1 : The achievability part follows from two observa-
tions. Consider the following double inequalities:

H(sIT) < RI < I(X;Zly) ,
H(S,T) < RO + RI < I(X,Y;Z)

(10)

(11)

From the Slepian-Wolf coding theorem for correlated sources [ID, case
0111] it follows that the left-hand inequalities in (ID) and (11) are
sufficient for the reliable encoding of the source-pair. If further-
more the right-hand inequalities in (ID) and (11) are satisfied, then
the compressed source-pair can subsequently be transmitted reliably
over the ·d.m. AMAC, according to the coding theorem in [3].

In order fo prove the converse, we first observe that by. Fanó's
inequality

H(~,!li,±) ~ nó(Pe) ,

and thus also
H(~,!I~) ~ n6(Pe) ,
H(~I!,~) ~ nó(Pe) ,

( 12)

(13)

(14)

with ó(Pe) a positive function satisfying ó(Pe) + 0 as Pe + o. We
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now proceed to estimate R(S.,T) and R(S IT) as follows. We have

nR(S,T) = R(_§_,.!)= l(_§_.,!;~)+ R(_§_,!I~)

(a) n I i-I< I I(S,T;Z. Z ) + n8(P )i=I - - l. e

(b) n

Li=I
i-II(S,T,X. ,Y. ;z.IZ ) + n8(P )

- - l. l. l. e

(c) n
< L I(Xi,Yi;Zi) + n8(Pe) ,

i=I
(15)

and

nR(SIT) = R(_§_I!) = 1(_§_;~I!) + R(_§_I!,~)
(d) n I i-I< I I(S,X. ;Z. T,Y. ,z ) + n8(P )

i=l - l. l. - l. e.

(c)
<

n

Ii=I rrx. ;Z. Iy.) + n8(P )
l. l. l. e

(16)

Rere (a) follows by (I3), (b) by (2) and (3), (d) by (14) and (2) and
(3), and (c) by the Markov chain

i-I .(S,T,Z )--(X.,Y.) ....Z ..
-- l. l. l.

We thus obtain that R(S,T) < I(X,Y;Z) + 8(Pe) and R(SIT) < I(X;ZIY)
+ 8(Pe) for some probability distribution of the type (9). Now
letting Pe + 0, we complete the proof of the converse, and thus of
the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2 : It suffices to prove the converse, since achie~
vability follows from Theorem I. Jnequa li t i.es (13) and (ILl) and
relationship (17) continue to hold. The encoding functions (2) and
(3) are replaced by (5) and (6), and thus the entropies R(S,T) and
R(SIT) can be upper-bounded in the same way as in (IS) and (16).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

3. AN EXAMPLE
id h . ({O,I},(IO/3 1/3) {O I}) d h dCon s i, er t e sour ce+pa i r 1/3" an t e.m.

AMAC with binary input alphabets :r: = 'Y = {O,I}, ternary output
alphabet 3 = {0,1,2},and transition probabilities given by



Fig. 2. An optimal point for the transmission of the source-pair
({O,I},(IO/3 11//33),{O,I}) . h . b iover t e asytometri c anary erasure
MAC.

w(zlx,y) = I iff x + Y = z. This MAC was introduced in [11] and is
called the binary erasure or binary adder MAC.

For this particular source-pair, straightforward calculations
reveal that H(S,T) = log23, H(SIT) = 10g23 - h(2/3) 2/3.

The converse part of Theorem I yields that for the source-pair to
be admissible we must have that I(X;ZIY) ~ 2/3, I(X,Y;Z) ~ log23.
From the direct part of Theorem I it follows that if I(X;ZIY) > 2/3
and I(X,Y;Z) > log23, then the given source-pair is admissible for
the given AMAC. Clearly, no assignment satisfies the latter ine-
qualities. Therefore we need to investigate the boundary, as ob-
served in Remark I. Encoding x = sand y_ =! shows the exis tence of
a probability distribution of the form (9) such that H(.S,T)=
I(X,Y;Z) = log23 and R(SIT) = I(X;Zly) ~ 2/3, so that in this case
the direct part of Theorem I holds with = in (7) and (8). This
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achievable point is illustrated in Fig. 2., where is shown the ca-
pacity region of the d.m. AMAC with independent sources together
with the rate region of the given source [10, case 0111].

4. CONCLUSION
For a d.m. AMAC with arbitrarily correlated sources we have given

the'''capacity region" with and without feedback. These results show
that in this communication situationthe separation principle works,
i.e., one cannot do better than first compressing the source-pair
according to the Slepian-Wolf source coding theorem and'then sending
it over a d.m. AMAC in the standard way. However, one caveat should
be made for points on the boundary, as the example shows.
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DEPENDENCE BALANCE BOUNDS FOR MULTIPLE ACCESS CHANNELS WITH
FEEDBACK AND EQUAL OUTPUT TWO-WAY CHANNELS

Andries P. Hekstra* & Frans M.J. Willems*

If in a transmission the inputs of a channeL are dependent
this dependence has to be created. The idea that no more
dependence can be consumed than is produced, is used to
obtain new upper bounds for the capacity region of the dm
TWC with equaL outputs and the capacity region of the dm
MAC with feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION
At the 1984 Benelux Symposium on Information Theory in Aalten,

the authors [I] presented an extension of the class of multiple access
channels (MACs) for which Willems [2] showed that their feedback
capacity region equals the Cover-Leung [3] region. The channels in
Willems' class have the property that one input (XI) is completely
determined by the output (Y) and the other input (X2). In order to
describe the extended class, we will first introduce the,concept
"constructability". A random variable B is said to be constructable
iff there exists a mapping hl such that hl (Y,XI)=B with probability
one and a mapping h2 such that h2(Y,X2)=B with probability one.
Note that both encoders (terminals) can 'construct B. ,A channel now
belongs to the extended class {K) iff there exists a constructable
B such that I(XI;X2)=O implies that I(XI;X2IYB)~0. That the extended
class contains Willems' class follows easily by substituting XI for
B. For the channels in the extended class it was proved by the
authors in [I] that the MAC feedback capacity region equals the

*Eindhoven University of Technology
Department of Electrical Engineering
Den Dolech 2, P.O. Box 513
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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Cover-Leung region and that the two-way channel (TWC) capacity
region is Shannon's [4] inner bound region.

The proof in [I] involves exercising with probabilities. Here we
will give a proof in terms of mutual informations. The careful
reader may have seen that the class K is defined here not in terms
of probabilities as in [I], but in terms of mutual informations. If
we inspect our proof here, we see that the difference I(X

I
;X2 I (YB) ,

n+ I n+ l n n n
(YB) )-I(Xln;X2nl(YB) ) plays a crucial role. This term turns
out to be an upper bound for the increase in dependence between WI
and W2 1n transmission n, if we measure dependence with mutual
information.

If we subsequently use the idea that dependence, which is used
has to be created, we find a new upper bound for the capacity region
of the equal output TWC and for the feedback c ap ac ity region of the
MAC. The role of the random variable B, which was until now a latent
output of the channel, will be changed. B becomes an extra oütput
of the channel whose task it is to decrease the increase of de pen-:
dence between WI and W2, without giving away too much information to
the decoder (in the MAC situation) or to both terminals (in the

TWC situation). The decoder or the terminals are assumed to have
access to B.

The new bound, the dependence balance bound,is finally used to
obtain an upper bound for the symmetrical rate for the TWC capacity
region of the binary multiplying channel.

2. THEOREMS, PROOFS AND DISCUSSIONS
We will first give a proof of the theorem in [I] 1n terms of

mutual informations. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with
the notation. Capacity regions are defined in the usual way and
based on the average error probability concept.

*Theorem I: For a channel (XlxX2,P (ylxl,x2),Y) that belongs to class
K the TWC capacity region equals Shannon's inner bound region and the
MAC feedback capacity region is equal to the Cover-Leung region.
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Proof of Theorem I: First consider the ~ncrease of the dependence
between WI and W2 in transmission n:

I(WI;W21 (YB)n(YB)n-I)' - I(WI;W21 (YB)n-l)
= H(WI I(YB)n(YB)n-l) - H(WI IW2(YB)n(YB)n-l)

- H(wll(YB)n-l) + H(wIIW2(YB)n-l) ,
I(WI;(YB)nIW2(YB)~-I) - I(WI;(YB)nl(YB)n-l)
H«YB)nIW2(y~)n-l) - H«YB)nIWIW2(YB)n-l)
- H«YB)nl (YB)'n-l) + H«YB)nIWI (YB)n-l)

$ H«YB) IX2 (YB)n-l) - H«YB) lXI X2 (YB)n-l)n n n n n
- H«YB) I(YB)n-l) + H«YB) IXI (YB)n-l)

n n n
I(Xln;X2nl (YB)n(YB)n-l) - I(Xln;X2nl (YB)n-I). (I)

n-IWe will show by induction that I(WI;W21 (YB) )=0 for n=I,2, ... , N.
, n-IFor n=1 the statement is true. Assume that for n-I I(WI;W21 (YB) )=0.

Then it easily follows that I(Xln;X2nl (YB)n-I)=O. For channels in K
this implies that I(XI ;X2 I(YB) (YB)n-I)=O. We now have three mutual

n n n
informations which are equal to zero. Together with (I) this yields
that I (WI;wzi (YB)n (YB)n-I) $ 0 which in turn imp I ies that

In. I ri+ lI(WI ;W2 (YB) )=0. S'i nce I(WI ;W21 (YB) )=0 for n=I,2, ... , N it follows
/':, n-Iwith Un=(YB) that

For the rest of the proof we refer to [I].
We will now study the increase in dependence between WI and W2 in

a block of N transmissions:

N0$ I(WI ;w21 (YB) ) - I(WI ;W2)
1:. I n-I= =1 NI(WI ;W2 (YB) (YB) )-
n , . n I
1:. I n-$ I NI(XI jX2 (YB) (YB) )n= , dl n n (3)

Here the last inequality follows from (I). Inequality (3) is what we
called the dependence balance. It says that no more dependence can
be consumed than is produced. The produced dependence is equal to
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I n+ l I n-II(Xln;X2n (YB)n (YB) ), the consumed dependence equals I(Xln;X2n (YB) ).
So far we have always assumed that B is a constructable random

variable. Suppose this is not the case anymore. Now B ~s the output
of a channel whose input is the triple (XI,X2,Y). For an
(MI,M2,N,Pel,Pe2)-code in the TWC situation we now find that

For the (MI,M2,N,Pel,Pe2)-code still the Shannon [4] constraints are
valid:

10g(MI) s II NI(XI ;Y IX2 )+P Ilog(MI-I)+h(P I)'n= , n n nee
10g(M2) s II NI(X2 ;Y lXI )+P 210g(M2-1 )+h(P 2)·. n= , n n nee,

(Sa)
(Sb)

Combining (3), (4) and (5) we obtain for a given (fixed) B channel
with matrix p+(blx2,X2,y) the following upper bound for the equal
output TWC capacity region:

Theorem 11: For a channel (XlxX2,P* (ylxl ,x2),Y):
CTWC C { (RI'R2) 0 SRI S I (XI;Y ,BIX2' U) ,

OS R2 S I(X2 ;y,BIXI ,U),
RI S I(xl;Ylx2),
R2 S I(X2;Ylxl) for some

* +P(u,xI ,x2,y ,b)=P(u,xI ,x2)P (ylxl,x2)P (b lXI ,x2,y)
such that I(XI;X2IU)$I(XI;X2IY,B,U)
and lUI S IXII.IX21 +2}. (6)

It follows easily that for channels in Willems' class the TWC capacity
region is Shannon's inner bound region by setting R=XI. For arbitrary
equal output channels (6) yields with B=XI
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o ~ R) s H(X) IU) ,
o ~ R2 ~ I(X2;ylx) ,U),

R) s I(X) ;ylx2) for some .
P(u,xl,x2,y) = P(u)P(x) lu)p(x2Iu)p*(ylx) ,x2)

and IUI~,IX)I.IX21+)} (7)

This bound is known as the Zhang-Berger [5] bound. The essence of
the Zhang-Berger bound is that information which is transmitted over
the channel, (or comes out of the channel), has to be put into the
channel. It is interesting to note that the Zhang-Berger idea, the
information balance, can be ,~mplemented by u si.ng.our dependence,
balance bound.

Until now we implicitely assumed that B was the output of a fixed
channel with input (X),X2,Y). By inspection of our proofs however,
we find that it is possible ~o choose p+(blx),x2,y) adaptively on
the actual situation, i.e. the actual a posteriori distribution
P(x),x2Iy). This can be achieved by introducing a mapping F which
joins p+(blx),x2~Y) t~ ,P(x) ,x2Iy). F should be chosen,properly by
the information theorist, whose objectüre it should be to "minimize"

for y and P(x) ,x2Iy)

(8)

This gives us the most sophisticated version of the dependence balance
bound. We will not state this Theorem'III here. Instead we will give
some applications.

The first application is that for channels in the extended class
K, the TWC capacity region is Shannon's innerbound region. This can
be shown with a properly choBen F. It is interesting to note that
the proof of Theorem I involves induction, whereas with F we C1.rcum-
vent this induction in the dependene balance bound.

For the BMC Zhang and Berger [5] found for the best possible
synnnetrical rate pair (R* ,R*) that R* s .6489)5 bit/transmission.

*The dependence balance bound yields for this channel R s .646283,
with the following mapping F:
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{
° for (xl ,x2)=(0, 1),
1 for (xl ,x2)~(1,0) and
P«xl,x2)=( 1,0) ly=O) /{P«xl ,x2)=(0, 1) Iy=0)+P«xl,x2)=(l ,0) Iy=O)}
for (xl'x2)=(0,0). (9)

This upper bound (.646283) is still far away from Schalkwijk's [6]
op tima l rateR =.63056. '

In this contribution we have mainly dealt with -the equal output
TWC. However the results carry to the MAC with feedback by adding
two rate-sum constraints (Rr+R2 $ I(Xl ,X2;y,BIU), Rl+R2 $ I(Xl ,X2;Y».
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THE THRESHOLD BOUND TO THE CAPACITY REGION OF A TWO-WAY CHANNEL
REVISITED

*J.P.H.Schalkwijk

In the previous Benelux Symposiwn on Information Theory we
proved a certain Theorem. This Theorem required existence of
a',S'-thresholds, simultaneously satisfying certain condi-
tions in each of four t-quadrants. In general, such a',
S'-thresholds do not exist. However, in the special case
where a=S(l,l,O,O) and a'=S'=(l,O) the Theorem does hold.
It then says that the uncertainty out of a t-threshold reso-
lution is not reduced by discarding the fine structure of
the probability distribution W within each t-quadrant. In
the sequel we will show how this result can be used to upper
bound the capacity region of a two-way channel (TWC).

INTRODUCTION
Shannon [1] shows that the capacity region of a TWC can be found as
the limit of the rate per transmission for increasingly long coding
strategies. According to [2] we can represent these coding strategies
as strategies for subdividing the unit square. Each sender (see Fig.
1) tries to send information that without loss of generality can be

Fig. 1. Two-way channel configuration

*Department of Electrical Engineering
Eindhoven University of Technology
P.O. Box 513
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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tak*=n as a sub interval 8. of a [0,1] inter:val. The amount of informa-
tion sent specifies the length of the subinterval. Hence, the com-
bined information (81,82) of both sender specifies a subrectangle
81x82 of the unit square, which is the Cartesian product of the sub-
intervals of the senders. At the beginning of transmission 81x82 is
essentially uniformly distributed over the unit square. The initial
thresholds tI and t2 for 81 and 82, respectively, divide the unit
square of Fig. 2 in four quadrants with a priori probabilities

where t ~ I-t. On the first transmission encoder j produces an input

,Blt2 .B2t2r I
I I

altll - wll- - - - W12 - -
I I
I

I
I
I

I I
I I

.-- -w2l- - - - - w22 - -
I I

a2t, I I
I I

Fig. 2. Posteriori weight distribution around the t-thresholds.

x.=1 if 8.E[O,t.], and x.=O otherwise, where j=I,2. Upon reception of
J J J J

the first transmission let
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be the posteriori probability weight distribution. Without loss of
geue rali ty we now se t new Ct,i3-thresholds at heights Ct2tl, tl+CtItI'
B2t2, and t2+i3lt2, OSCt,BSI, for a second transmission, and consider
the transmission of information in the 1+2 direction (see Fig. I);
the same argument applies to transmission in the 2+ I direction. We
consider the uncertainty in, i.e. H(XI IW,~,~), that is introduced
by setting the Ct,B-thresholds, and the uncertainty out, i.e.

I(XI;Y2Ie2'W'~'~)' upon receiving the second transmission if we send
xl=1 if eldO,Ct2tl]u[tl,tl+Ctltl] and xl=O otherwise, and x2=1 if
e2E[O,i32t2]u[t2,t2+Blt2] and x2=0 otherwise.

CONVERSE
Shannon [I] obtained his outer bound to the capacity region of a TWC
by upper bounding the uncertainty out, i.e. I(x.;y.le.,w,Ct,B),

~ J J --
i,j=I,2, i#j, for the resolution of an arbitrary (arbitrary W,~,~)
threshold pair. For the BMC, in the symmetric RI=R2 case, this yields
.69424 as an upper bound to the common rate. We consider an av.e~age
uncertainty out, i.e. the uncertainty out averaged over all (the
first and possible later) resolutions about the initial t-thresholds.
We will show that ~n the symmetric RI=R2 case this average uncertain-
ty out has .63056 as an upper bound to the common rate.

We will first illustrate our converse using an optimum coding
strategy for the case where each terminal, see Fig. 1, has five
equally likeli (same length) message intervals. This optimum strate-
gy was found by an exhaustive search on the computer. Fig. 3 shows
the subdivision of the L-shape that pertains upon receiving a 0 on
the first transmission. In Fig. 3 solid and dashed arrows correspond
to a 0 and a I received, respectively. Likewise, blank and shaded
subregions yields O's and l's, respectively, on a subsequent trans-
mission. Note that the t-thresholds are used initially in the square

5, and later in the subregions 5000, 5011' and sOOII' where Ss stands
for the subregion that pertains after receiving the binary string
sE{O,I}*.Without loss of generality we again consider the transmis-
sion of information in the I -T 2 direction; the same argument applies
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to the transmission of information in the 2 -+ 1 direction. If
I(XI;Y2Ie2'Ss'~) = H(Yle2'Ss'~) stands for the uncertainty out by
resolution about the t-thresholds in subregion Ss' then the average
uncertainty out for resolutions about the t-thresholds in the SxS
square of Fig. 3 is equal to

[2SH(Yle2'S'~) + 6H(Yle2'SOOO'~) +
3H(yle2,soll ,~) + 3H(Yle2,SOOI1,~)]/(2S+6+3+3). ( 1 )

From Fig. 3 we find by inspection

3 3H(Yle2'S,~) = 5 h(S)' and
H(yle2'SOOO'~) = H(yle2,SOII'~)

2 1
"3 h(Z)'

Upon substitution of these entropy terms into (I) we obtain .60984
as the average uncertainty out for resolutions about the t-thresholds,
whereas .59233 ~s the actual common rate of the symmetric RI=R2

ta

Fig. 3. Optimum strategy with five messages at each terminal.
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strategy of Fig. 3 as a whole. Now note the interesting fact that the
average uncertainty out for resolutions about the t-thresholds in the
strategy of Fig. 3 is equal to the average uncertainty out for
t-threshold resolutions of a Schalkwijk strategy as in [3] with
threshold parameters as given in Fig. 4. The uncertainty out, i.e.
I(XI;Y2Ie2'w,~), for t-resolutions is apparently not reduced by

Fig. 4. Threshold reduction applied to the optimum strategy
with five messages at each terminal.

discarding the fine structure of the probability distribution W
within each t-quadrant. This is a consequence of the threshold reduc-
tion theorem [7] to be discussed in the next paragraph.

Consider a probability weight distribution W,

C "'12 "'13 "'14 )"'21 "'22 "'23 "'24
\I -

"'31 "'32 "'33 "'34

"'41 "'42 "'43 "'44

as in Fig. Sa, around 3 solid horizontal and 3 solid vertical
thresholds. In general, in order to do thenext transmission we ~n-
troduce new dashed thresholds, i.e. one a-threshold for each row
and one S-threshold for each column of W. Our task in this paragraph
is to show that the uncertainty out of a t-threshold resolution is
not reduced by discarding the fine structure of the probability dis-
tribution W within each t-quadrant. Hence, reduce W to W' as indi-
cated in Fig. Sb, where the probability weight distribution w' is
obtained by quadrant wise addition of the elements of W around the
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/3, /32 (33 (34

(']-, Wll W'2 W'3 W'4

d2 W21 W22 W23 W24

U3 W31- W32t W33; W34

----~-r_-'-~
(1. W41 - W42[ W43 t- W44

t2

\
i

!dl - - W'l' - - -r - - W12 - -
i

a b

Fig. 5. Reduction about initial thresholds.

initial t-thresholds. One can now prove [7] the following threshold
reduction theorem.

An arbitrary strategy like the one of Fig. 3 starts out with an
initial t-threshold resolution. If the t-thresholds are never used
again, then in the symmetric RI=R2 case the uncertainty out for this
t-resolution is upper bounded by .61695, i.e. by the Shannon [I]
inner bound rate. However, if the t-thresholds are used again on
later resolutions than the average uncertainty out for t-resolutions
is upper bounded by .~3056 as was shown ~n the preceding paragraphs.
But at some point in a strategy one has to introduce a second pair
of u-thresholds, etc. The average uncertainty out for u-resolutions
having resolved the uncertainty about the earlier t-thresholds is
again upper bounded by .63056 using the same arguments. Thus, for
the BMC the symmetric rate RI=R2=.63056 of [3] is an achievable upper
bound. Likewise, the capacity regions of some of the noisy TWC's men-
tioned in Jelinek's [6] paper have been outer bounded.

Having thus completed our converse we want to make one last obser-
vation. Our threshold reduction theorem has an interesting corollary
the simple proof of which is left to the reader.
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COROLLARY: For a binary input TWC given an arbitrary V,l,~ resolu-
tion, V being an nxn , n 2: 2, probability matrix, there is always a
W,~,~ resolution of the type displayed in Fig. 2, i.e. with W a 2x2

probability matrix, such that the uncertainty in and the uncertainty
out for the W,~,~ resolution are not less than the uncertainty ~n
and the uncertainty out, respectively, for the original, V,l,~
resolution.

Hence, for the BMC by finding the region of uncertainty ~n versus
uncertainty out while varying the parameters of Fig. 2, taking the
convex hull, and intersecting this convex hull with the line y=x we
obtain

as an upper bound to the rate in the symmetric RI=R2 case. In this
instance this information balance bound yields a stronger result than
a similar bound [5] derived by Zhen Zhang and Berger. It also appears
that the cardinality problem is [5] is solved by our reduction
theorem.
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DISCRETE CODING FOR THE BMC, BASED ON SCHALKWIJK'S STRATEGY

*L. Tolhuizen

Abstract. Schalkwijk has pointed out a strategy for the BMC
allowing to achieve the rate pair (0.61914, 0.61914), beyond
Shannon 'e inner bound region. ([lJ). This strategy, however,
is "continuous" and different message-pairs may yield different
output-sequence lengths; bymodifying it, we will rigorously
prove that (1) the rate-pair above is achievable using

block-codes with vanishing probability of
error,

(2) the same rate-pair is achievable using
variable-length strategies with probability
of error equal to zero.

1. BASIC DIVISION AND STRATEGY
Our starting point is the following basic division ([lJ) of the unit

square [0,1) x [0,1) (here 0 < a < S < 1; a and S will be chosen smartly
later) .

a o
1

o 1 1 o 101 ora

o 1 0

1

o 0

a

o
o

The accessory basic strategy is the following.
Let (8

1
,8
2
) E [0,1) x [0,1) . User j knows 8. and acts as follows:

J

Send { :
if 8. E [S, 1) ,

J

if 8. E [0, S)
J

*The author is a student at the Eindhoven University of Technology,
Department of Mathematics and Computing Science, Den Dolech 2,
P.O.Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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If the output is 1.: stop, otherwise send {: if 8. E [O,a)
]

if 8. E [a, 1)
J

If the output-sequence is 00: stop, otherwise send {: if 8. E [a, S) ,
J

if 8. E [S, 1) .
J

In the figure,· inside every subrectangle the output-sequence belonging
to (each point within) that subrectangle has been written. Note that
every user, knowing the output-sequence and his own 8. can unambiguously

J
determine the subrectangle within which (81,82) lies. We remark that the
forthcoming methods can be applied to any basic division and strategy
having this last property.

2. MULTIPLE APPLICATION OF BASIC DIVISION AND STRATEGY
Let Vk be the collection of subrectangles into which the unit square has

been d.tvi.ded:after the basic division has been applied k times, and let Sk
be the accessory strategy. To be more explicit: Vl is the collection of
rectangles of the figure. Vi+l is derived from Vi by subdividing each of

Vl. Sl is the basic-strategy.
Vi' we use Si; when subdividing accord-
thus obtaining Si+l.

we define for r E Vk

the rectangles of V. according to
l

When dividing the unit square into
ing to V l' we "glue Sl behind S. "

l
,

In order to analyse Vk and Sk'

nk(r) ~ length of output-sequence belonging to r, using Sk ,

uk (L) ~
2 (u.Lèadu. (1:) )- luy

~(r) ~
2 (height(r) )- log

Furthermore, the random variables ~k '~k' !:k are defined by

Z) ~ L a (z )
rEVk,zk(r)=z

(z n,b,h; a(r) ~ area of r) .

Finally, we define Tk, the set of k-typical rectangles by

n,b,h)} .
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From the definLtions, it follows that (for z = n,b,h) ~k may be con-
sidered as sum of k mutually independent random variables each dis tri-

2 2
buted as ~1 I sa E (~k) = k E (~1) I a (:k) ka (~1)'

Using Chebyshev's inequality we find

(1 )
..

rETk
222(where A = a (~1) + a (~1) + a (~1»'

3. A SEQUENCE OF BLOCK CODES
Let k E~. We define:

l'3· k~J
N à 2

(Here I Lx j à max{ n .E ~ In";; x} • We also will use r x 1 for rounding up-
wards and lAl to denote the number of elements of the set A.)
Let Lk be the lattice

Suppose r = [a,b) x [c,d) E Tk. There are at least L (b - a)M1Nj vertical
and l(d - c) M2Nj horizontal lattice lines passing through x , so

-klEb -k~Because r E Tk I (b - a) ;;;.2 ~ 1

ILk n rl ;;;.ILkla(r) (1- 3·2-k ) if k
with (1»

~
2-k lEhl - k

and (d - c) ;;;. so
is big enough so (combining this

(2) (k big enough) •

We now describe a sequence (Ck)keN of block codes.
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User j has as message set W. = {_1_ (i+ 1) la ~ i ~ MJ.N-1} .
. J MjN

Note that Iw.1 = M.N and that each message pair may be (and in fact will
J J

be) identified with a point of Lk.
Strategy Sk is applied, but truncated after ak tb fklE(~l} +kil transmis-
sions. If r, the element of Vk within which the message pair lies, were
detected earlier, then both users send extra ones until ~ transmissions
have been made.
There are now 3 possibilities.
a} Both users know rand r E Tk
b) Both users know rand r e Tk '
c) Neither user knows r (because nk(r) > ak, so r i Tk}

(r) ~ 2-k lE(b_1}+kfIn case a} breadth "" so r contains a.t most

vertical lines, i.e. messages of user 1 (and user 2 knows which ones are
possible), so user 1 can specify his message within f3kfl + 1 extra trans-
missions (user 2 sends ones; binary search) , and so can user 2.

If less than 2 • f3k f1 + 2 extra transmissions are needed, send extra
ones. In cases b) and c), both users send 2f3kfl + 2 ones.

Clearly, Ck is a block-code with length £.k tb ak + 2f3kfl + 2 and

,~h F.h -,

( ( ) R (C )} -+ (,,___::_l -1 \
Rl Ck, 2 k ' --)

E ~1 E ~1

Implicitly a decoder has been described which decodes the message-pair

(1+1MN'
by1 (2)

~+~ co rrac t.Ly whenever it.l.ieswithin a k-typical rectangle, which
~~ppens with probability tending to 1 as k tends to infinity.

For l:.hebasic division and strategy of section I we find

E (~1) 3 - 2(132 + a -af3)
2 13 (1-f3}[10g(1-f3) + (f3-a}log(f3-a) + log aJ.E (~1) E (~1) = -13 log -

If we choose ([lJ) a = 0.47455 , 13= 0,67571 we find
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E~l E ~1
0.61914

E ~1 E ~1

establishing the first claim.

4. ERROR-FREE COMMUNICATION
We now consider the situation where both users have {1,2, ...,M} as

message-set and want to communicate over the BMC without making errors
using a variable-length strategy S.
Let ns(i,j) à lenth output-sequence corresponding to message pair (i,j)

I
i

("average lenth of S")

The rate of S,R(S), is now defined by R(S) ~ __1__ • 210g M
In [2] explicit strategies are given for-sg~~)values of M, and the

question is posed whether a strategy S which allows error-free communi-
cation can possibly have (R(S),R(S» outside Shannon's inner bound region.
This question can be answered affirmatively now.

Consider the block-code Ck. After fk transmissions we proceed as fol-
lows: if both users are sure to have decoded correctly, they stop, else
(probability fk) first user 1 specifies his message within
r2log MlN 1'.;;; rk E (~1) + 2 • kil transmissions, then user 2 specifies

his message within r2log M2Nl .;;;rk E ~1 + 2· kil transmissions. The strate-
gy Ck described above clearly allows error-free communication and

fk .;;;n(ck) .;;;fk + fk (fk E ~1 + 2.kil + rk E ~1 + 2.ki 1-)
f
kso (as fk ~ 0) ----- ~ 1 , so R(Ck)n(ck)

establishing the second claim.
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RATE DISTORTION CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO ADAPTIVE DATA
COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS*

W.C. Huisman**

Two newly developed adaptive data compreee ion algorithms
which are easily implemented in a spaceborn micro program-
mable processor are appiied to the compression of simulated
image data with Markov properties. The rate-distortion char-
acteristics obtained are compared with tiheoret.ical.lqattain-
able bounds. For compression on a block by block basis the
maximum deviation from these bounds is only 0.55 respec-
tively 0.70 bits per pixel.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently NLR and ESTEC have jointly developed two adaptive data
compression algorithms (viz. Hodified Helzer- and the Chaturvedi
algorithm [IJ) for real time compression of image data having a bit
rate upto 4.8 Mbit/s. At the same time NLR has designed the micro
programmable processor CADISS (Compression And Decompression of
Image Sensor Signals) to perform the task of real time compression
at a specified bit rate in a spaccborn environment [2J. It is ex-
pected that CADISS becomes available by mid 1985. Implementation of
the two algorithms in CADISS will result in a system that is able
to compress data on a block by block basis with either a fixed re-
construction error, or a fixed output bit rate. In case a fixed
reconstruction error is selected, the output bit rate vlill depend
on the entropy of the data and is therefore different for each
block. In case of a fixed output bit rate, the reconstruction error

* This research has partly been performed under ESTEC Contract
No. 5047/82/NL/HP

** NATIONAL AEROSPACE LABORATORY (NLR)
Informatics division
Anthony Fokkerweg 2
Amsterdam
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will depend on the entropy of the data and is therefore different

for each block.

Application of the algorithms to the compression of Moon and

Mars images has resulted in good performance judging from visual

inspection of the reconstructed images [IJ. However, a less sub-

jective opinion of their performance can be obtained by investi-

gating how much the performance of each algorithm deviates from

what can theoretically be attained. To this end, in the present

paper the two algorithms are applied to compress a special class of

synthetical images (viz. images with Markov properties), for which

some t~eoretical bounds of interest can be derived. Only the case

where each image block is coded with a fixed reconstruction error

is studied. In order to study the effect of the adaptiveness of the

algorithms on their performance, a comparison v/ith the performance

of a non-adaptive algorithm (optimized for Harkov images with fixed

known statistics) is also presented. All necessary computations

were performed on the NLR Cyber 180/855 general purpose computer.

2. ATTAINABLERATE DISTORTION BOUNDSFOR NORMALLYDISTRIBUTED

MARKOVIMAGES

Markov images are characterized by a statistical model and are not

corrupted by sudden peaks or edges which can be present in real

world images.

Let the Markov image be characterized by the following statistical

model,

2 (1)o

Here E. denotes expectation; P .. and P are pixels w i t h coordi-
~J 2 rs

nates (i,j) and (r,s) respectively, o is the pixel variance, and

PH' Pv represent the horizontal and vertical correlation respec-

tively. This statistical image model satisfies the so-called sepa-

rable two-dimensional first order Markov property; without loss of
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generality the average of the pjxel is taken zero.
In order to be able to apply results from rate-distortion theory, a
normal distribution of the pixels is assumed.

For normally distributed Markov images as in eq. (I), the rate-
distortion function is given by [3J,

R(D)

(2)

D

Here the distortion D is defined as the mean square error in the
decoded image, and the rate R(D) is the lowest possible number of
bits per pixel at which the Markov image can be coded. A point
(R(D), D) on the rate-distortion curve can be constructed by se-
lecting a 8-value from (0,00). The function g(W1,W2) is given by

(3)

Note that, for small distortions D, the rate-distortion function
in eq. (2) can be wr i.t; ten in the simpler form [4J,

(4)

A data compression algorithm is said to have optimal performance if
encoding of an image with R(D) bits per pixel leads to a distortion
D in the decoded image. However, in practice the implementation of
data compression algorithms (e.g. in the micro programmable proces-
sor CADISS) is based on subdivision of the image into image blocks
of N x N pixels each, with the consequence that optimal performance
cannot be reached. Depending on the blocksize N x N, the attainable
rate-distortion bound is given by [3J,
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N N 2 À. À~2 o
1),(D) 1: l.: max(O, log 1 J ) ,

2N2 i=l j=l e

(5)

D
NNI 2

2 1: 1: minCe, Ài À. IT ).
N i=l j=l J

Here e is again selected from (0,00). The values À. and À~ denote
1 J

respectively the eigenvalues of the covariance matrices (of
Toeplitz type) of the rows (parameter PH) and the columns (para-
meter PV) of an image blockwith unit variance. Then the products
À.I.~ are the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of this image
1 J

block [5J.
In addition to the above observation that data comprèssion algo-

rithms operat e on a block by ·block basis, almost all data compres-
sion algorithms have the property that the real to integer conver-
sion of the data is based on quantization. Due to this quantiza-
t î.on, however, the rate-distortion function given in eq. (5) can
only be approached as close as 0.25 bits per pixel when uniform
quantizers are used and the value of D is small. In case of Max
quantizers, this would be 0.40 bits per pixel. Note that for large
values of D this difference decreases to zero in both cases.
This can be explained as follows.
Let Rx(D) be the rate distortion function of a random variable x.
After quantization of x, a new random variable ix is defined which
can assume a countable number of values. The minimum number of bits
required to represent ix is the entropy H(ix) of ix. Hence, H(ix)
is the minimum attainable rate-distortion bound for x in case
quantizers are used. The difference between Rx(D) and H(ix) can be
calculated and is indeed 0.25 respectively 0.40 bits per pixel for
uniform 2nd Max quantizers in case of small values of D, and goes
to zero for large values of D [3J.

In view of the above discussion, data compression algorithms
operating on N x N image blocks and using uniform quantizers have
an attainable bound of 1),(D)+ 0.25 bits per pixel for small D. The
corresponding attainable bound for Max quantizers is 1),(D)+ 0.40
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bits per pixel. For large values. of D the attainable bound ap-
proaches ~(D) in both cases.
Note, however, that these bounds can be reached only when inter-
block codi.ngis applied, Le. when the ensemble of quantized values
of an infinite number of blocks is coded.

3. ALGORITHI! PERFORMANCE FOR MARKOV IMAGES

In order to measure the rate-distortion performance of data com-

pression algorithms operating on sets of image blocks for Markov
images, a large enough set of independent N x N image blocks satis-
fying eq. (1) has to be generated first. After that, the algorithm
is applied for various fixed reconstruction errors to the compres-
sion of this set of image blocks. For each image block, this leads
to a compressed data set from which the image block is subsequently
reconstructed while measuring the actual distortion and the rate.
The rate-distorion performance of each algorithm is finally ob-
tained by averaging the rates and distortions obtained over the
set.

Image blocks with the desired properties can for instance be ob-
tained from

M (6)

where M is the image block with the desired Markov properties. Here
W is a matrix consisting of mutually independent normally dis-
tributed random variables with expectation zero and variance 0

2

The matrices Kl and K are determined from

K
I

U/\, K (7)

where /\and /\1are diagonal matrices
respectively. The quantities Ài and

~ 1 !.with elements (À.) and (À.)2
1 1 ]

À. are the eigenvalues of the
]

covariance matrices of the rows and columns of an image block (see
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section 2). The matrices U and UI contain as columns the eigen-
vectors Ui' u~ of the above covariance matrices correspond t ng ·to

1"i' "j. Since each compressi on aLgorIt hm starts with a decorrela-
ting cosine transformation (V) as a first step, leading to a block
Z ~ VTMV, the compression is easily carried out by cornput-Lng Z

directly from W according to

(8)

4. PERFORMANCE OF THE MODIFIED MELZER AND CHATURVEJH ALGORITHHS

Host real world images have horizontal and vertical correlations
that vary between 0.8 and 0.95. Therefore the performance of the
Modified Helzer and of the Chaturvedi algorithm will be calculated
for Markov images with P ~ PH = Pv = 0.8, 0.9 and 0.95 respective-
ly.
For real world images the coding of the DC-component in the present
algorithm is based on 8 bit pixels. However, for Harkov images,
this approach cannot be taken, because the pixels of these images
are represented by reals instead of integers, Hence, the
DC-component, which is normally represented by 14 bits, will in
this case be represented by 0.5 210g(cr~C/D)+ 3 bits.

In figures la, lb and Ic the results for block size 16 x 16 arc
given. The figures show that, for small distortions, the rate for
the Modified Hel.zer algorithm is about 0.15-0.25 bits per pixel
lower (depending on the correlation p) than that for the Charurvedi
algorithm. The figures also show that for both algorithms, a small
increase in P results in a large decrease in rate for a given dis-
tortion. This justifies the use of adaptive data compression algo-
rithms in case a fixed reconstruction e.rror in the decoded image
block is required.
Figure 2 shows the performance of the two algorithms for block size
8 x 8 and correlation PH = Pv = 0.9. It appears that the difference
between the performance of the two algorithms and the attainable
bound (see the result at the end of section 2) is larger than for
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the case of block size 16 x 16 (compare figure 1). Hence, the
penalty for adaptiveness is larger for block size 8 x 8 than for
block size 16 x 16.
The dashed lines in the figures 1 and 2 represent a lower bound for
the lowest possible rate of the present algorithms. As explained in
section 2, this lower bound depends on the blocksize and the type
of quantizers used. Comparison of the performance of the two algo-
rithms with these attainable lower bounds shows a maximum dif-
ference of 0.45-0.55 bits per pixel for the Modified Melzer
algorithm, and of 0.65-0.70 bits per pixel for the Chaturvedi algo-
rithm for blocksize 16 x 16.

For Markov images with fixed known statistics satisfying eq.
(1), an optimized non-adaptive data compression algorithm car. be
designed. For correlations PH = Pv = 0.95 and blocksize 16 x 16 the
performance of this particular algorithm is given in [4J. Compari-
son with the performance of the present adaptive algorithm shows a
maximum increase in rate (for fixed distortion) of 0.25 bits per
pixel, for the Modified Melzer algorithm and of 0.5 bits per pixel
for the Chaturvedi algorithm. Clearly, the price to be paid for the
adaptiveness of the present algorithms is largest for the
Chaturvedi algorithm.

Finally consider data that stems from an (not necessary inlaging)
instrument producing mutually independent normally distributed ran-

2dam variables (N(O, o ». These data can be stored in a block of
size 16 x 16, and can subsequently be processed using the Modified
Helzer algorithm. For this special case, Max quantizers are normal-
ly used as the non-adaptive data compression algorithm. In figure
3. the performance of the Modified Melzer algorithm is compared
with that of Max quantizers for this special case. The figure shows
that the rate of the Modified Melzer algorithm is only 0.1 bit per
pixel higher than for Max quantizers as long as D/o2 < 0.01. For
very large distortions the increment is at most 0.3 bits per pixel.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The performance of two adaptive data compressi.on algorithms, viz.

the Modified Melzer- and the Chaturvedi algorithm, has been inves-

tigated for the case that a fixed reconstruction error in the

decoded image is required. Test calculations were performed mainly

for Markov images, where it is possible to obtain lower bounds. The

results indicate a slightly better performance for the HodLf Led

HeLze r algorithm as compared to the Chaturvedi algorithm. Because

the performance of the Modified Melzer algorithm is already close

to the performance of an optimized non-adaptive algorithm (as close

as 0.25 bi ts per pixel for the case considered), it is probably

difficult to devise an adaptive algorithm of jet betterperform-

an ce , The results also indicate that the penalty, t ha t has to be

paid if an adaptive data compression algorithm is preferred over a

non-adaptive algorithm, decreases with increasing block size. This

penalty is smaller for the Modified Melzer algorithm than for the

Chaturvedi algorithm. Finally the results indicate, that the adap-

tive da ta compression algorithm presented show good performance

over a wide range of correlation values. Non-adaptive (but

optimized) algorithms do not have this property and are therefore

at a disadvantage.
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- kanaalcodering
- schattings- en detectietheorie
- Shannon-theorie

toepassingen v.d. informatietheorie
patroonherkenning.

Gastspreker Prof. A.Lohmann (Erlangen): "Parallel Computing on Light Beams".

Het Symposium zal worden gehouden in Hotel- en congrescentrum "De Brug" ~n
Mierlo, ongeveer la km. van Eindhoven.
De kosten bedragen naar schatting f 165,- p.p. inclusief overnachting,
maaltijden en het Symposium boekje.

."Samenvattingen van eventuele voordrachten dienen voor I februari te worden
ingestuurd. Bericht van acceptatie krijgt U voor 15 februari. Schrijvers
van geaccepteerde bijdragen worden verzocht een Symposiumbijdrage van
maximaal vijf bladzijden in te sturen voor 15 maart.
Gedetailleerde instructies zullen samen met de acceptatiebrieven verzonden
worden.

Alle deelnemers worden verzocht vóór I februari de bijgesloten vragenlijst
ingevuld terug te suren. Samenvattingen en~fvragenlijsten opsturen naar:

Dr.ir. A.J. Vinck
Technische Hogeschool afd. Elektrotechniek
Postbusnr. 513
5600 MB Eindhoven.


